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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation focuses on Pipestone, Nfinnesota, which provides an important 

example cf the process of creating and localizing national identity. Founded in 1874, the 

town derived its name firom the nearby pipestone quarries, a traditional excavation site for 

regional tribes, bi the early nineteenth century George Gitlin's artistic representations made 

the area famous and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's poetic interpretations of tribal 

mythology offered a romantic Indian past that appealed to industrializing America. This 

study proposes that the town's founders accepted the popular perceptions of the quarries' 

significance to the tribes-particularly the symbol of the "peacepipe" and its source in sacred 

ground-and actively employed related tribal imagery to create local identity and to promote 

the town on state and national levels. Emphasis on the quarries as unique and central to 

America's Indian heritage helped Pipestone attract railroad lines, a federal Indian boarding 

school in the 1890s, and a national monument in the 1930s to protect the quarries and to 

attract tourists. 

This dissertation traces the development of Pipestone from Catlin's eariy influential 

images of the quarries and tribes to the first productions of the town's annual "Song of 

Hiawatha" pageant in the 1940s and 1950s. Since the town's inception its residents 

continuously adapted their conceptions of the quarries' Indian heritage in order to generate a 

usable past. This study analyzes the ways in which they used tribal and landscape imagery 

to encourage town growth, investment, tourism, and the legitimizing presence of the federal 

government, making Pipestone a nationally-known place and a self-professed "real 

American" town. Archival sources examined include local and regional newspapers, 

memoirs, town business, state, and railroad promotional literature, federal institutional 

documents, state histories, and publications by the county historical society. These sources 

provide evidence of how the town's residents produced and maintained Pipestone's inuge 

and how this local process illustrates Americans' search for historical identity. 
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Ihtiodiiction 

• J fc,' 
Those who lack links with a place must forge an identity through other pasts." 

Vd̂ Mhomtvi!lxdiTliePcatisaForeigp,Country 

In 1932 the Pipestone bidian Shrine Association published a brochure to explain and 

enhance the app^ of the catlinite quarries in southwestern Mnnesota. The local view 

claimed the site attracted visitors because of its Indian store of fascinating legend and 

tradition centered about the red ppestone and the unique features of the quarries at the 

pipestone shrine-legends existing among all the plains tribes from earliest time, and, little 

by little, disclosed by them to the white explorers who won the Indians' conHdence." 

In(feed, one hundred years eariier, ia the summer of 1838 Joseph N. Nicollet described 

what he saw around hioL "It is a high, grand, and beautiful prairie...the view to the 

south seems t^tless, the verdure losing itself far away in the azure of the sky. The 

spectacle is full of grandeur because of its simplicity." A French cartographer, Nicollet 

explor^ the lands west of the upper Nfisassippi River in a United States government-

sponsored expedition. Crossing the prairies of what eleven years later became NGnnesota 

Territoty,^ncolIeteageriy anticipated ascending the CdteaudesPrairies, an area about 

which he had readin other explorers' narratives. This plateau, composed of a series of 

gentle ridges, lies neariy 1,000 feet above the surrounding flatter land and serves as the 

watershed between the Afississippi River to the northeast and the Missouri River basin to 

the southwest. Upon reaching the area, Nicollet extolled the elemental beauties of the 

vast, undulating tall-grass prairie interfaced with wetlands and streams.^ 

^The Pipestone Indian Shrine Association, TTie Pipestone Indian Shrine, Pipestone, 
Î Snnesota: Indian Legends andiSstaricat Facts Regar<Ung the RedPipestone Quarry, 
Winnewissa Falls, and the "Twin Maidens" (Kpestone, N^, 1932), 1; Edmund C. Bray 
and Martha G>IemaiL Bray, eds., Josephbf̂ NkoUetjon the Plans and Prairies: The 
Expe(Stions of1838-39 with JoumalSt Letters, andNotes on the Dakota fndians (St P^ul: 
Nftmesota Hsbmcal Society, 1993), 54. 
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On the eastern slopes of the Cdteau the European explorer approached the most 

anticipated destination on his expedition, the pipestone quarries. Along a shallow stream 

in a regionally-typical expanse of prairie, imposing bluffs of crystalline red Sioux 

quartzite rise from the grassy earth, creating a small waterfall and pond. At the base of 

the ridge the surface layer of metamorphic rock cracked and exposed lengthy parallel 

veins of a darker, softer sedimentary stone, prized by Plains tribes for its deep red hue 

and suitabiUty for carving. ^RcoUet marveled at the incongruity of the rock formations 

and colors on the otherwise unbroken, waving brown sea of prairie grasses. He noted, 

"the play of light across the escarpments and the jagged, nearly perpendicular flanks of 

the valley produce an effect of ravishing beauty...the sight is as agreeable as it is 

unexpected." Sensing the imaginative potential of this landscape, f^ficollet concluded 

that, "this admirable hill awaits the poet and the painter."^ In this comment Nicollet 

proved himself an accurate observer of both geography and American society. He 

realized that the quarries would attract visitors from the East, drawn to its human history 

and geological peculiarities. Unlike others who sought to represent the site in artistic and 

literary images, Nicollet viewed the landscape at the quarries as an active presence, an 

abiding character that shaped perception and emotion. In this he was the least typical of 

the non-tribal visitors to the site and closest to an indigenous perspective on the land. 

During the nineteenth century the unusual nature and tribal history of the quarries 

entered public awareness in the United States, culminating in 1874with the founding of 

the town of Pipestone near the site. Although Biropeans had known of the importance of 

ceremonial pipes to many tribes since their first cultural encounters along the Atlantic 

^Bray and Bray, Nicollet on the PUtins and Prairies, 83. Although extensive and 
illustrated, Nicollet's journal remained unpublished until the 197C)s. A condensed 
version of his observations appeared in his 1841 report to Congress. 
See also, Scott Anfinson, Prairie, Lakes, and People: The Archaeology of 
SoMhwestemMirmesotc^yoDSy CO: Crossings Press, 1999), 24-25. 
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coast and across the Great Lakes, they knew litde of the blood-ied stone most prized for 

pipe-caiving and traded widely. With Lewis and Garie's explorations ai the upper 

Missouri River in 1804, United States citizens first came close to the source of the 

pipestone and learned more about its place in regional cultures. The explorers' reports 

and correspondences spurred national fascination with the quarries and the tribal creation 

legends associated with the site. After Lewis and Qarii's expedition other Americans 

contributed to the creation of images of the quarries through their writing and painting. 

In 1836 George CatUn visited the site, claiming to be "the first white man" to witness the 

quarries, and produced widely popular artistic and visual representations of the quarries. 

Twenty years later Henry Wadsworth Longfellow offered his poetic interpretation of 

tribal mythology in "The Song (rf^Hiawatha," a saga that opens with creation of the pipe 

of peace at the quarries. CatUn, Longfellow, and their contemporaries offered appealing, 

romantic images of an Indian past in a distant part of U.S. territory to literate, 

industrializing, increasingly urban societies in North America and northern Europe that 

were eager to accept their representations of a distant, exotic place. 

When middle-class Yankee businesanen founded Pipestone near the quarries in 

the late-nineteenth century, they chose the location because of what they perceived as its 

natural and historical attributes. Ibving read Catlin's and Nicollet's writings and 

Longfellow's poetry, they accepted these created images as accurate, unconsciously 

allowing them to shape what they perceived when they reached the area. They imbued 

the landscape with useful meam'ngs that stressed the "peacepipe" and the uniqueness of 

the quarries in North America. To establish the new town, its founders actively 

employed selected tribal imagery to construct local identity and to promote Pipestone as a 

nationally recognizable place. Emphaw on the quarries as central to America's ancient 

tribal heritage helped Pipestone grow asamarkettownand attract land companies and 

railroadlines. Successfulproinotioalaterhelpedestablishtwofederalinstitutions,an 
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Indian boarding school and anational monument, both interpreted as legitimizing the 

national importance of the quanies. 

Although interesting as the stoty of a community, the development of Pipestone 

also provides a representative example of the process of localizing American identity 

through the use of landscape and association with an interpreted Indian past Throughout 

the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries small towns comprised the common sodal 

setting for public life within the United States. Pipestone's residents were average but 

active, non-elite, middle-class American citizens of northem European descent. The 

ways in which they worked out their ideas about what it meant to be American and to 

play a role in national development demonstrate how the process of identity formation 

occurs at a basic communal level. Within the context of changing historical 

circumstances the citizens of Hpestone continuously interpreted and selectively 

incorporated representations of the quarries and their perceived tribal past Their actions 

over the course of several decades demonstrate the layered process of building tradition in 

a place, adapting the past for use as the foundation of continually constructed identity. 

Prior to the visits of Catlin and Nicollet samples of carved pipestone and vague 

tales about its source circulated across the continent From traders and explorers 

European-Americans heard of the quarries as the place where tribes, despite inter-group 

conflicts, met in peace to extract the revered stone. Successive tales of the quarries as a 

unique, mystical site prompted Catlin and others to cross the prairie in search of it 

Interpretations of the legends that these non-tribal visitors recorded aftertheir encounters 

with the Dakotaand otherPlains tribes became the accepted, and expected, 

representations of the quarries and the basis for claims about their significance. Unlike 

the oral history of the quarries, passed down through generations of the tribes whose 

cultural practices centered on pipe ceremonies, repeated literary descriptions of the site 
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created it as an increasingly interesting place for Buopean-Americans who had no 

personal or cultural reason to visit it. 

Most of the legends presented to the reading public depicted the quarries as sacred 

because it was the place of creation of the first pipe and, often, of the first tribal people. 

Two main variations on the genesis theme produced similar senses of significance. In 

one general legend a beneficent Great Spirit created humans out of the deep red stone at 

the site and taught them to carve and smoke the pipe in remembrance. Another version 

tells of horrible warfare in die area, the bloodshed of which turned the surrounding stone 

red. Some variations recount a drowning flood after the war, with a few survivors 

hiding under boulders. With or without a deluge, the Great Spirit instructed the 

remaining people to create the pipe from the stone and to use it to settle their differences 

peacefully. Writers like Catlin and Longfellow embellished these themes, generalizing to 

make them culturally applicaUe for all tribes on the North American continent and readily 

making comparisons to their own cultural reference points in phrases such as "Indian 

Eden." Such descriptions made the site both safe and exotic, appealing because of its 

distant past associations with a violent but subdued people. 

Although the Dakota peoples often conunanded political hegemony on the 

northem Plains, different bands within the larger group had their own belidis about the 

quarries, as did other tribes in the region, such as the Mandan, Pawnee, and Kiowa. 

Some variations involved buffalo, some involved snakes, but all ascribed importance to 

pipe ceremonies and to the quarries as the source of the red carving stone. By the 

nineteenth century the Ihanktonwan, or Yankton, a Nakota band, attained dominance in 

the area and negotiated with the United States intheTreatyof 18SB for reserving the 

quarries from settlement. Tribes who traditionally quarried at the ateagreed to die need 

to preserve the site, but never accepted Yankton claims to the right to negotiate for it or to 

represent other tribal interests in the quarries. The Yankton and other tribes have long 
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opposed the sale of pipestone for nonrceremoiiial uses, a practice that became popular in 

the mid-nineteenth century with the creation of literary images about the quarries and 

escalated with the founding of Pipestone. Although establishment of the National 

Monument ia1937 strictly regulated pipestone extraction and conmiercial carving, 

controversy over the quarries and use of the stone remains strong throughout the region, 

as does tension about European-American incursions into tribal spiritual practices, such 

as pipe ceremonies.^ 

Recognizing the continual presence of tribes at the quarries, this study of 

Rpestone and its relation to the site includes tribal actions as part of the story of the area's 

development Because of the sensitivity of the issue to tribal members who visit the site 

as a spiritual practice, it does not attempt to interpret a cultural viewpoint from the 

historical tribal members involved at the quarries. Out of respect for the Yankton choice 

of communal privacy and ability to speak on their own behalf, this study describes their 

actions without ascribing meaning to them. To presume the authority to give voice to 

them would in essence perpetuate the European-American cultural imperialism that 

characterized nineteenth-century behavior in Pipestone and elsewhere in the United 

States/^ Analysis and understanding of the motives that led to the non-tribal creation and 

^For an overview of the variations in historical and current beliefs among Plains tribes, 
see David T. Hughes, Perceptions of the Sacred: A Review of Selected Native 
American Groups and their Relationships with theCatUmteQiMrries(Xioio(Aa: National 
Park Service, 1995), 10-20,101-105. 
The term "Dacota" is used to referto the Dakota/Lakota/Nakota linguistic, cultural 
groups d[ the region, the eastern Dakota bands being most prevalent in western 
Minnesota. 
^Miucia Crosby provides a Rrst Nations* perfective on the current academic trend of 
inclusivity in "Construction the Imaginary bidian," in Stan Douglas, ed., Vancouver 
Anthoiogy:ThefnstitutionalPoliticsofArt(ydiaeaaver, Talonbooks, 1991): 267-291. 
For a discussion of tribal views of scholarship in the United States, refer to Devon A. 
Mihesuah, ed, NiativesandAcademics: Researching and Writing about American 
bkSdns (Xiocoim University of Nebraska Ptess, 19^. See also Barry Lopez, Atour 
This life: Journeys on the Threshoid of Memory (^vwYoAi Vintage Books, 1996), 
3-15. 
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continued use of images of the pipestone quarries make genuine cultural exchanges and 

dialogues more possible and potentially clearer. 

Much of the current scholarship on identity, imagery, and national culture 

development describes identity as imposed from above or analyzes conditioned responses 

to dramatic landscapes, such as those in the American West Few historians consider the 

majority of the populace who lived in more average areas, such as the Midwest~a region 

not readily considered as encompassing unusual or significant sites—and the role of 

people who settled such places in attracting attention and contributing to national culture. 

In their works on the creation of perceptual landscapes, Anne Farrar Hyde, Yi-Fu Tuan, 

Stephen Pyne, and David Lowenthal offer frameworks helpful for considering local and 

national uses of images. They analyze the role of explorers, artists, and writers in 

shaping nineteenth-century perceptions and in creating places described as unique and 

culturally significant, as happened with the pipestone quarries. Studies by Michael 

Kammen, John Sears, Renato Rosaldo, and Philip Deloria provide a general basis for 

examination of the appeal of a romantic Indian past and nostalgia for lost innocence in 

industrializing, urbanizing America. Pipestone reveals a more site-specific adaptation of 

popularnotions about tribal history for American identity formation. Analyses on 

tourism, such as the scholarship of John Jakle and Hal Rothman, explain the common 

attraction of unusual sites for tourists, but leave open a question of why towns such as 

Pipestone wanted visitors for reasons other than financial gain.^ While the merchants of 

My perspective on the issue of tribal inviohibility evolved from time spent among 
R^budLakota and Din6 people. Within both of these cultures it is considered 
offensive to speak on behalf of another individual or to try to represent someone else. 
Prior to begii^g my research on this subject, I wrote to the Yankton Tribal Council, 
descritwg my project and explaining my intents not to speak on behalf d the tribe. I 
received no replies. 
^Anne Farrar Hyde, An American Vision: Far Western Landscapes andNational 
Culture, 7^0-/920 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1^); Nfichael 
Kammen, Mystic Chords of Memory: The Transformation of Tradition in American 
Odture(̂ ewYô  Alfred A. Ibdpf, I99I); Dsmdljommlkal̂ TliePastisaForeign 
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npestone often led efforts to promote the town, they jewed with other residents to 

position their local identic within their ideas of a shared national heritage. 

Several worics, both scholariy and popular, also examine various aspects of the 

pipestone quarries and federal activities at the site and provide a foundation for analysis 

of the town of Pipestone. In an anthropological Held study, David Hughes offers a 

thorough review of the historical and contemporary significance of the quarries to the 

Plains tribes that have frequented the site. His work explores the diversity of tribal 

customs related to the quarries and helps reveal how oversimplified European-American 

perception and promotion of pipestone was, from Catlin through the twentieth century. 

Brenda Giild's dissertation and subsequent book examine three federal Indian boarding 

schools, including Pipestone, and the experiences of tribal children in those institutions. 

An earlier thesis by Gaylord Reynolds serves as a narrative overview of the boarding 

school. Neither woric examines the relationship of the school to the town, despite the 

Country (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1965); Stephen J. Pyne, How the 
Canyon Became Grand: A Short History (New Yoric: Vildng Penguin, 1998); Yi-Fu 
Tuan, Space and Place: The PerspectiveofExperience (MittoeapoUx University of 
Minnesota Press, 1977); Philip J. Deloria, Playing Indian (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1998); John A. Jakle, 71̂  roumf; Travel inTwentieth-Century 
North America (Lincoln: University of Netvaska Press, 1985); Hal K. Rothman, 
Devil's Bargain: Tourism in the Twentieth-Century American ^esr(Lawrence: 
University Press of Kansas, 1998). 
Other works that explore issues of tourism in relation to local, regional, and national 
identity include Holly Beachley Brear, Inherit the Akuno: MythandlUtuaiatan 
AmericanShrine (Austin: University (rf'Texas Press, 1995); John F. Seais, Sacred 
Places: American Tourist ̂ tractions in therNineteenth Century (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1989); Peter Bishop, The t̂ h of Shangri-La: Tibet, Travel 
Writing mdthe Western Cireation ofSticredLiuulscape (London: Athlpne PRSS, 
1989); Patrick V.McGfeevy,.̂ iia£iRmg A/Sahara; The AfeanmgandMaking of 
NiagaraFalls (Amherst: University of Massachusette Press, 19M); Dona Brown, 
Inventing New Engka^^ Regional Towim in the Nbieteenth Cenftoy O^^ashington . 
D.C.: Smithsonian Lnî tutioit Bess, 199!̂ ; Leah Dilworth, ImaginmgIndiansinthe 
Southwest: Persistent^^nsofaPr6m^ePast(^dsian'̂ saa.li.C.'. Smithsonian 
Institution Press, 199̂ 1 Chris VÎ SQQ^̂ P î̂ rAo/5â  Creatmg a Modern 
llegionalTra(£tioniMmqmtqpe^ l4exico David L. 
(Ilai^chael, Jane Hutot, Enan IteevM, ahdl Andhild Schanche, Sâ ed Sitesr Sacred 
Peaces ^xmdon & N(^ Ybck: Routledljge, 1994). ^ 
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proximity and interaction of the two communities, nor have previous studies analyzed the 

relation of Pipestone's interests and governmental priorities at the school. Other 

academic works have focused on the reservation period of the quarries, inclwfing John 

Wayne Davis's 1934 thesis in history and Paul {Alley's recent geography thesis. 

Because of earlier trends in administrative and political history and the archival resources 

available, the majority of scholarship about the quarries concentrates on Pipestone 

National Monument. William Corbett selected the topic for graduate study and published 

articles, while Robert Murray and Hal Rothman wrote administrative histories of the unit 

for the National Park Service.^ These works contain a wealth of information concerning 

governmental actions and policies. None analyzes the town of Pipestone in national or 

historical context, or in its interactions with the federal government, or in an evolving 

relationship to the quarries, assuming instead that only external influences shaped the 

area. Pipestone provides an example of what a seemingly average community did to 

Perceptions of the Sacred; Brenda J. Child, "A Bitter Lessonr Native 
Americans and die Government Boarding School Experience, 1890-1940" (Ph.D. 
diss.. University of Iowa, 1993), and Boarding School Lessons: American Indian 
Families, 1900-1940 (Jjncolat University of Nebraska Press, 1996); GaylordV. 
Reynolds, "The History of Pipestone Indian School" (M.A. thesis. University of South 
Dakota, 19S2); John Wayne Davis, "A (fistory of the Pipestone Reservation and 
Quarry in Mimesota" (Mj\. thesis. University of Colorado, 1934); Paul A. Kelley, 
"The Hpestone Quarries: An (fistorical Geo^phy" (MA. thesis. University of 
Nebras^, 1997); \(^am P. Corbett, "Pipestcme: The Origin and Development of a 
National Monument," MUmesota History 47/3 (Fall 1980): 83-S^ and "A History of 
the Red Ffpestone (Quarry and Pipestone National Monument" (MA. thesis. University 
of South E^ota, 1^6); Robert A. Murray, "A Hutory of Pipestone National 
Monument, Mmnesota" (Pipestone: Pipestone Indian Shrtne Association, 1965); Hal 
K. Rothman, Managing the Sacredand the Secular: An Administrative fSstory of 
Pipestone NationalMcmumentiOmaba: National Park Service, 1992). 
The area encompassing the qu^es held reservation status from 18S8 to 1928. 
In his work on ms hometown in Ohio, Richard O. Davies notes tlut both urban and 
rural historians overlook small towns as important within the American social 
experience, tending instead U) assume the predominance of the federal government in 
shaping people's lives, denying the ability of community toMluence their dotinies; 
Main Street Blues: The Declme ofSmaU-TownAmerica (Columbus: (%io State 
University Ptess, 1996). 
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preserve and augment the atnindant tribal imagery that all of the popular and scholariy 

works take for granted. 

In an unpublished. 1960 manuscript for his later administrative history, Robert 

Murray suggested a posable connection between the popular images of the quarries and 

the town's sense of itself. He observed that Pipestone's citizenry generated a mass of 

promotional literature based on the works of C^tlin and Longfellow and on their own 

experiences at the site. Murray did not further analyze the development, but commented 

that. These works have yet to be brought together for study and evaluation. It would 

seem, though, that they must have had some influence in the formation of local attitudes 

toward the Quarries."'̂  Murray recognized the potential for scholariy examination of 

Pipestone's identity, even though he limited his own work to study of federal 

govemmentactivity in the area without further analysis the images he recognized as 

important 

Because of the preponderance of literary and visual representations of the quarries 

prior to Pipestone's founding in 1874, its initial ideological baas developed prior to its 

social and economic growth. Formation of the town's identity, therefore, began before 

the town existed and continued after its founding in overiapping phases as different 

individuals' and groups' perceptions about and experiences at the place motivated them to 

act Their actions provide distinctive themes in the Pipestone's history, phases around 

which to organize an analysis of the process of building on preceding developments and 

modifying local tniditioo. 

In the initial stage of Pipestone's layered growth, examined in Chapter One, 

explorers and self-piofessed ethnographers, such as Catlin and Longfellow, extracted 

"^Robert A. Murray, "Administrative ifistory of Pipestone National Monument 
A^nnesota," (unpublidied typed manuscript I960), Minnesota Ifistotical Society, St 
Paul, 66^7. 



images front tnbal belief»IU)qiiitheqiiairi«» and created a nationally-knowiL site. 

Analysi^af the process through whicfi this occurred offers a midwestem compan»n to 

the scholarship of ̂ e md Hyde abo^ perceptual landscapes in the Far West The 

second chapter follows the establ^hineiiit bf 0{(estcMv^, during wluch a homogeneous 

group of town founders, mainlymerchmts, gained the cooperation of land companies 

and railroads to augment the popular image of the quarries while helping fcntnulate local 

identity^. These groups behaved m ways customary to their time, as diemonstrated in the 

works by Kanmien, Sears, and Deioria, but the quarries provided a unique cultural 

landscape upon which they built By the 1890s town leaders used the site's perceived 

tribal significance as grounds for lobbying the federal government to locate an Indian 

boarding school at the quarries. This process of seeking institutional legitimization of the 

quarries' perceived national importance is the subject of Chapter Three, tying over into 

the fourth chapter. Complementing Pipestone's interest in the Indian school, local 

women led the community as preservatiom'sts, seeking federal protection of the quarries. 

With the support of others in town, their efforts led to the 1937establishment of 

Pipestone National Monument the Hrst Piirk Service um't in Minnesota. The general 

pattem of preservation work in Pipest<Mie parallels activities of other Americans, analyzed 

byRothmanandKammen. bi its intense conflation c^local identity and national 

significance, however, Pipestone departs from previously examined preservation efforts. 

Hnally, Chapter Five finds Pipestone with almost too much success after the arrival of a 

permanentfederal guardian presence at the quarries. As a result local civic and 

commercial leaders asserted themselves as cultural custodians in the 1940s and I9S0s. 

Adapting national trends from earlier in the century, an active cross-section of the 

community reclaimed what they considered their traditional right to interpret the area's 

history through development of museums and production of the annual "Song of 

IGawatha" pageant This phase of Pipestone's identity development moreclosely 
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resembles the historical re-enactments at the Atamo studied by Brear, particuTarty in the 

communal sense of custodianship over carefutly-defined tocat history.^ 

Throughout the eighty years covered in this study Pipestone's population never 

exceeded5,000and it remains a relatively remote farming community on the vast prairie. 

Yet the same qualities that make it provinciat also make it significant and representative of 

the conmion experiences that comprise history. The peopte who promoted Pipestone and 

sought to keep the quarries widely known consistently spoke and wrote of the place and 

themselves as ''reat American.'̂  &ch successive group of promoters saw the site and 

their conomunity as contributing to United States history, as being an important part of 

national culture as they envisioned it. At the grassroots tevet Pipestone's merchants, 

journalists, teachers, church groups, fraternal organizations, and women's associations 

took part in formutating their identity tocatly and within a national context, defining for 

themselves what it meant to be American where they were. 

Rpestone provides a site-specific exampte of activities typicat within fate-

nineteenth and earty twentieth-century American history. As in other towns founded 

during the Gilded Age, Pipestone's earty residents promoted themselves tirelessly, using 

whatever means avaitabte to give their town the economic advantage of railroad tines and 

widespread name recognition. They moved into the region after its tribat inhabitants had 

signed treaties and moved west to reservations. Coming mainly from New England and 

the upper Midwest, the new townspeople brought with them the European-American 

ambivalence toward tribes, anostatgiafora pre-industriat innocence that they imagined 

on the continent while desiring rapid assimilation for contemporary Indians. Toward the 

turn of the century Pipestone's leaders sought to solitfify their town by lobbying for 

fedieral aid. They continued this pursuit welt into the 190Qs, a behavior more prominent 

f̂,f note 5 for tnbliographic citations. 
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for economic feasons in the West, but useful when seeking national attention in the 

Midwest, a fegion already convinced of its symbolic place in the heart of the country. 

Fdl of a sense of American excepti<Mialism, Pipestone promoters used the quarries as an 

illustration of what made their nation special, often sending carved samples of pipestone 

to dignitaries abroad and encouraging people within and outside the country to visit 

"America's only peace shrine." 

Although they acted in ways typical of proud residents of thousands of other 

towns across the United States and always stressed what they considered the "American" 

qualities of their town, the succession of leaders in Pipestone simultaneously maintained 

that the town was uncommonly significant because of the uniqueness of its sunoundings. 

They considered the quarries both a national treasure and a site that made their locality 

special and unlike any other place in the country. This intersection of local and national 

identity, of being at once singular and part of the whole, is quintessentially American. 

F^m a national perspective identity requires an impersonal interest in many places, with 

a variety of sites contributing to the totality. At any given place, however, people invest 

themselves in a specific site and see their particular locality as not just part of the whole, 

but as representative of it. They locaUze the ideological foundation that undergirds 

national identity, interpreting itto Ht the worid within view and giving the idea of 

America a familiar form and a place. 

The men and women who moved to the quarries built Pipestone from an idea, 

from images created by people they had not met On account of these pre-formulated 

perceptions of the area^ the site became a known geographical location before the town 

existed. ButPipestonebecameandremainedapIace-andanintevestingone-becauseof 

what happened there. Since atime long before McoUetdrew his nup the people who 

came to the quarries interacted with the landscape and developed their own meaningsfor 

it Later,PipestonebeganasasimilailycoUectivecultutalconcept Whetherfortribal 
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people orfor &iiopeaii-Americaiis, human relationship to the land personalized the idea 

of the quarries and the experiences d individuals there made it a place. Like its name, the 

history and identiQr of Pipestone began with the land and continue inseparable from iL 
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Giapter I—Creating the National Image of the Quarries 

After visiting the pipestone quarries in 1836 the American aitist George Catlin wrote: 

"Whether it has been an Indian Eden or not, or whether the thunderbolts of Indian 

Jupiter are actually forged here, it is nevertheless a place renowned in Indian heraldry 

and tradition, which I hope I may be able to fathom and chronicle, as explanatory of 

many of my anecdotes and traditionary superstitions of Indian history, which I have 

given, and am giving, to the world." ̂  This single, long sentence exemplifies the ways 

in which the American reading public became aware of the pipestone quarries as both a 

cultural and geological site in southwestern NGnnesota and fascinated by them. It also 

set precedent for the interpretation by non-tribal people of this tribally-signiiicant place. 

Throughout the nineteenth century a series of explorers, literary ethnographers, and 

scientists visited the quarries and described the area in Journals and essays. Like Catlin, 

who fashioned himself an artist, explorer, and ethnographer, these three groups wrote 

from positions of authoritative knowledge. In overlapping, successive phases, first 

explorers, then ethnographers, and finally scientists coosistendy employed a kind of 

descriptive language that reinforced certain images of the quarries. Their writing helped 

to make the tribal site into a nationally-known place and influenced how following 

generations of Biropean-Americans perceived the quarries. These literary and visual 

images served as a foundation upon which later inhabitants of the area built, using local 

residence as the basis of authority to adapt and to promote perceptions of the place. 

Since the time ofeariy contact with East-coast tribes, Biropean settlers had 

known of the prevalence of pipe ceremonies in tribal cultures. Scholarly estimates about 

^A version of this chapto^ was presented at the AmericanHeritage Center's Sixth Annual 
Sympcfflum on American Culture, "American Places," m September 1997 in Laramie, 
Wyoming. 
George Otlia, Letters and Notes on the Manners, CiatomSyond Conditions of North 
AmeriambiSans^ Vol. D (1844; leprintv New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1973), 
164, emphasis in original. Ca^firstpuUfsh^his wotfcwi&illustrations inLondon. 
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thetiineof the quarries'discovety vary, but most a0»e that tribes throughout the Gteat 

Plains traded pipestone widely and prized it for carving.^ By the mid-eighteenth century 

non-tribal awareness of this unusual stone and the practices associated with it turned to 

curiosity about its source. This mysterious site was affiliated with a host of legends 

about creation and rumored to lie deep in the heart of the continent The process of 

exploration and description through which the pipestone quarries became widely known 

in the United States takes its form largely from the persons who told of them, the 

language and imagery they used, and the national cultural context that gave the site such 

widespread appeal.^ 

The majority of formative and influential writing about the quarries occurred in 

thefirsthalf of the nineteenth century. Through wars and peaceful acquisitions, such as 

the Louisiana Purchase, the United States expanded to encompass much of the territory 

west of the Mississippi, including the area that would become Minnesota. In this early 

national period America's population grew steadily from natural increase and 

inmiigFation. Urban areas along the Atlantic expanded and farmers pressed westward in 

search of unplowed land for agricultural prosperity. The federal government often 

sponsored explcnation of new territory in an effort to support internal development 

^Archaeologists have done and continue to do extensive research both at the quarries and 
through oral histories. Some estimates suggest that tribes excavated pipestone as eariy as 
1100 A.D., while others conclude that activity began as recently as the late 1600s. The 
most thorough ethnographic approach is David T. Hughes, Perceptions of the Sacred: A 
Review of Selected Native Am ĉan Groups and Their RelaSionsMps with the Catiimte 
Quarries, (Lincoln, ME: National Paric Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, 1995). 
See also, Duke Collection Oral Hstories, Albert Makesc^, Ponca, Interviewed by 
Leonard Maker, May 10,1969; Alan R. Woolworth, comp., "The Red Pipestone Quarry 
of Minnesota: Archaeological and (fistorical Reports," MirmesotaArchaeologist, 42 
(1963) and Craig M.Johi^n, "AnAnalysisofl^historicCerantics from the Pipestone 
Natio^ Monument, Pipestone County, ̂ nnesota," (Uncohi: NGdwest Archaeological 
Center^ 1998). 
^Foran examination of the similar process through which visitors to and writers about 
the Grand Canyon transformed itinto images and embueditwiUi meaning relevant to 
American culture, see Stephen J. E ê; How the OmyonBecame Grand: A Short 
History QtiewYoik: Viking Pengi^ 1998). 
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through ocdedy settlement and the survey of resources. Officially and otherwise, 

representatives of the United States began to investigate the lands to the west, returning 

with tales and illustrations of previously uncharted country. In effect this imperial 

activity located places withinAmericanterritory on which to base a developing national 

identity, removed from the British past and suffused with faith in an expansive, divinely 

ordained, prosperous future."^ 

As America's population expanded in the early 1800s, its government sought to 

acquire land for settlement and to do so peacefully, if possible. To avoid the economic 

and human costs of armed conflict while promoting national growth, the United States 

negotiated treaties with tribes, exchanging Indian ancestral lands in the East for less 

populated—but far from empty—areas to the west, initiating the reservation system. 

Consequently, residents of the mote settled states along the Atlantic increasingly had no 

contact with tribal people and relied more upon the press and literature for 

representations of them. With this physical and mental distance, romantically-stylized 

images of the "Noble Savage" in an unspoiled wildemess helped assuage the 

ambivalence that European-Americans had long felt toward Indians. Such conceptions 

of tribes, removed from time and space, reduced real people to caricatures and gained 

popularity throughout the 1800s. By mid-century Plains tribes in particular symbolized 

"Indian America," a culture perceived as vanishing on the horizon, part of a West both 

4Anne Farrar Hyde, An American Vision: Far WestemLandsatpeandNatwnal Culture, 
/S20-i920, (New Yoric: New Yoric University, 19W), 13,19,110; Ctevid Lowenthal, 
"The Place the Past in American Hstoiy," in Lowenthal and Martyn J. Bowden, eds., 
Geogrepfues of the Mind: Essays in Historical Geosophyy (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1976), 101-1(J2, and "Past Time, Pt^nt Place: Landscape and 
Memory," The Geogr^McalReview, (Vol. LXV, January 1975) 13,31; John F. Sears, 
SacredPlaces: American Tourist Attractions in theNmeteenth Century, (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1969), 4-7,23,123; David B. Danbom, Bom in the Country: 
A History of Rural America CBaltimore: The Johns Hopldns University Press, 1995), 
66-85; \l̂ amH. Gkietzmann, ExplarationandEmpire: TheExplorerandtheScientist 
in the Winning of the American West, (New York: Vintage Books, 1966), 181. 
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exotic and familiar to those in the East Farticularly after the removals of the 1830s, 

eastern European-American contact with tribal people(fiminished, becoming literary 

instead of personal.^ 

Within this early nineteenth-century contact a growing reading public-largely 

white, urban, and predominantly middle and upper class—waited eagerly for reports 

from those who traveled west of the Mississippi and often published their travel 

journals. A series of explorers were the first accepted authorities to write about the 

pipestone quarries, whether they had actually visited the site or not. Their written 

accounts assumed credibility from their actual travels to new territories and theiriole as 

eyewitnesses of remote tribal cultures. Following an established tradition of exploration 

narratives, their writings provided vicarious adventure to those who stayed safely at 

home. Eicplorers as early as Father Louis Hennepin, in 1680, and Pieire Charles Le 

Sueur in 1700 had written of pipe ceremonies and tribal customs and identified a branch 

of the Dakota with the territory that became southwestem Minnesota. In the late 

eighteenth century Jonathan Carver first mentioned the actual quarries with some 

specific detail in his journal. Published in 1778 in London and distributed widely in 

both England and the States, Carver's narrative told of "a large mountain of red marble -

where all th&neighboring nations resort for stone to make pipes of^** Carverseta 

pattern that later explorers followed. He made note-of the physical setting of the 

quarries on the C8teau desPrairies or Buffalo iUdge, southwest of the Minnesota River 

, ^Robert F.Berkhqfer, Jr., 7%e.f^ilreA/aR:'i?/h(iavi: Itmgeŝ oftheAmericmIndian 
' from Cobtmbus to the /VesefiT^ (New York: :|̂ red A. iQiopf, 1978), 73'-8d; and "White 

Conceptions of p̂ians," m Macomb E. Washburn, ed. History of Indian-White 
Vo^.4^(WashingUm,.l>Q Sniithsohiaii Institution, 19%), 522-547; Frances 

K. Pohl; "Old Wofld,,Neiv Wc^d: The EhcounttTdFCtdtures an the American 
Frcmtier," inSte^hilsiLEiaennian,iViSter^ AQ^tiaUHistory, (London: 
Thames and Huds6nj'I994),.l<f^l62;; Ji^e&himW»^ tn<Ow'," in 
^iraUani.Tniettner, ^^asAmerk^a: 
FrDn/ier,i82(9-/^ '̂(Washmgtm Siimthsi^iml^ . 
190; PhiUi>X DtbiMt.PlayingBi0(^ (Nt^Hiven: Yde UiiiversiQr Pi^; )L9%), 63. 

..r-' 
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and noctheast of the I^ssouil River. More ethnograpiucally, he also commented on the 

reputation of the site as a place of peace among tribes. As he put it, "even those who 

hdd perpetual wars in all otherpaits meet here in peace."^ These two descriptive 

elements situated the quarries in geographical terms and invested them with values. 

Influenced by this initial focus on exotic tribal practices in an unusual, distant 

place, the first United States citizens to the region, Meriwether Lewis and William 

Clark, included the quarries in their journals. Although they did not actually visit the 

site on their way up the Missouri in 1804-18QS, their status as government officials who 

interacted with local tribes gave their descriptions unquestioned authority. The growth 

of public education and literacy meant that excerpts from their journals later reached a 

public eager to read about places they might never see. Lewis and Qark's travels 

contributed to the developing national sense of self that identified with expanding across 

the continent and possessing a new landscape. The language they used defined new 

territory and also created a lasting impression of the quarries. 

Qaiming a Dakota interpreter as his informational source, Lewis referred to the 

area as "remarkable for fiimishing a red stone, of which the savages make their most 

esteemed pipes," where "all nati<»s are at peace with each other." Like his 

contemporaries, Lewis used the term "savages" genetically, and not necessarily 

consciously, with an element of violence implied as a tribal attribute that augmented the 

exceptional status of the neutral quarries. According to the interpreter, "Mr.Durion," 

^Father Louis Hennepin, Desariptwn of Louisiana by Canoe to the Upper Mississippi in 
/(S80, translation by MiarionE. Cross, G^Gnneapolis: University of Minnesota Pr^, 
1938), 43,94-96; Herbert T. Hoover, 7%e (New York: CHielsea House 
Publishers, 1968), 25; John Parker, ed., TheJoumalsofJonathanGxrverandRelated 
Documents, 1766-1770, (St Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1976), 138, 
126. Carver spent most of his life in Massachusetts and fought in the Seven Years' War 
before traveling west Parker contends that Garver's menticm of the quarries "brought 
them to the world's attention," fn p. 148. Mary Louise Pratt expands on ideas of tns 
clAtttaieffectsatsachjoamaisiaDnperialEyes: Ji-avdWntingandTnmscutturation, 
(LondcmandNew Yorib Routledge, 1992). 
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the impoitance of procuring the stone and the spiritual value associated witk pipes 

induced tribes to agree to share access to the site. Such statements stressed the 

uniqueness of the quarries, both in geological and cultural terms, and set a precedent for 

regarding the site as exceptional on the continent To emphasize further the special 

nature ofthe place, Lewis continued, "the banks ofthe creek are sacred; eventribesthat 

ate at war meet without hostili  ̂at these quarries, which possess a right of asylum. 

Thus we find even among savages certain principles deemed sacred."  ̂This marked the 

beginning of the quarries' reputation as the sacred site of peace for tribes who used the 

pipe. Authoritative use of a potent combination of geological, cultural, and spiritual 

descriptions created significant and lasting ways of thinking about the place. 

Subsequent explorers with and without government backing elaborated on these 

themes. Whetherthey actuaUy saw the quarries, which remained rare until mid-century, 

or knew of them only second-hand, travelers such as Stephen Long, Giacomo Beltrami, 

and Prince Maximilian all considered the area important enough to include their version 

ofthe traditions associated with the site in their journals. These narrative acts that 

bolstered the emerging tradition <^European-Americans explaining the tribal 

significance of the quarries.̂  Although his 1820expedition up the Mississippi River did 

^Gary E. Moulton, ed. The Journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition̂  Vol. Ill, 
August 25,1804-April 6,1805, (Lincob: University of Nebraska Press, 1967), 355; 
Elliott Coues, ed.. The History ofthe Lewis and CUark Expedition, Vol. I, (New York: 
Francis P. Harper, 1893, Dover Publications, Inc. reprint), 80; Yi-Fu Tuan, Space and 
Place: The Perspective of Experience University of KGnnesota Press, 
1977), 91-107,161-165. For an examinations the relationship between perception and 
descripti<m of place, see William L. Lang, "Lewis and Gark on the ColumtHa Riven The 
Powerof Lan< p̂ein the Exploration Experience," PacifU:PforthwestQuarterty9l7 
(Summer 1996): I41-148» 
^Lucille M. Kane, June D. Holmquist, and Carolyn Gilman, eds.. The Northern 
ExpetUtions of Stephen H. Long: The Joumab of 1817 cmd 182S and Related 
Documents,MinnesotaIfistoricalSocietyRress, 1978),274,293; Giacomo 
Beltrami, A Hlgrimage in America: Leading to the Discovery ofthe Sources ofthe 
Mississippi and (Chicago; Americana Qassics, QQadrangle Books, Inc. 
1962), 218-219,314(original e^tton 1828); Mammitfan, Prince of Wied, Travels in 
the Interior of North Amraca,"ttanslation by Hannibal Evans Lloyd, mReubenGold 
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not bring him near the Cdteau, Henry Rowe Schoolcraft yielded to the lute (ripestone 

and expanded on what he had heard of its source. Amidst noting the quarries' location 

on the distant prairie and recording what he had heard about the strata of rock there, he 

added a significant element to the tales of the site. "The Indians go once a year to 

procure supplies, and as it has been resorted to for a very long period, the excavations 

are said to be extensive."  ̂ Not only were the pipestone quarries unique within United 

States territory, but what archaeological evidence was known suggested that tribes had a 

prehistoric presence at the site. The quarries bore witness to antiquity, in a vague and 

distant way, something Americans increasingly desired from their continent The site 

served as something old and distinct enough to compete with &iropean classical ruins. 

Its antiquity was sufficiently removed from the emerging national culture to avoid any 

suggestion of the societal decay that Americans believed characterized the Biropean 

nations against which they defined themselves. 

Schoolcraft's narrative also reinforced an image ci tribes as culturally static that 

had grown popular in American culture. Seen as having extracted stone from the same 

place and in the same way since before written accounts, if not before memory, tribes 

Thwaites, Early Western Travels: 1748-1846, Vol. XXII, (Cleveland: Arthur H. Qark 
Co., 190 ,̂ 321-322. Thwaites identifies Catlin as the first white person to visit the 
quarries and also notes that the stone can be found in other areas of the upper Midwest, 
ênry Rowe Schoolcraft, Narrative Journal of Travelsfrom Detroit Northwest through 

the Great Chain of American Lakes to the Sources of the Mississippi River in the year 
1820, (Albany, NY: E&E Hosford, 1821), 299. (Dn his travels Schoolcraft obtained a 
sample of the stone and reported on its softness and its difference in polish from marble. 
He was also the first to assert, erroneously, that the stone hardened upon exposure to air, 
a description repeated often by those who lad not quarried the stone. Tuan, Space and 
Place, 165, asserts that officials in the nineteenth century held the authority and power to 
create a place, such as Schoolcraft did at the Nfississippi headwaters at Lake Itasca in 
northern Minnesota. 

Jackson, The Necessity far Rians and other Topics, (Asobent University of 
Massachusetts Press, 1960), ̂ 102; David Lowenthal, The Past is a Foreign Country, 
(Cambridge; Cambridge IMversity Press, 1965),43; and ''Past'nme,Ptcsent Place," 
11-13; Anne Fairar Hyde, AnAmariam Vision: Far WestemLmdscapeandNational 
Culture, 1820-1920 (New Yoric New York University, 1990), 214,231-239. 
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appeared as frozen in an indistinct past and removed from linear time as experienced in 

the eastern United States. This perception of tribes and tribal cultures as outside national 

history and imchflnging since before European contact made them a useful and 

indigenous foil for American measures of social progress. Because the emerging culture 

of the United States associated the idea of civilization with youthful, uncomipted 

European traditions, tribal societies necessarily existed in a realm undefined by 

history." 

The first government-sponsored visitor to the quarries, trained cartographer 

Joseph Nicollet, submitted his report to Congress in 1841, five years after his 

exploratory ma[^ing trip to the upper Mississippi territory with the company of John 

Fr6mont In his journal, which was not published until much later, ̂ ^collet devoted an 

entire lengthy section to his trip to the quarries and his enchantment with the Cdteau, a 

sentiment reflected in his ofiicial report Supplementing his extensive geographical and 

geological notes about the area's unique features, Nicollet's report included further 

additions to pipestone imagery. In reference to George Catlin's self-heralded, 

unsponsored 1836 trip to the site, Nicollet prefaced his description with the observation 

that. This locality, having acquired some celebrity, may be specially noticed." He then 

told of tribal beliefs about the place. Arriving at the quarries in the midst of a sudden 

sunmier thunderstorm, Nicollet observed the appropriateness of the weathen "The idea 

of the young Indians, who are very fond of the marvelous, is that it has been opened by 

 ̂l^Rayna Green, "The Indian in Popular American Culture/ in Wilcomb E. Washburn, 
ed.. History oflmUan-White Relat^ns, VoL 4, (Washingt  ̂DC: Smithsonian 
Institution, 1968), 587-̂ )6; The Romantic Indian: Sentimental Views from 
Nineteenth-Century AmericanLUerature (Delmar, NY: Scholars' Facsimiles & Reprints, 
1961); Beridicfer, White Man's Indian  ̂44-52, and "White Conceptions," S2^^2; 
Lowenthal, "The Past in the American Landsciqpe," 96-99,104-lQS; Deloria, Pkiyatg 
/nt&m, 71-90; Sctummel, "Inventing the Indian," 153-154. Robert Berkhofer 
summarizes tUs as "The histo  ̂of \^te im^ety reveals at its cote that die 
quintessential Indian was and is thought outside the dictates of time and hist<My in 
Western thought" "White Conceptions," 528. 
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the Great Spirit; and that, whenever it is visited by them, they ate saluted by lightning 

and thunder. We may cite, as a coincidence, our own experience in confirmation of this 

tradition." Eurweatherfavoredtheremainderoftheirdaysatthesite. Having good 

rapport with local elders, ̂ ^cdlet heard from older tribal members that the amiual 

pursuit of migrating bison led to unearthing the quarries. Hecommented, "Itmay be 

well imagined how interesting such a discovery must have been to a people who attach 

so much importance to the pipe, and who were thus fiimished with a material bearing 

their favorite red color." Nicollet considered it a particulariy fortuitousfind in an area 

comprised otherwise of exceedingly hard quartzite. 

Lii» otherexplorers, and of a romantic bent, Nicollet found the area of "very 

picturesque appearance," that would "deserve aspedal description if this were the place 

to do so," set in a treeless, low valley on the rolling prairie, but by no means a 

spectacular landscape that would draw attention to itself. The attraction of the pipestone 

quarries came from the fanciful imagery they abundantly provided* allowing the site to 

become mystified m American culture, regaidiessof its actual uses to regionai tribes. In 

reference to Catlin's tales, Nicollet noted in his journal that, "the bdians have no 

superstitions about the red rock that do not also pertain to other circumstances of their 

lives when they lookfor a plant, an animal, or an enemy. There have been stories 

written recently on this subject that, when we tell them, greatly amuse the Indians and 

those who have lived a long time among theuL" Although he achieved better relations 

with tribes in the area than other American explorers and informal ethnographers, 

Nicollet became ill in 1841, completing his report before his death in 1843. His 

l^Joseph N. Nicollet, "Report bitended to Illustrate a Map of the Hydrological Basin of 
the Up^Nfississippi River," Senate Report 237,26th Congress, 2nd S^on* Ivbruaiy 
16, IMl, II, 15-16; Edmund C Bray â  Martha Coleman Bray, eds.,. trans., Joseph 
N. Nicollet on the Plains and Pranies: ThtEsipedUions of1838-39, withJoumeUŝ  
LettenrOndNotes on the Dakota IheUemSfiSkiPaxA: Minnesota ifistorical Society Press, 
19W), 42-108. 
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experiences and authority might have affectedpublic opinion to a greater extent, but his 

personality did not incline him to capitalize publicly on his achievements. Nicollet did 

not live long enough to see his journals published or to cmitradict the popularized stories 

of the quarries. Instead he left only a short government report that omtributed to the 

main images of the place and a detailed map of how to find it 

Another explorer, Henry Rowe Schoolcraft traveled throughout the larger area 

numerous times before the Civil War. He never visited the quarries, but believed in 

their significance. Schoolcraft relied upon the journal of Philander Prescott for a 

contribution on pipestone in his 1852 Infarmation respecting the History, Condition, 

and Prospects of the Indian THbes of the United States, the last of the government 

publications to feature exploration narratives regarding the quarries. Prescott claimed to 

have visited the pipestone quarries in 1832~four years prior to Catlin-which would 

have made him the first American citizen at the site. Like others of his time, Prescott 

disregarded the local American Fur Company m^tis trader, Joseph Laframboise, who 

married the daughter of the prominent Dakota leader. Sleepy Eye, operated a trading 

post on the Cdteau, and lateracted as Nicollet's guide and liaison. Seemingly 

disgruntled, Prescott contended that "Mr. Catlin claims to be the first man that visited the 

pipe-stone, but this is not so. In 18301 found a 6 lb. cannon-ball there." Prescott's 

journal, discovered after his death, includes explanation d[the cannon ball's use in 

breaking rocks at the quarries and a synopsis of one of the legends of a leaping rock 

near the ridge. Long arival and detractor of Catlin, Schoolcraft may have included 

PKscott's asserticm in an effort to discredit him. 

l^Bray and Bray, Joseph N. Nicollet, 40-41, 75-76. 
l^)Qnald Dean Farko; ed., TheRecoUectumsofPhiUmderPrescott: Frontiersmanof 
the Old Northwest, 1819-1^2, (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Rress, 1966), 136K 

139,149; Bray and Bray,/lue/yAMiViKro/fer, 19; niilanderPlrescott, in Henry Rowe 
Schoolcraft, Irtformation respecting the History, Condition, and Prospects of the hu&an 
Tribesofthe (/mirei Scores, ̂ Uec  ̂ami prep  ̂under tte direction of the Bureau-dT 



Published too late to nial» d^ennce in. the public eye, I^tescotf s claim to 

originality in explcnation, and effcxts to acqo  ̂its attendantauthprity, could not match 

the popularity of George Catlih. One oCtheniiieteendLcentu^sliteraiy ethnographers, 
> ' V' F 

Catlin gained notoriety as the self-lawled white" visitor to the sacred site-. His visit 

testified to tte quarries' significance andinitiateda new phaseindescriptive pipestone 

imagery. Catlin and his colleagues-essay ,̂ artists, and poets—drew upon some of 

the themes and infocmation provided by eaiKer «iplbrers, but wrote more extensively 

and in accessible prose directed at a larger audience. Although still inteflBsted in tribal 

practice  ̂these writers focused irore oawhat they perceived as the ate'sromantic past 

and generated more el^rate nnages to influenwtheir readen. Products of the 

dominant culture of their time, they considered tribes: "the most intrinsically American of 

themes: nothing could be more native than the natives, and those who wrote about them 

or painted them...had a special claim upon the nation."^  ̂By their hands the pipestone 

quarries becameless a geographical site with its own hunum and temporal history and 

more a setting for epic, timeless Indian drama. 

The son of Connecticut Yankees and a native of Pennsylvania, George Catlin 

was both typical and atypical c€ the literary ethnographers and aspired to be a contributor 

to popular culture. Bcceptional in the extent of his travels in the mid-1830s among 

tribes along the Missouri River, Catlin used his unusual role as experienced eye-witness 

Indian Affairs per act Congress of Nfarch3,1847, Vol. U, (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 
Grambo, & Co., 18S2), 175. Miany scholars note Prescott's unverified claims, but few 
take him at his word. Among  ̂Aose who do are John Wayne Davis, "A History of the 
Pipestone Reservation andQiiany," (MA. thesis. University of Cdorado, 19M), 26-
29, and Paul A. "The Pfpie^one (juames: An Historical (jeography," (MA. 
th^s. University of Nel»aska, 1997)  ̂2&r35, whose thesis uses Ptescott's account as an 
historical reference. Fbranaooount<^therivaltyandill-willbetweenSchoolcraftand 
Catinu see BriiBn W. Dime, QttUnandMaConUmporaries: The Politics of Patronagê  
(Lincoln: UniversityofNebtaiilatPress,I990),54--57; Dij^echancteiizesSchodaaft 
asanintellectualwtodenigratedCatltn'stomantictendencies. 
l^ppie, C l̂mandWsContenqporaneŝ  xvi. 
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to promote himself and to bolster his credibility. His extensively illustrated two-volume 

Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs, and Conditions of the North American 

buUans, published in 1841, compiled some of his earlier articles for the DaityGiobe and 

Commercial Advertiser mA contained a combination of self-promotion and what has 

been called "salvage ethnography." The teem denotes a determination to preserve on 

paper what Catlin and other European-Americans m the East considered vanishing 

cultures that mingled freely with his romantic preconceptions about tribal beliefs and his 

desire to be the expert who would interpret them to the rest of the country, as 

demonstratedinhisprafessedhopeof being the one to give "traditionary superstitions 

of Indian history" to the world. Catlin and his peers saw contemporary, evolving 

history as a contaminant for the perceived pure tribal cultures, compared to a safer, 

timeless, unchanging past, which he hoped to capture for posterity. He created 

"certificates of authenticity" to accompany his paintings and the theme of expert, 

authoritative knowledge runs throughout his writings. His widely circulated self-

portrait, in which he stands at an easel, painting a tribal group assembled before him, 

visually reinforced his chosen identity and gave the larger public ah image with which to 

associatehim. Whether or not he intended to do so^Catlinbecmne the first to 

appropriate and to market tribal lore aboutthe [apesUme quarries. In her work on 

cultural cannibalism, DeborahRoot defines appropriation as: 

notonly the taking up of something and making it one's own but also 
theabiUtytodoso. People haveal ways shared ideas and borrowed 
from one another, but ap^priation is entirely different from borrowing 
or sharing because it involves the takingup and cmnmodffication of 
aesthetic, cultural, and...spiritual forms of a society. Culture is neatly 
packaged for the consumer's convenience. 
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Catlin and bis colleagues clearly possessed the cultural power, abiliQr, and opportunity 

required to borrow another culture's beliefs for their own advancement.̂ *  ̂

Early in his two chapters on the place, Catlin claimed to have met with General 

William Clark: in St Louis. From Gark Catlin supposedly received both information 

about the quarries and the authorization to tell the world about this regionally important 

site. Regardless of the source of his incentive, Catlin freely embellished on the main 

descriptive themes established by previous expl(»ers~the quarries as unique and sacred 

to many tribes. He concentrated his writings about the quarries on timeless tribal tales 

of creation, using terms tike "Indian Eden," "sacred fountain of the pipe," and "on the 

mystic horizon," that made the site seem both familiar and shrouded in Native 

mysticism. In a romantic search of an "Indian Muse," Catlin rhapsodized, "Thus far 

have I strolled..ibr the purpose of reaching classic pound...This place is great (not in 

history, for there is none of it, but) in traditions, and stories, of which this Western 

world is fiill and rich." He described the ground itself as majestic and inspiring awe, 

"appropriately denominated a paradise." Making clear the importance of his visit, Catlin 

^^C/. n.l; Renato Rosaldo, "Imperialist Nostalgia," Representations 26, (Spring 1989): 
107-122, refers to "salvage ethnography" as the doctrinal effort to "record the precious 
culture before it disappears forever," IIS; Delom, Playing Indian, €3-6 ,̂ 101-106; 
Martha A. Sandweiss, "The Public Life cf Western Art," in Jules David I^wn, 
Discovered Lands-Invented Pasts: Transforming Visions of the American West, (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1992), 117-133, and Nancy K. Anderson, "Curious 
Historical Artistic Data," in Ptown, esp. 5-8; Gregory H. Nobles, AmericanFrontiers: 
CulturalEncountersandC(mtmentalConquest(iitwYoiAi Hill and Wang, 1997), 146-
148; William H. Goetzmann and William N. (joetzmann. The West of the Imagination, 
(New York: W.W.Norton and Company, 1966), 15-35; Dippie, CatlinandIRs 
Contanporarks, xvi, 16,39-42,189; William it Truettner, TheNatureUManObserved: 
A Study ofCatlin's Indian Gallery, (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 
1979), 69 .̂ For two discussions  ̂the appropriation of tribal culture as part of 
salvaging, see Marcia Crosby, "Construction of the Imaginary Indian," in Stan Douglas, 
ed., Vancouver Anthology: nebutdtaionalPoiUicsofArt,(yaacomer,̂ '. Talon 
Books, 1991), 267-291, and Deborah Root, CanmfxUCulture: Art, Appropriation, and 
the CommoiUfication oftHffarence, (Boulder CO: Westview Ptess, 19 ,̂ quotation 70. 
Catlin's "Notes of Eight Years Travel Amongst the North American Eadians" appeared in 
the two newspapers occasionally between 1832 and 1837. 
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hastened to note that he was "encamped on, and writing from, the very rock where the 

Great Spirit stood when he consecrated the pipe of peace." From his advantageous 

pereh above the quarries, be explained that the place had been "visited for centuries past 

by all the neighboring tribes....that such has been the custcxn, there is not a shadow of 

doubt" Catiin stressed his authority in the matter from travels that were "witnessed by 

hundreds and thousands of Indians of different tribes, now living, and from whom I 

have personally drawn the information" that he eageriy sought to publish. Catlin's woric 

provided images of an exotic and mysterious, but peaceful and natural Eden that 

appealed particulariy to East-coast urban residents who had never traveled west ̂  

To add to his influence on the subject of the quarries, Catiin sent samples of 

pipestone east to be analyzed. Others, such as Lewis and Qark and Schoolcraft, had 

obtained carved stone eariier, but never submitted it for analysis. That the stone soon 

became known in scientific circles as "catlinite" only heightened Catlin's reputaticni. 

With his prolific art and writing Catiin hoped to receive the ofHdal recognition and to be 

the congressionally-favoied Indian expert backing that would provide both funding and 

stability. The ability to offend powerful men in the territories and a decided lack of 

political acumen in Washington comlued to deny Catiin the official sponsorship he 

desired, but the upper- and middle-class, literate public embraced his works as authentic 

and based their impressions of tribal cultures on his representations. 

^"^Catlin; Letters andNoteSy 163-168,̂  emphasis in original; Magorie Catim Roehm, TTie 
Letters ofGeorge Catiin andHis Family: A Chronicle of the American West (Berkeley: 
University of CaUfomia Press, 1966), 91-101; Pbhl, "Old Worid, New World," 154-
156; Kathryn S. Hight "Doomed to P^sh': George Catlin's De^ptions of the 
Mandan,"Arr/oiiirna<^{[Summerl990): 119-124; Hyde,.i4ni4mencaff Vision, 28-29; 
Truettner, The Natural î Observed̂  35; Jdm F. Sears, SacredPlaces: American 
Tourist ̂ tractions in the Ninet^nth Century York: Oxford University Press, 
1969). Sears, 5, contends that writers and artistshelped to nudwceit^ntes in die 
America landscape famous and sacred by use of the language of pilgrinrng .̂ Cadin's 
descriptions of his visit to the quarries qiialify as this sort of writing anl^ect 
l̂ bid.; Charles T. Jackson, "CatUnite or bidianKpe Stone," AnuricanJoumalof 
Science  ̂HrstS^es  ̂Vol. 35, (1839): 388. The article describes catlinite as "not 
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Somewhat a lival of Catlin's, Hemy Rowe Schoolcraft acqmied the coveted 

govenunent sponsorship for his ethnographic work. Married to an Anishinabe woman, 

Schoolcraft served as an Indian agent in the uppo- Great Lakes region throughout the 

1820s and 1830s and claimed credibility from both his sources and his local 

experiences. By 1840 his writings, personal connections, and an ability to gamer 

political favor earned him the reputation of an expert (m tribal cultures, particularly on 

the legends that he found most fascinating. Federal backing for his multi-volume 

History, Condition, and Prospect of the Indian Tribes, his previous explorations, and 

the artistic assistance of Seth Eastman compensated for his lack of extensive travels west 

of the Mississippi. Although more a self-professed realist than the romantic Catlin, 

Schoolcraft's worics exhibited an antebellum interest in Indian legends. A tendency to 

adapt folktales to his audience's cultural references and to dehistoricize real tribal people 

and their experiences marked much of his writing. More significantly for the reputation 

of the pipestone quarries, Schoolcraft wrote at length on the Algonquin tale of the 

historical Ifiawatha, peacemaker of the Iroquois League, which he failed to distinguish 

from the Anishinabe myth of Nana'b'oozo or Manabozho, assuming homogeneity 

among Great Lakes tribes.'̂  

steatite, but a new compound very similar to agalmatolite," consisting mainly of silica and 
alumina, and overiaid by quartz rock. For more on Catlin's patronage woes, see Dippie, 
CcUlincmdMsContemporaries, 63-67. 
^^Dippie, CatlinandHis Contemporaries, 49-56,79-80; Beridiofer, White Man's 
Indian, 87-89; RichardBauman, The Nationalizaticm and Internationalization of 
Folklore: The Case of Schoolcraft's'GitscheeGanzinee'" (Theorizing Folklore: Toward 
New Perspectives on the Pblitics of Culture) WestemFolUore 52 (A^-October 1994): 

Alvin M. Josephy, Jr., The Real Ifiawatha," in The Patriot Odefa: A 
ChronicleofAmericanIndianResistance,(NewYotkt VikingPuMishers, 1961), 1-30; 
ChristopherYecsey, Imagine Ourselves Richfy: AfythicNarratives ofNorthAnuarican 
ihc&vtf, (New York: Crossroads Publishing Company, 1988), lCO-106; Richard G. 
Bremer, Indian Agera and Wilderness Scholar: The Ufe of Henry Rowe Schookrafi 
(Mount Pleasant: Clarice ifistorical Library, Central Kfichigan University, 1967); Basil 
Johnston, TheManitous: The Spiritual World of the OJUn^QitwYoA: Har^r 
(}ollins Poblishets, 1995),51-%. Wvlb^-k^-mew^mWe Have the Right to A 
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In the mid'lSSOs Catlin's view the quarries as the site of creation and 

Schoolcraft's mythic hero of the Great Lakes converged in the poetic mind of Henry 

WadsworthLongfellow. Influenced by asummerspoitinnotthemNGchiganand 

accepting bothethnographers as accurate sources of cultural and historical information, 

Longfellow relied upon their writing for inspiration for his lengthy "The Song of 

(fiawatha." Longfellow joined James Fenimore Cooper, Edgar Allan Poe, Nathaniel 

Hawthorne, and others as part cf the mid-nineteenth century development ci a distinctly 

American literary tradition that drew on indigenous themes. Longfellow was the first 

poet to attempt the creation of an American epic. His writing emphasized die poet  ̂of 

the mythic past and the peacefulness of the archetypal Noble Savage, fading before^the 

arrival of Biropean civilization. Itopened "On the Mountains of the Prairie/On the 

great Red Pipe-stone Quarry / Gitche Manitou, the Mighty /...On the red crags of the 

Quarry /... Gdled the tribes of men together" and gave them the sacred pipe ceremony. 

Throughout "Hiawatha" Longfellow fmly confused and conflated Anishinabe and 

Dakota cultures, but he based his knowledge on populariy accepted authorities and 

provided a saga with enormous appeal for a reading socie  ̂that continued to grow with 

the spread of public education. The regular, lilting meter of his work made it prone to 

recitationandeasy to memorize and much of his poetry quickly gained popularity. Far 

from noting any fallacies in the poem and perhaps flattered by references to his work, 

Schoolcraft dedicated his 1856 Ihe h/fyth of Hiawatha and other Oral Legends to 

Longfellow, whom he claimed "demonstrated...that the theme of the nature lore reveals 

one of the true sources of our literary independence." Other cultural figures of the time 

complimentedhimonhis ability to capture the spirit of "genuine bdianlife" before it 

Translation of Aboriginal buUgenous Thought (New Yoric Black Thistle Press, 1995), 
75-85, argues that Schoolcraft used his tribal connections to give his "agenda an aum of 
legitimacy," buttbathis interpretations of Anishinabe cdture reflect his owninterests and 
not tribal traditions. 
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vanished forever. Ms contempotary, the ̂ veiend Benjamin ̂ anklin DeCbsta, 

considered Longfellow's poem beautiful, but criticized him for not making the main 

character even more poative, which DeCosta saw as historically accuiate.̂  ̂

Longfellow's work was, as Robert fierkhofer notes, "perhaps the culmination of 

the tendency to romanticize the dead Indian at the expense of living ones " like 

Catlin and Schoolcraft, Longfellow patemalistically considered tribes part of the 

American past and sites like the quarries appealing scenes of antiquity, and both native 

people and places as resources for the larger national culture of which the literary 

ethnographers saw themselves as active representatives. As the common perception of 

tribes pictured them steadily vanishing onto the western horizon, Longfellow and other 

writers could wax nostalgic for a preindustrial lost time of natural innocence and 

promote themselves as the keepers of memcvy and salvagers of the continent's past. 

Uterary ethnographers focused on a nonexistent, non-threatening mythical bdian, 

removed from any living individuals, who could be invested with qualities that 

supported eastern American longings for a golden age, even a borrowed one, on their 

continent Alluding to Lcmgfellow, Richard Rodriguez defines this cultural tendency as 

"Gitchegoomeism-the habit of placing the Vidian outside history ..a white 

sentmientality that relegates the Indian to death." Longfellow's poem satisfied a need 

^^krccilB.WiUtams,tf£niyTl^admvrl'Al0ri^/ioH^(NcwYoric: Twayne PuUishers* 
Inc., 1964), 157-159; Cha  ̂S. Osbom and Stellanova Osbom  ̂
LongfelloW'Hiawatĥ  (UasaaUT, PA: The Jacques Cattelll^ ,̂ 1942), 108-109. The 
Qsboms write admirin^yc  ̂Schoolcraft Longfellow used Scbool<ctaffslS9i4/f|̂  
Res&trches: tnSmTtUesemdLegendsandCatfin'sLetterscaidNote5ta\a&primary 
material, 13. See also Jose|di S. Pronechen, The Making of Hiawatha,* New York 
Fo/y9re0Marterfy 28 (Jinie 1972): 15M59; Rev. Benjamin Franklin DeCost«  ̂
fUawaha: or the Story of the Iroquois Sage fit iVoieaiwKerre (New Yotkt Anson 
D.F. Randdph&ODmpimy, 1873)v 1-13. 
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for a classical past and qiiicidy became accepted as historical poetry and mandatory 

reading and recitation for generations of schoolchildren across the country  ̂

Qoser to the site and with less literary purpose, one of the more casual 

historians and incidental ethnographers of the era, Moses Armstrong, wrote from 

DakotaTenritoryin 1866to encourage settlement on the northem Great Plains. 

Armstrong described the area's past and contributed to widespread perceptions of the 

quarries. With the authority of a resident and traveler in the West, Armstrong expanded 

on previous narratives about the pipestone quarries as the site of creation. A trip home 

from the East took him "within the holy atmosphere of the great red pipestone quarry 

[and] celebrated spot." In such phrases as "the sacred birthplace of all the red peofde" 

and "tradition points us back to the period of Adam and Eve, and the days of the flood," 

Armstrong continued a trend of making the quarries' legends seem familiar by 

comparing them to biblical stories and making references to common cultural images. 

While intending to write a history of the region, Armstrong reemphasized a conception 

of the quarries as part of a timeless past Tribal traditions remained exotic, butthis 

"place of peace" could also be considered safe and singulariy American in its heritage.̂  ̂

^^Berkhofer, "White Conceptions," 532-533. Rodriguez sees this as a global 
phenomenon, in that "The Industrie countries of the world romanticize Ae Indian who no 
longer exists, ignoring the Indian who does." Richard Rodriguez, Days of Obligation: 
An Argument with My Mexican Father (New York: Viking Penguin, 1992), 5 ,̂* 
Michael Kammen, Afystic Chords of Memory: The Tremsformation of Tradition in 
AmericanCulture (New York: Alfred A. luopf, 1991), 83-87. Kanunen, 83, charges 
Longfellow with "cultural co-optation," in his translation of Native American legends to 
formanorigumythforthe American continent and to assuage the gmlt lingering in 
Anglo-American noiddle-class popular culture. 
^Moses K. Armstrong, History and Resources of Dakota, Montana, and Idaho, 
(Yankton, Dakota Territory: Gmge W. Kingsbury, Printer, 196S), 2-7, and The Early 
Entire Builders of the Great West, (St Paul: E.W. Porter, 1901), 160. See also Jacob 
Fietris, The Slates andTerrittmes of the Great West ̂ ew Yoric Miller, Orton, and 
Mulligan, 18S6). In his description of hfinnesota, Ferris, 261, included a paragraph 
about the "celebrated red pipe-stone quarry," which, he claimed, "tribes all beUeve...to be 
ccmsecnited ground, and never chip on a mt of the rock without many superstitious 
observances." 
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The final group that contributed to popular images of the quarries as a national 

place were mainly geologists  ̂scientists who wrote authoritatively as learned men. They 

published in scholariy journals and often had government bacidng for their research. 

Although much of their scientific writing found a limited audience, their attention to 

pipestooe and its source seemed to justify public interest in the site andfitequendy 

acknowledged the quarries' reputation. In 1839 Charies Jackson's analysis of pipestone 

or catUnite as a "new compound" appeared in the AmericanJoumal of Science and 

immediately enhanced Catiin's reputation as "the celebrated traveler in the West and the 

successful painter of Indians."  ̂

No scientist visited the quarries until Ferdinand Hayden's 1866 trip through the 

region. Ffis nartative~"a notice of a short visit to the celebrated Pipestone Quarry"— 

published the following year in The American Journal of Science and Arts displayed 

qualities typical of most of the scientific writing on the site. As a geologist Hayden 

noted primarily the setting and special qualities of the stone. He found the place itself so 

inconspicuous that, "had I not known of the existence of a rock in this locality so 

celebrated in this region, I should have passed it by almost unnoticed." By the 1860s 

the term "celebrated" almost always preceded reference to the quarries, although it 

alternated with "famous" and "legendary." Hayden cited Catlin as the first visitor to 

draw attention to the stone. Perhaps more accurate in his cultural analysis than he 

intended, he acknowledged that "nearly all of our writers on Indian history have 

invested this place with a number of legends or myths," a line that others would quote 

repeatedly long after Hayden's visit. Despite popular belief in the site's ancient past, he 

continuedtoasserthisskepticismabouttheantiquity of excavation there. Ukeother 

scientists, Hayden readily stressed the uniqueness d pipestone and the quarries, but 

23c/n. 18. 
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lacking the heait of an aitist or aa ethnographer, he found no material evidence to 

support popularized myths.̂ '̂  

Similariy, Qiarles White, the Iowa state geologist who wrote of his trip to the 

"Great Red Pipestone Quarry" two years later in AmericanNaturalist, combined 

scientific curiosity with reservation. More generously than Hayden he stated that tribes 

"from time immemorial" had visited the site, which had become "almost as famous 

among those who speak the English language as among the aborigines themselves, 

who, to some extent at least, regard it as a sacred place." He attributed this popularity to 

Catlin and others and acknowledged the importance of popular perception and interest. 

After quoting them at length he goes on to say that his purpose lay in "correcting the 

fallacies of the Indian legends" but without the wish d* "diminishing popular interest in 

them."^  ̂ Indeed, this seems to be exactly the effect that he and his colleagues had. 

Their efforts to debunk the popular perceptions of the place made little impact, while 

their attention to the stone affirmed its uniquely American qualities. 

Later in the century two federally employed scientists, Charies Rau and John 

Wesley E\>well, acUed to the quarries' mystique and acclaim by providing an 

anthropological view ofpast cultural activity at the site. In an 1872 Smithsonian report 

for Congress, Rau devoted a long section to "the celebrated red pipestone," its source in 

"classical ground," and the "many legends that lend a romantic interest to that region." 

He cited Hayden's doubts about the antiquity of the site, but held instead that "many 

^^erdinand V. Hayden, "Sketch of the Geology of Northeastern Dakota, with a notice 
of a short visit to thecelebrated Pipestone Quarry," The American Journal of Science md 
i4mXLIII (Janu ,̂ Miarch, May 1867): 15-22. See chapters two and three forfurther 
discussion of the i^uence of Hayden's observation. 
^^Charles A. White, "A Trip to the Great Red Pipestone Quarry," AmericanNaturalist II 
(1869); 644-6S3. White relates thathis group marched across the monotonous prairie, 
with "nothing above us but the open sl^/ until their guide stopped. "Hemerely says 
Tipestone' as he p^ts f<»ward, and there, three miles away in the distance, is the 
famousspot" Wldte then expresses his disappointment at the inconspicuous nature 
the place; altihough it became mote impressive as they drew near 
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succeeding genetadoiis" had baded the stone extracted theie.̂  ̂ In 1^6Powell 

conveyed his thoughts on the matter to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 

Contradicting most eadierfindings, Pbwell asserted with an ethnographer's zeal that, "it 

is not too much to say that the great Pipestone Quarry was the most important single 

locali^in aboriginal geography and lore," a place at which extraction "continued 

through uncounted generations." '̂̂  the scientists' unanimity on the exceptional nature 

of the quarries outweighed any skepticism expressed. Their attention reinforced public 

perception of the site as unique and mysterious and possibly hastened later vandalism at 

the quarries by people seeking samples of the unusual stone. 

Goser to the site Minnesota government officials also did their part in 

popularizing the quarries. In the 1870s the state geologist, Newton H. Wihchell, 

surveyed the geology and natural history of I^nnesota and devoted a lengthy section of 

his extensive report to the attributes of the Cdteau* Ifis overview of earlier written 

accounts of the quarries began, "this locality has become somewhat famous on account 

of the extensive use made of the red pipestone by the Indians, and the difference of 

opinions expressed by scientists as to its origin and age." Winchell provided no specific 

opinion of his own about scientific estimates or about tribal legends, except to note that 

the area was "sacred ground," associated with various stories and marked by 

hieroglyphics (petroglyphs), unlike other rock outcrops in the area.28 

Years before Winchell submitted his report, territorial governor Henry Sibley 

successfully offered a half-ton slab cf pipestone he had quarried to represent Minnesota 

^^C^esRau, "Red Pipestone," Annual Report of the Smithsonian, House 
Misciillaneous Document 107, (42nd Congr ,̂ 3rd Session, 1872), 368-372. 
^John WesI  ̂Powell, cited in "Title (rf'Yankton Didians to thePipestone Reservation in 
Minnesota," Senate Document 55, (57th Congress, 1st Session, 1901), 1-& 
^^ewUm H^AI^^heO, "The Geological and Natural History (rf^I^niiMSSota," Sixth 
Annual Report, (li^nnea^lls: Johiiion^Smith,andHiuiison, 1878),̂ -IC9. &tensive 
petroglypfismatk the quaitziteoatcroppmgs near Jefifers, K^finnesota, seventy miles east 
of Pipestone. 
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in the 1849 building the Washington Monument Sibley conadered pipestone 

symbolic of Minnesota, "peculiar to our Territory," and useful for promotion. He 

opposed naming the stone after Catlin, whom he considered a fraud, arguing that "it is 

notorious that many whites had been there and examined the quarry long before he came 

to the country." Regartii  ̂the use of the term catUnite as "improper and injust," SiUey 

proposed instead classifying it by the Dakota term, which would be consistent with the 

territory's name and would identify the stone with its source, rather than with a man 

from Pennsylvania. Sibley's animosity toward Catlin undoubtedly influenced his 

reconmiendation more than any sense of propriety or justice toward the Dakota. In his 

readiness to use pipestone imagery to further his and his territory's national promotion, 

however, Sibley differed little from Catlin. (fis actions also marked the beginning of 

what later became extensive white extraction of the stone for purposes unrelated to tribal 

practices. Once nontribal people began to appropriate and commodify cultural images of 

the quarries, assuming claim to the pipestone itself and its source followed 

thoughtlessly.̂  ̂

Intentionally or otherwise, tribal actions of the mid-nineteenth century supported 

the formation of pipestone imagery, even while tribes consistently resisted settlers' 

interference with their practices and beliefs and sought to preserve the quarries as a tribal 

place. Although Sibley took vehement exception to thestory, Catlin claimed to have 

been forcibly detained at Treverse des Sioux <m the Minnesota River by the Dakota, who 

^^eniy H. Sibley,letter to the Legislative Council of N&mesotaTerritory, September 
11,1849, in. Journal of the Council During the First Legislative Assembtyofthe 
Territory of Mmnesota  ̂(St Paul: McLean and Owens, Territorial Printers, 18S0), SC
SI. Bertha L.Heilbron, in a later issue ofMwiesotaAi^ofy (8, June 192  ̂176, 
explained to acuriousreader how pipestone came to represent hfinnesota in the 
Monunoent and commentedthat "no material could be more rapropriateforallAnnesota 
noarker." See Dtp^e, CatimandHis Contemporaries  ̂184-191, for an expanded 
e^^bnation of Catlin's abifi  ̂to offend most men^of status in I^nnMota Territory. 
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would not let him near the quarties.̂  ̂ No other ex^orers repotted such difficulties and 

some, like Nicollet, readily made allies with the local tribes. European-Americans who 

lived in the area or who had substantial interactions with Indian peoples recognized 

differences in tribal loie and cultural practices, particularly between the Anishinabe in the 

northern woods and the Dakota bands across the prairies and plains. But because the 

use of j^pes for ceremonies extended across much of the continent, popular perception 

recognized only a singular, static tribal culture, often centered on the quarries as the 

sacred site of creation.̂  ̂  

One of seven bands in the highly decentralized Lakota/Dakota/Nakota cultural 

confederation, the Yankton maintained closest residence to the quarries and consistently 

peaceful, but proactive relations with the United States. According to tribal oral history, 

Yankton leader Struck-by-the-Ree was bom shortly before Lewis and Qaric visited the 

area in 1804 and his parents presented him to Qark as a sign of goodwill. In response 

Clark purportedly wrapped the baby in an American flag and predicted that the two 

nations would always live in peace. Faithful to this famed meeting, Struck-by-the-Ree— 

later known as Old Strike-grew into the expected role, urging harmonious relations 

with the United States and assimiladon when practical. The Yankton participated in die 

1815 Portage des Sioux treaty and the 18S1 Fort Laramie treaty, agreeing in both to 

avoid hostilities with American citizens and immigrants. Unlike other Dakota bands in 

MinnesotaTerritory, they refused to sign the 18S1 Traverse des Sioux treaty that ceded 

substantial tracts of tribal land in exchange for scattered reservations, holding out until 

Letters andNotes,l6S-l6̂ ; Henry H. Sibley, "Reminiscences: Historical and 
Personal," Coilectionsofthe Historical Society of I^nnes(^  ̂I (1902), 399. Sibley 
conqdained that Gitlin's letters "abounded wi& mis-statemeiits,...The people in tUs 
quarter were absolutely astounded at his misrepresentations qf menandt^gs." 
^iHoover, The Yankton Skfux, AS-St; Hughes, "Perc^ons the Sacred," 9-23. 
Hughes examines the oral traditions erf*several btuidsc^Dakota/Lalrataand oAer tribes 
on the northern Plains and provides sununaries of ̂ ir beliefs about the pipe and the 
quarries. 
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1855, wl  ̂Old Strike and other Yanktoa leaders traveled to Washingtoafor 

negotiatioiis.32 

In the Washington TreaQr of 1858 the Yanktoaceded significant prntions of land 

in I^nnesotaand accepted a reservation along the Missouri River in Dakota Tetritoiy 

because <rf^a singular goal. Through Article 8 of the treaty the Yankton successfully 

gained what the other Dakota bands had notconsidered in previous treaties-afederal 

guarantee of "free and unrestricted use (rf* the red pipe-stone quarry," on a 648.2 acre 

reserved section of land.33 Because^the 1851 treaty (fid not stipulate protection of the 

site, the Yankton chose to negotiate on their own and to secure the assistance q£ the 

United States government in preserving the quarries as a tribal site. Their insistence on 

finding nonviolent, legal means to reserve the increasingly famous quarries supported 

images of the sacred place of peace. 

Behavior on the part of other tribes continued to complement larger cultural 

perceptions of them and their traditions. In 1855 a small group of Wahpekutes, led by 

Inkpaduta, countered settler encroachments at Lake Okobqji in northwestem Iowa with 

violence in the "Spirit Lake Massacre." After taking three hostages the group headed for 

Dakota Territory, stopping over briefly at the quarries for a short ceremony o{ pipestone 

extraction and pipe-caning. The Yankton and other bands refused to support the 

^^American Indian Research Project, Oral Histories, Picotte, Yankton, biterviewed 
by Joseph Cash, 1968, Tape 67, University of Sooth Dakota, Vermillion; Hoover, The 
Yankton Sioux, 16,28,30,40-41, and "Yankton Sioux Tribal Claims against the United 
States, 1917-1975," WestemfSstoricalQuarterfyWll(ApdL 1976), 127-128. 
^Treaty with the Yankton Sioux, 1858," in Charles J. iC^ler, Indian Treaties, 1778-
1883, (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1903), 5^5%; Hughes, 
"Ferc^ons of the Sacred," 25-34  ̂Davis, "History of the Pipestone Reservation," 43-
S2\ Hd K. Rothman, Ma/û ing the Sacredandthe Secular: AnAebnhustrativeHistay 
of P^testone National MemumentiOaaba: National Park Service, I^dwest Region, 
1992),26-30. BDraYanktonoraIhistotyaccountofthetieatyprocess,8eeRente 
SmaamrFlood, LessonsJnmCfioteattCreek: YanktonMemoriesqfDakotaTerritorieU 
Intrigue (ifiUs, MN: Crescent PttUishmg Inc., 1986), 27-3  ̂87-89. 
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Wahpekutes'actions and instead helped to track tlieni.3  ̂Seven yeais later, in 1862, the 

Dakota living along the Minnesota Uver attempted to prevent starvation by securing 

food from off their reservation, an act that led to violent conflict that received national 

attention. All hot a few of the Yankton remained neutral and unwilling to break their 

peace with the United States. The conflict marked the culmination of tense relations 

between the eastern Dakota bands and newer Minnesotans; the degree (rf* violence and 

animosity deterred settiement of the southwestern comer of the state until years after the 

Civil War. As tensions and confrontations moved west onto the Rains, the Yankton 

continued their life of adapting to their resetvation and making annual trips to quarry 

pipestone.3  ̂

Although the quarries continued as a tribal sacred place in the late nineteenth 

century, the site had also become enveloped within American geography and culture. It 

served two sets of separate interests. For the tribes who used the pipestone the place 

provided material with which to continue traditions. For an expanding American 

population it provided farless tangible historical and representational material on which 

'̂kiary Gayton Anderson, Kinsmen of Another Kind: Dakota-White Relations in the 
Upper Mississippi Vall ,̂ 1650-1862  ̂(l^coln; University of Nebraska Press, 1964), 
217-218; American Indian Research Pr^ect, Oral Histories, Winifred Bartiett, 
Interviewed by William Corbett, April 17,1976, Tape 1Q26, University of Soutii 
Dakota, Vemfllion; b̂s. Abbie G n̂er-Sharp, History of the Spirit lake Massacre and 
Captivity of Miss Abbie Gardner, (Des Moines, lA: Iowa Printing Company, 1885), 
168-172. For an examination of Gardner-Sh '̂s efforts to gain local fame tiirough 
exaggerating herordeal, GregOlson, "Bdiibiting ifistory: A Case Study of the 
Preservation Efforts of Abig  ̂Gardner-Sharp and Charlotte Kirchner Butler," paper 
presented at the Women in Ifittoric Preservation Conference, Mesa, Arizona, March, 
1997. 
35(}aiy Qayton Anderson and Alan R. Woolwordi, eds., ThtoughDakotaEyes: 
Narrative/^xmmtsoftheMbmesota Indian War of1862  ̂(St Paul: Minnesota 
(fistorical Society, 1968); William E. Lass, S^mesota: A Historyy 2nd ed. (New York: 
W.W.Nottoa and Company, Die., 1996), 117-135; Francis Paul Prucha, TheGreat 
Father: The Un&edStates Government aid theAniericanlndums (liacoto: University of 
Nebnska-Press, 1964), 143-146; Aâ cJMtOtAWstoryofthelneSansofthe Vmted 
States (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1970), 1^190,233-266; Nobles, 
American Frontiers  ̂215-220. 
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to build a celebrated past Shortly after the Qvil War the quarries attracted permanent 

non-tribal settlers. The founding of the town d Pipestone built on the national images 

created during the nineteenth century and began a new local phase in representation and 

conmiodtfication d the quarries. 
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Cliapterll — Building on the Image 

Fascinated by the quarries after exposure to Catlin, Longfellow, and other writers, 

Chartes H. Bennett, a druggist from LeMars, Iowa, a town just south of the Minnesota 

border, took bis interest a step further than most readers of legends of the quarries. 

Bennett determined to visit the site and, if he found it suitable, to establish a town there. 

Taking an overland route due north across the prairie, he arrived at the quarries in the fall 

of 1873, the year of the region's grasshopper plague and a national economic panic. 

Neither condition daunted Bennett, who envisioned capitalizing on the legendary lure of 

the site. With seemingly little effort he convinced acquaintances from nearby Rock 

Rapids, Iowa-Daniel Sweet, John Lowry, and Job and D.C. Whitehead-to travel there 

with him the following spring and to take claims on land near the quarries, over forty 

miles from the nearest rail line. For the first two years a string of people arrived in the 

sunmiers to establish claims to property. Until 1876, however, Sweet and his family 

qualified as the only real residents, staying alone during the long winters in the proto-

town's only building, a small shanty. In that year Bennett and Lowry also constructed 

small business buildings, demonstrating their investment and intent to stay at Pipestone 

and their conmutment to their perception o€ the quarries as nationally significant ̂  

The establishment of local stability and identity characterized the twenty years 

following the town's inception. Drawn to the site by the romanticized tales of Catlin and 

Longfellow, Bennett and his fellow town founders arrived with preconceived images and 

expectations of the quarries and the Cdteau. They saw what they anticipated finding and 

^WinifredBattle  ̂"Pipestone County," in Who's Who in Aftnnesoia(Minneapolis: 
Minnesota Editorî  Association, 1941), 784; Arthur P. Rose, An Illustrated History of 
the Counties of Rock and Pipestone Minnesota (Luveme, MN: Northern (fistory 
Publishing Company, 19II), 320-321,263-265; Pipestone County Historical Society 
(PCHS), A History of Pipestone County, (Dallas, TX: Taylor Publis^g Company, 
1964), 9,74; Paul A. Kelley, "The Pipestone (Quarries: An Historical Cieography," 
(M.A. thesis. University of Nebraska, 1997), 100-101; WilUam EL Lass, Wnnesota: A 
Centennial History, 2nd ed. (New York: W.W. Norton, 195*8), 136-152. 
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elaborated on previous eyewitness accounts, using their new readential status as abaas 

forauthoritative interpretation of the past and augmenting the attraction that the site had 

heldfor middle-class Americans like them. In a country still recovering psychologically 

from the Civil War and redefining itself culturally as a nation, the area's mythic past and 

reputation as a site of peace proved appealing and usrful.̂  Throughout the first two 

decades of Pipestone's existence the quarries and legends associated with them served as 

the main resource for muck ot the town's promotion and promise at eomomic growth. 

In these years Hpestone as an idea mixed freely with its material development 

Bennett, Sweet, and other early settlers who boosted the area did not consider the 

quarries solely as a source of profit, nor did they ever treat the site as such. A more 

subtle, but equally consistent and frequently harmonious strain accompanied the blaring 

efforts to sell the town to the market in the age of enterprise. Pipestone's creators also 

had a vision of it as important nationally, because of what they perceived as its historical 

values, and they penistently sought to have the site included in America's picture of 

itself. They tookthe images of the quarries that the cultural elite elsewhere handed down, 

adapted them to suit local needs, and handed them back upward and outward, seeking 

actiye participation in national culture. In an age of ambivalence Pipestone's residents 

found themselves, not entirely consciously or intentionally, in a dualistic relationship 

with their country. Although they considered themselves wholly American-made more 

so, if possible, by residing at a place of purported national significance-they also 

recognized and emphasized their specialness in living near the unique quarries. This 

dualism, being both different and typical atthe same time, characterized pluralistic 

^Anne F. Hyde, "Cultural Filters: The Significance (^Perception in the History of the 
Amencm Wesi  ̂WesternHistoncalQuarterfy 24(Auga9tl^): 35l>374; IvbrthaA. 
Sandweiss, "Ijooking at the West from Here and There," in Clyde A. Milner, II, ed., A 
^^ew Sigmjicance: Re-enviswning the History of the American West  ̂(New Yoric 
Oxford University E¥ess, 1996); Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City  ̂(Cambridge, MA: 
Massachusetts In^tute ̂ Technology Ptess,, I960), 12^127. 
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American culture from its earliest period and made Pipestone repcesentative of countless 

other small towns whose inhabitants experienced life in the United States on a local level. 

Residents of isolated areas across the country sought meaning in the landscape and a 

connection to their place, as well as a connection to the larger society.̂  Pipestone was an 

unusual place settled by average people. The continued interrelation of local and national 

perspectives served as bedrock for the town's Hrst years. 

Although interest in the area's sites and sagas grew in the mid-nineteenth century, 

during which time Minnesota became a state in 1858, the southwestern comer of the state 

remained relatively unsettled and Pipestone County unorganized until almost twenty years 

after statehood. The struggles with tribes in the ISSOs and 1860s maligned the region for 

extensive settlement and popular perception labeled the area and contiguous parts of Iowa 

and Dakota Territory "Siouxland." A history published in 1911 observed that "the very 

name of the county suggested Indians," and led to "a mistaken idea that the region was 

infested with savages attracted by the wealth of pipestone," an association that could only 

be attractive once actual Indians resided safely further west, a recurring pattern in 

American settlement. Gratia Ferris, whose family moved to Pipestone in 1878, 

remembered not feeling safeas a child on the farm along the Minnesota River during the 

1860s' conflict and as a result moving temporarily into the town of Belle Plaine. After 

the Civil War railroads extended lines throughout the state and skirted its bonier with 

Iowa. Lacking the population necessary for a market, none reached onto the Cdteau until 

^For a discussion of the development of national culture after the Civil War and local 
conamunittes' participation in (teveloping common national experiences and symbols, see 
Ikfichael Kamnoen, Afyslic Chords of Memoryr The Tran̂ rmation of Tradition in 
AmericanCutturey (New York: Alfred A. 1991), 17,96,141-l4Sr Alan 
Trachtenberg, TheIncorporationof America: Ctdtureê SocietybttheGilekdAge 
(New York: ffill and Wang, 1962), 16>26; Peirce F.Lewis, "Small Town in 
fonnsylvania," AmuUs ofAsaxnation of American Geoffophers  ̂62 (June 1972): 323-
351; Martin E. Mar ,̂ convocation lecture, Macalester (joUiege  ̂St. ̂ uU November 
1997. For a more generalized analysis, see Benedict Anderson, tnagin̂  Communities: 
Reflections on the OriginandSpreMof Nationalism ttv.ed.(ljoBdmt Verso, 1991). 
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the late 1870s, which made the aiea less accesable and delayed the development of 

commerce and communities.'̂  

The delayed arrival of rail lines to the area did not entirely hinder settlement 

Increasing prosperity, immigration, and internal migration, encouraged by the federal 

government through the 1862 Homestead Act and land grants to railroads, hastened the 

desired national development and caused rapid postwar expanaon west of the 

Mississippi. Kewer states like Minnesota experienced a dramatic population influx, 

particulariy from the northern-tier states, and settlers soon pushed out onto the vast 

prairie. Although Pipestone had few permanent residents, the ones who lived there at 

once began creating a sense of conmiunity and civic commitment In the spring of 1876 

Charles Bennett Daniel Sweet and three other residents held the first town meeting and 

elected each other to administrative positions. As secretary, Bennett recorded their 

priority as proto-urfoan citizens to build a courthouse, an act that would demonstrate their 

belief in a solid future. Unlike others of their time, who sought access to tribal lands, 

they promised to "respect and enforce to the best of our ability the rights of the Indians to 

the Indian reservation."  ̂This resolve was less philanthropic than acknowledgment of 

'khatia Frances Ferris, unpublished letter to her sister, November30,1907, General 
Collections, Minnesota Historical Society, St Paul; Ernest V. Sutton, A lAfe Worth 
Living (Pasadena: Trail's End Publishmg Co., Inc., 1948), 34-36; Rose, Rbatrated 
History, 261,333; James P. Reed, "The Role of an Bigl^h Land Comptmy in the 
Settlement of Nbrthwestem Iowa and Southwestem Nfiimesota: A Study in Historical 
Geography," (MA. thesis. University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1974), 40; Paula M. 
Nelson, After the West Was Won: Homesteaders and Town-Builders in Western South 
Dakota  ̂1900-1917(Lowa-City: Universityof Iowa Press, 196 ,̂82-!^; Robert V. 
{fine. Community on the American Frontier (Noiman: University of Oklahoma Press, 
I960), 123-124,128-149. En 1873 Sutton's hither took lum to the quarries, which he 
remembered assurrounded by endless prairie "just as God made it." 
For examples of a sense of regional distinction, see Frecferick Manfred's "Siouxland" 
noveb about Mttlers in the area: and its unique geography. My thanks to Gameth 
Peterson, a fellow native of the region and I^nnesota landscape historian, for many 
discussionsabout the area andits sense of place. 
^Charies B. Howard Papers; "Recollections of Pipestone, 1911-192^" Afinnesota 
Historical Society, MannscriptCoUection; Ferris, letter; Baitlett, "PipestoneCounty," 
785; Rose, ttlustratedtSstoryy 266-271; PCHS, Historŷ  9,74; Richard White, "it's 
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the site's value for their future. From the beginning their commitment to the quarries 

placed their interpretation of and investment in the place above local tribal interests. 

The area held unusual resources, but the town's development proved customary. 

As a step toward preparing for future prosperity, Bennett and Sweet spent part of the 

summer of 1876 as voluntary surveyors, platting the town, located south of the quarries 

and with wide streets in anticipation of growth. This act put Pipestone officially on a 

map, if not a map seen immediately by many. Fifty-two mote claims added to the 

communal sense of potential that season, though not until the following summer did most 

settlers make improvements on their land and prepare to reside there. By 1878 state 

promotional literature, newspapers, and correspondence spread the word that a viable 

settlement was growing on the prairie near the famed quarries and that farmers could find 

land throughout the county, drawing hundreds of people to the area. The state's refusal 

to acknowledge an insubstantial population at Pipestone in 1877 baited efforts to organize 

the county. Renewed petitions met with success two years later and, as the new county 

seat, Pipestone's public life began in earnest  ̂

Pipestone followed a development pattern typical of urban settlement in remote 

rural areas, particularly on the upper Great Plains and what became the Midwest 

Merchants with means of investment founded towns, merged business and politics by 

establishing themselves in governing positions, and shortly thereafter established a local 

press to help advertise. Hve years after Pipestone's tentative beginnings with Daniel 

Your Misfortune and None of My Own": A New History of the American West 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991), 181-199. Howard spent much of his 
youth in Pipestone and recalled what he learned of the town's histoty while growing up 
there, as well as his own memories. 
^Ibid. Other towns in southwestern Minnesota and on the Great Plains followed similar 
growth patterns; see John Radzilowsid, Prairie Town: A History of Marshall, 
Minnesota, 1872-1997(Marshall: Lyon County Historical Society, 19  ̂andPaulaM. 
Nelson, ̂ er the West was Won: Homesteaders and Town-Builders in Western South 
Dakota, 1900-1917(Iowa City: University of Iowa Ptess, 1966). 
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Sweet as its fustsettler and only afew num  ̂after the county's official organization, the 

inaugural edition c  ̂die city's primary newspaper, TTie Pipestone County Star, appeared 

forsale and subscription in. the eady sunomer of 1879. Founded by Isaac L. Hart, who 

moved west from New Yo  ̂the paper repre^ted the spirit of these first residents, 

who, from the initial conception of acity near the pipestone quarries, eagerly attempted to 

persuade diose near and far ci the aiiea's signific^ce. Descriptions of the quarries and 

associated tribal legends were featured prominently on not just the front page, but 

throughout almost every issue of the paper, which often includied a picture of 

Winnewissa Bdls in the titie burner. The first edition asserted that "Kpe-Stone Qty is 

located adjoining the most celebrated quarry of the same name in the worid....What has 

seemed to be the foundation for value, strife and profit to the red, has also proven the 

same to the whites."  ̂This statement proved more prescient than Hart might ever have 

anticipated, although he certainly joined Bennett, Sweet, and others in building on the 

foundation that quarry imagery laid for local and national importance and continuing 

contention. 

Many of the farms and surrounding towns founded later in Pipestone County 

drew populations of recent immigrants from Germany, Scandinavia, Ireland, Belgium, 

and the Netheriands. Pipestone itself, Uke parts of Minnesota settied eariier, attracted 

predominantiy Protestants of New England, or Yankee, stock from the Northeast and 

Great Lakes states. This literate, middle-class group most likely read Catlin and 

^Pipestone County Star, June 19,1879,2. The same page stated, "The Pipe-Stone 
quarry near here is bound to bring a fortune to this place in the nearfuture. We shall 
have more to say of this in some future issue." This statement was also far-sighted; the 
Star faced competition from two or three other newspapers at various pomts durmg its 
publicationvbutitcontihues to thepresenttimeto bethemainpubUcationintownaiKtit 
has alwaysfeaturedconomentary on andpronaotion of the quarries. A self-professed 
booster paper, lite others in neighboring small towns, it serves as a consistent sourceof 
information fiom the ̂ rspectiveof the Republican bu^ess class and as afairiy accmate 
gauge of generaLpubkc sentiment throughout Pipestone's history. 
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Longfellow as pait of the emerging canon American liteiatuie. As they moved west 

across the northern tier of states, the Yankees brought with them both the conviction of a 

prosperous new existence and an older sense of American identity and values. These 

Northerners believed in private enterprise, economic prosperity, education, and civic 

paiticipadon and pride. Yankee town founders readily established businesses, churches, 

schools, and fraternal organizations. Many were Civil War Veterans who belonged to the 

Grand Army of the Republic and shared an elitist American brotherhood as they fulfilled 

their new duties, usually untrained, in city government  ̂

Pipestone's founding residents comprised a homogeneous group that typified this 

settlement pattem. They were entrepreneurial, optimistic. Republican, northern Anglo-

Americans who became immediately active in local politics and community life. Prior to 

setting up shop in northwestern Iowa, Charies Bennett spent his early boyhood in 

Michigan, then attended school in Philadelphia and served the Union in the war. In 

Pipestone he not only operated his store, but acted as town clerk, justice of the peace, a 

city councilman, and a county commissioner. Daniel Sweet grew up in Pennsylvania, 

Wisconsin, and Iowa, and filled roles as Pipestone's postmaster and probate judge. The 

Whiteheads hailed from Ohio originally, before living in Illinois and Iowa. Publisher of 

the Pipestone County Star, Isaac L. Hart, came to Minnesota from New York. One of 

the eariier settlers and the county auditor, John Pearson, a Baptist, saw Pipestone as 

holding more building opportunities than his homestate of Ohio and one of the town's 

mayors, Vermont native James Carson, left Wisconsin to claim land in town. Arriving in 

^John G. Rice, "Old Stock Americans," in June Drenning Holmquist, ed.. They Chose 
Minnesota: A Survey of the Staters Ethnic Groups, (St. ̂ ul: I4iraesota Historical 
Society Ptess, 1961), 5^72; John C. Hudson, "Yanfceeland in the Middle West," 
Journal of Geography 8S (September-October 1966): 19S200; Jon Gjerde, The Minds 
of the West: Ethmcultur  ̂Solution in the Rural Midwest, 1830-1917, (Chapel 
University of North (Carolina Ptess, 1997); KassaMn,Î sticChords, 22S, 
Marshall closely paralleled this kind of populaticm and town structure; see Radzilowski, 
PrairieTown, ̂ 121. 
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1874, just after Bennett and Sweet, the first Pipestone physician, Methodist Episcopal 

William J. Taylor hailed from New Yoric, and one of his successors, Ezra M. Carr, 

moved down from Canada and became involved in civic life as the village recorder, 

register of deeds, probate judge, and a county commissioner.̂  

\^thin this mainly Anglo-American community in the late 1870s another group of 

settlers began to find themselves at home. As in other small pockets of northern Iowa 

and southern Minnesota, EHpestone experienced the arrival of a stream of British settlers. 

One of the first immigrants from England, E. W. Davies, moved to the county in 1876 as 

a representative of a lumber company. Davies soon joined the county bank and launched 

his own lumber interests, through which he developed the financial status necessary to 

help establish the nearby town of Jasper and own part of its newspaper. Into the 1880s 

the bank remained under the direction of British residents, as Qiarles Mylius and Henry 

Briggs left England and joined with Scottish immigrant Fraser Mackay in wcvking with 

Davies.̂  ̂This early British presence in Pipestone complemented local Yankee character 

and preceded a more organized influx in the 1880s that proved crucial to increasing the 

town's renown. 

Prior to the arrival of British promoters, Pipestone's founders busied themselves 

solidifying the romanticization of the quarries and the site's tribal past The town's 

original plat preceded any planned promotional efforts other than shipping stone samples 

east, but mcluded streets named Catlin, Hiawatha, and Longfellow. In true Victorian 

illustrated AlbumofBiography of Southwestern l̂ rniesotorif̂ cagoi Occidental 
PubUshing Company, 1889), 200,304-305,366» ,̂ 646  ̂651-654,746-747,774-
775,779-780; Minnesota State Census, 18W, Plpi^tone County; Pipestone County 
Genealogical Socxtpf̂ Biographies of Civil War Veterans who Came to PipestontCounty 
MBnnesota  ̂(Piputone; Pipestone Publishing Company, 1991), 13,15,31; David and 
JanetFyfie renuniscences, typed Manuscript, Miimesotaifistotical Sodety  ̂St Paul, ,-
158-162; Helson, After the West was Won̂ 92-̂ . 
^^HUatratedAUmmj 299-300,294-295,38t,.65& For afictionalized account of the 
British colonies ui southern Itiinnesota, see Nfaud and Delos Lovelace, Gentlemen from 
fhgiSane^(New York; MacmiUan, 193'̂ . 
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fashion, other streets received women's names in honor of the town-s.eaHy wives and 

daughters. Qiaries Bennett's new life in Pipestone embodied another version of middle-

class romance based on the quarries' presence and widespread sense of mystique. In 

1877 he married Adelaide George, whose name soon graced a street. George, an 

aspiring poet and Longfellow devotee in New Hampshire had memorized much of The 

Song of Hiawatha," and learned of the existence of a town "on the mountains of the 

prairie" near the "great red pipestone quarry." With interest piqued she wrote to the town 

postmaster, requesting a piece of the stone. Daniel Sweet~at that time the postmaster by 
•'.V 

qualification of being Pipestone's oidy full-time resident—passed the letter on to Bennett, 

who eagerly complied with the request. The Star later referred to it as "that specimen of 

pipestone which secured a wife for ourfriend Bennett" A lively correspondence and 

long-distance courtship ensued, followed by a wedding.̂  ̂  

Consistent with the theme df their courtship, the couple sent invitations for the 

ceremony carved on slabs of pipestone, and included Longfellow on the guest list, one of 

a series of invitations to visit the town that he declined. For their honeymoon, the couple 

toured the East and included a visit to Longfellow's home on their travels, to thank him 

personally for inspiring their romance. In the Hart commented on behalf of the 

community that the Bennetts' courtship and marriage gave "a wide notoriety to the parties 

as well as to the pipestone itself. Among the Indians this red stone was always 

considered sacred and now it has become romantic. We should not be surprised to hear 

that the whole quarry had been purchased by the bachelors of Pipestone City." Doubtless 

11 American Indian Research Project, Oiat ifislocy, Winifred Bartlett interviewed by 
William Corbett, April 17,1976, Tape 1026, University South Dak  ̂Vermillion; 
WamtaBeal^lf^xveaStoryto Tell ̂ ut Pipestone (JPi^esloaiK. Dennis Hansen 
Associates, 1991), 2; Pipestone County Star̂  August 14,1879,2; Rose, Illustrated 
History, 321; PCMS,Historyf 74fl€0, Beal's work is an oral history, compiled from 
herinterviews witholder town residents, paiticulaily Winifred Baitlett, about memories 
of the town's past and its founders. Its tone is not i^ke eaoly booster material, in its 
glowing descriptions and uncritical acceptance of perceptions of the area. 
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Bennett did not send the stoae intending to "secure a wife," bat he found in his new 

spouse an eager companion in advertising the town. In the following years Adelaide 

devoted herself to celebrating and promoting the quarries through her poetry.̂  ̂

Use of the quarries and pipestone for non-tribal cultural purposes, such as 

wedding invitations, began in earnest in the 1870s and flourished in the following 

decade. Amidst periodic encroachment by settlers and curious visitors, the Yankton, and 

occasional other tribal members, continued to visit the quarries annually and to protect 

their interests and rights whenever necessary. In the early 1870s tribal leaders called 

upon the federal government for action in what developed into a long-term issue. 

Although the earliest residents of Pipestone resolved to respect tribal rights on the 

reserved section containing the quarries, others made no such promises and upheld the 

common practice of encroaching on tribal land. Prior to Bennett and Sweet's arrival at 

the townsite, the government had the area surveyed in 1871, but neglected to mark the 

reservation boundaries until the following year. In the meantime August Claussen took 

advantage of the delayed settlement of the state's southwestern comer, claimed land 

within the reserved section, and filed it with the General Land Office, which noticed no 

discrepancy. Qaussen made no improvements on the property and sold it indirectly to 

Herbert Carpenter, a Minneapolis resident As it became clear that Carpenter meant to 

hold the claim, the Yankton pressed their agent, John W. Douglas, for legal action. The 

case came before the United States Circuit Court in the spring of 1880, which ruled in 

favor of Carpenter's claim, then moved on appeal to the Supreme Court four years later. 

The Court upheld the validity of the 18S8 treaty and the right of the United States to 

l^Ibid. One of Adelaide Bennett's published poems, "The Peace-Pipe Quarry," begins 
with romantic scenery, "Outward swell the rolling prairies, tike the waves of ocean deep; 
(figher rise the crested billows rolling upward as they sweep/Irom horizon to horizon, 
and the air grows pure and free, 'On &e mountains a[ the prairie/ on the wind-swept 
emerald sea." in Mrs. Cordenio A. Severance, Indian Legends of Minnesota (New York: 
DJy. Merrill Co., 1893). 
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reserve land from settlement, a right land offices could not usurp or ignore.̂  ̂While 

waiting for the court's ruling, the Yankton gained valuable legal experience that would 

prepare them for the next conflict 

During the interim between court claims the tribe used federal support to continue 

their annual quarrying. Before their summer visit in 1879, which was Old Strike's last 

trip, Yankton leaders, known as Poor Bull, Jumping Thunder, and White Swan, secured 

letters from their agent, Robert S. Gardner, as well as a letter from the reservation 

missionary, John P. Williamson, reiterating the treaty right to quarry, introducing the 

main tribal members, and requesting "kind consideration" of tribal presence near and in 

town. The tribal police officer. Poor Bull, carried with him a letter of introduction from 

the agent, who tdentiHed him as a United States officer and urged respect for him and his 

assistants. Under the heading "Our Red Guests," the 5/ar published the letters and 

anticipated hospitable treatment from townspeople, who had no direct involvement in the 

land dispute and who continued to consider the Yankton as "a kind and peaceable class," 

particularly under Old Strike's leadership, 

The newspaper readily acknowledged a primary reason for the town's interest in 

having the tribes quarry peacefully and annually. After a brief review of the 1858 treaty. 

Î PCHS, Historyy 9; 5/ar March 11,1880,3; Hal K. Rothman, Managing the Sacred 
and the Secular: An Administrative History of the Pipestone National Monument, 
(Omaha: National Service, NGdwest Region, 1992), 30-32; Kelley, "Historical 
Geography," 102-105; William P. Corbett, "The Red Pipestone (^rry: The Yanktons 
Defend a Sacred Tradition, 18S8-1S ,̂" South Dakota History 8 (Spring 1978), 99-116; 
Robert A. Murray, A History of Pipestone National Monument, Minnesota (Pipestone, 

Natiomil Service and the Pipestone Indian Shrine Association, 196 ,̂ 23-25. 
Gaussen's name also appeared as Quensen. Rothman notes that the refusal of the 
federal government to allowed unrestricted settlement clashed with American expectations 
of the West as widte-open and free, a tension that marked later relations between the 
Yankton and the residents of Pipestone. Corbett gives a thorough explanation of the 
course of the legal actions of the Yankton, with extensive footnotes of his research in the 
National Archives in Washington, D.C.. 
^^Star, July 17,1879,3. The paper also observed that "the rising generation among 
them ate niaking rapid strides toward civilization," particulariy the Flandreau Santee, who 
quarried at the same time. 
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Halt expressed the hope that it would "never be extinguished, as the Quarry and 

Reservation which surrounds it is a charming spot and the annual visitation of the Indians 

iathe summer lends interest and attractions to our town which could be had in no other 

way." Not only did the quarrying provide town businesses with trinkets and ornaments 

made from stone unsuitable for carving pipes, but the woiidng tribal members provided a 

spectacle, a novelty, a free tourist attraction. With the arrival of a railway line in 1879 

visitors could more readily stop in town to observe its novelty. The Star raved that 

"visitors to the number of hundreds look in upon the Indian camps near town every day." 

Locals also turned out to observe the digging and occasionally received free entertainment 

in the form of dancing or singing.'̂  

Although town businesses profited from the annual visits. Hart's paper expressed 

ambivalence about tribal visitors as Pipestone's boosters tried to reconcile living Indians 

with cherished beliefs about the mythic past In the same edition that the Star hoped for 

treaty rights in perpetuity, an article with the heading "Heap Big Injun" revealed some 

conflicting sentiments and the extent to which Catlin and Longfellow had conditioned 

European-American expectations of activity at the quarries. Describing two Yankton 

visitors who had ridden horses into town from "their favorite and consecrated resort," the 

paper complained about the men's appearance, which was "somewhat similar to the 

Anglo-Saxon style" but "ridiculously demoralized by the addition of their own piebald 

'toggery.'" The commentary continued, "One remarkable and grotesque feature of their 

costume was the blessed union of the American flag and their own famous symbol~a 

turkey feather about two feet in length. Although of very fine stature, stately and 

towering in appearance we could not call them very desirable representatives of so fine a 

^^SSceir, July 24,1879,3; October 14,1880,3; Derek Bous6, "Culture as Nature; How 
Native Americas Cultural Antiquities BecamePart of AeNatural World," Ptdtlic 
fl&Coruvt lS(FaII I996)i75-98; YMMokRoot̂ CamUbalCulture: Art,Appropriation, 
andtheConinuKiification6f[>i^ence(fiovlderCOi Westview  ̂Press, I9 ,̂ ffi-87. 
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country." Expecting "real" Indians to embody the noble qualities associated with the 

quarries' mythic history. Hart and others experienced sometimes disappointment in their 

encounters with living tribesmen, whose motley dress did not always project the kind of 

image that would attract tourists.̂ '̂  like other European-Americans, Pipestone's citizens 

often had difGculQr reconciling the Indians they envisioned after reading Catlin and 

Longfellow with the real tribal people they seldom met and did not know as persons. 

The dissonance between the imagery on which Pipestone based its identity and the reality 

of human experience intensified whenever tensions over the quarries heightened, a 

common experience nationally whenever groups with differing interests disputed Indian 

lands. 

After its initial boom in 1878 Pipestone gained momentum and in the 1880s 

experienced a surge in growth. During this decade Minnesota's population expanded 

rapidly with immigration from northern Europe and the development of railway lines, the 

milling industry, and improvements in agricultural technology. The importance of 

railroads was absolute; towns required these vital market connections and died rapidly 

without them. Part of the initial influx of settlers to Pipestone resulted from the 

announcement by the Southern Minnesota Railroad Company that it planned an extension 

line from the southeast in nearby Jackson County. In 1878 the company began the 

surveying and grading necessary for laying track. Town leaders invited Longfellow, "the 

great poet..to witness the advent of the railroad into the heart of the red pipestone 

165/ar, July 17, 1879,3. 
'̂̂ An extensive literature examining white perceptions and representations of trib  ̂

explores the differences between imagery and living people, including the following; 
Curtis M. Hinsley, "Zunis and Brahn^: Cultural Ambivalence in the Gilded Age," in 
George W. Stocking, Jr., tA.y Romantic MtMves: Essays on Anthropological 
Sensibility, (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1969), 169-207; Leah Dilworth, 
Imagining Indians in the Southwest: Persistent Visions of a Primitive Past, (Washington: 
Smithsonian Institution Rcess, 1996); Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr., "White Conceptions of 
bidians," in Wilcomb E. Washburn, ed.. History of buUan-White Relations 
(Washington: Smithsonian Institution Itess, 1968), 528-538. 
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quarries" and asked him to speak at the celebration, but, again, he declined. The 

Chicago, Nfilwaukee and St Paul Railway purchased nujority stocks in the company 

with the pn>visi(xi that by 1883 the A^waukee Road would fully acquire the Southern 

Minnesota. News of the extension sparked competition. In the spring of 1879, as the 

Hrst tracks neared Pipestone County, the St P&ul and Sioux City Railway made public its 

plans to extend a line to Pipestone from nearby Munay County and on westward to the 

Black (Gils. Eager for town growth, the entrepreneurial Bennett granted to the 

companies right-of-way and depotland from his extensive holdings. With the arrival of 

the Southem Minnesota in November 1879 and the completion of the St Paul and Sioux 

City extension in 1881, Pipestone residents found themselves in greater command of a 

hinterland and connected to the Twin Cities, Chicago, and the larger country beyond the 

region. The lines also provided access to those seeking land in the area. By the 1880 

census the town population already exceeded 200, a sufficient number for city 

incorporation in the following year.̂  ̂

One year before official incorporation Bennett Sweet Hart and other prominent 

citizens, self-appointed guardians of the history of the place, decided that the growth of 

^^Howard, "Recollections of Pipestone;" Bartlett "Pipestone County," 785; Rose, 
nbistratedHistory, 279-281; PCHS, History, 11; Star, October 9,1 ,̂ 3, October 16, 
1879,3, and November 27,1879,3; Nelson, AJ^r the West was Won, 85-86; Lewis, 
"Small Town," 325-327,333; Minnesota State Census, 1880, Pipestone County, Sweet 
and Gray townships; National Register Vfinnesota, Rails Across the Prairie (St ̂ ul: 
State Historic Preservation Office, Minnesota FGstorical Society, a.d.); David B. 
Danbom, Bom in the Country: A History of Rural America Baltimore: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1995), 132-160. 
The Chicago, St P£iul, Nfimeapt^s and Omaha Railway bought the St Paul and Sioux 
City company shortly before the completion of its line to Pipestone. 
For the occasion of the Southem Minmsota's arrival, Adelaide Bennett wrote "A 
Thanksgiving Song," so titled because the first train arrived in late November. Her 
chorus i^ed: "See the train of cars advancing! / Let the whistle blow! / In one grand 
thanksgiving^anthem/Letyourvoicesflow." The first verses proclaimed: "Ho! ye 
pec^le, hear the signal, join the joyful cry / Which to-day resounding echoes t^ugh the 
wintry slty / See tte looked for train advancing o'er the classic plain / Shout your notes of 
glad thanksgiving in one loud refeun." Her i^usion to Catlin's "classic ground" would 
have been familiar to manygatheredfortheoccasitnL 
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the town sufficed to fomi an Old Settlers Society. Not only did they believe in the 

universal significance of the quarries' past, but they also sought to chronicle their 

experiences in the area as participation in what they perceived as the great, unfolding 

national drama. Like other Americans, they experienced both history and nation at the 

local level. Bennett, Sweet, and other founders celebrated their role in town development 

because they believed that Pipestone would exist far into the future and commemorate its 

beginnings. Approximately forty residents attended the first meeting, agreed to meet 

annually in Match, and limited membership to anyone living in the county prior to or at 

the time of the first meeting, thereby reaffirming the Old Settlers as a exclusive core 

group. Elected unanimously to give the address at the next annual meeting, Adelaide 

Bennett found plenty in the town's short history to inspire one of her lengthy poems. 

She also pointed out the importance of the quarries in the town's existence and 

Pipestone's growing reputation. Bennett urged her fellow townspeople to "take 

considerable pride and satisfaction in reflecting that we have helped to build up a town 

which now has a name and a prestige abroad as well as a place on the map." Her 

husband, the Society's officially appointed historian, echoed this sentiment by rereading 

a proclamation that he had presented about the quarries three yean eariier at the first town 

gathering.'̂  

During Pipestone's first decade of incorporated growth the quarries assumed an 

increasingly material importance, in addition to their symbolic one. Although the catlinite 

deposits were limited and seemingly unique to the relatively small quarry area, extensive 

deposits of Sioux quaitzite lay beneath much of the prairie of southwestern Minnesota 

and the larger drainage area of the Big Sioux River. An exceedingly hard metamorphic 

stone in varying hues of teds, pinks, and warm greys, quartzite lent itself to buildings. 

March 18,1880,3, and Match 17,1881,1; FCHS, History, 26. 
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pavement, and omamental uses. Faiticubuly inthe 1880s into the 1890s, quaitzite suited 

the popular architectural sQrle of Henry H. Richardson and his followers, Richardsoniaa 

Romanesque, that marked the beginning of truly American architecture. Characterized by 

massive, roughly-hewn stone masonry, sturdy arches, and unpolished rock facing, 

Richardson's s^le utilized indigenous materials and gained popularity particulariy in the 

upper Midwest, an area rich in quartzite, granite, and sandstone. During this period of 

rapid urban growth and industrial expansion, hundreds of public and private buildings in 

the style-couithouses, churches, residences, schools, warehouses and department 

stores-dominated the streets of cities, such as Qiicago, Minneapolis, and Sioux Falls, 

and smaller towns, including Pipestone and many of the county seats in the Siouxland 

area.20 

Surrounding the relatively small pipestone quarries, large quantities of reddish 

quartzite provided an extractable resource for Pipestone's builders. Arrival of the 

railroad and a substantial number of settlers made it seem that the town promised a future 

to those willing to invest and by 1880 some residents began to agitate to open quarries 

outside town. The Star summarized local opinion by noting that "the development of our 

stone quarries is a matter of the deepest concern to the future prosperity of the village." 

Deposits of quartzite on reservation land remained off-limits, but another large 

outcropping north of town attracted attention and speculation. A Mr. Phelps began the 

earliest quartzite extraction 1880, shipping stone to neighboring towns for building. 

2^or a discussion of Richardson's style and popularity in the Nfidwest, see James F. 
O'Gorman, Living Architecture: A Biogrtqtf  ̂ofHJi. Richardson (New York; Simon 
and Schuster, 19%); Pftul Clifford Lâ n and Susan Brown, eds.. The Spirit ofHJi. 
Richardson ontheKUcttandPrairies University of Minnesota Ptess, 1998); 
George S. Austm, "The Sioux Quartzite, Southwestern Nfinnesota," in P&ul K. Sims and 
Glenn B. Morey, eds.. Geology of Minnesota: ACememUal Vob  ̂(St Paul; 
Minnesota Geological Survey, 19 )̂; Sally J. Southwick, Proof of the Solidity of the 
Town: Qmrt^e BtdUUngs and Local Identity in Jaspa^^XSnnesota (Lytms, CO: 
Crossings Press, 1999). 
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Despite hopes that the railroad would initiate investment in the quarries and continual 

urging by the Star, no serious business developed for another three years.̂  ̂  

As in other matters, Charles Bennett assumed the leading role. Abeadyan 

extensive land owner and worried that Pipestone could be losing its place in potential 

markets, Bennett rallied others to invest or to consider selling land to companies that 

might open the quarries. In the spring of 1883 Bennett sold half of the interest of his 

land north of town to Leon H. Moore, a talented mason, and a Mr. Walbridge, who 

agreed to develop the quarries as Bennett and Company. Moore and Walbridge soon 

sold half to Herbert Corbett, an English inmiigrant with additional resources, and 

quarrying began in earnest. The quarries undercut competition from Sioux Falls and 

provided Pipestone quartzite by the trainload to Chicago and other urban areas that were 

growing rapidly.22 

In addition to shipping stone for buildings and pavement elsewhere, Pipestone 

businessmen, such as Bennett and Moore, realized its construction purposes at home and 

not solely in a literal sense. 1883 marked the beginning of a building boom of almost 

one-hundred business blocks, smaller shops, and residences. Qustered together along 

the town's main street, several business blocks made of dark red quartzite slowly grew 

up from the ground. As in many other small towns in the larger region a vernacular 

version of Richardsonian Romanesque characterized the buildings-large, heavy sections 

of stone in sturdy two-story buildings that seemed both at one with the ground and 

impervious to the elements. The style conveyed to those who saw the blocks a sense of 

permanence and solidity and faith in the future of the town. Isaac Hart, the Star's editor, 

^̂ Star, June 10,1880,3; June 24,1880,3; and September 16,3; Rose, Illustrated 
History, 325; Beal, /Ve Got a Story, 6-8. 
22sirar,October26,1882,1; February 8,18S, 1; May 3,1883,1; and May 17,1883, 
3. Thepapercomplainedst^ilythatSiouxFailswasshippingstoneafaninferior 
quality to Chicago and that Pipe^cme was laggmg behind and losing business. 
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acknowledged this effect. In comments about the new buildings and the town's growth 

he asserted that, "Towns that show faith In their advantages by putting money into 

improvements and building up generally make large cities....Our belief has grounded 

itself upon a rock as firm as was that on which the Mayflower band stood on that wintry 

December day so long ago." The paper continued to praisethe "substantial character" 

and "architectural beauty" of the buildings and the civic confidence that they displayed in 

a future "as solid as the hills of rock north of town." Gratia Ferris recalled that the 

Honorable A.D. Ferris later built a "large stone block" as the Opera House, because "he 

had great faith in the future of the city and in his own strength and ability."23 The 

quartzite blocks provided local residents a symbol of their association with theirplace and 

a source of security in an age of conservative values and rapid change. 

To anyone passing through the area, the buildings announced Pipestone not only 

as a prosperous town, but also as a distinctive place. Use of native stone tied it to the 

surrounding landscape and gave the town its own character. While neighboring towns 

contained buildings of pink and grey stone, Pipestone's quartzite approximated the deep 

red shade of the substance from which the town took its name, connecting it directly with 

the heralded quarries and their assorted legends. Given the intention of the town's 

founders to associate the town inextricably with the romanticized history of the place, the 

similarity in color and the durability of the strae undergirded efforts to construct 

Pipestone's identity. Most local people understood the difference between quartzite and 

^Star  ̂September?, 1882,1, January 18,1883,1, and December 20,1883,3; Ferris, 
letter, 1907; Vtoac, IllustratedISstorytSTS-dZJ; l̂ wxaiccDanel\,SpiritofPhce: 
LettenandEssaysanTraveKJtietwYoAii EP.Dutton& Company, 1969), 156-157; Yi-
Fu Tuan, Space and Place: The Perspective ofExperience  ̂(Minneapolis: University of 
hffinnesota Press, 1977), 107-122,1^; David Lowenthal, "Past Time, Present Hace: 
Landscape and Memory," The Geograplucal Review 65 (January 197^; 1-36. 
Lowoithal, 8, observes the effect such buildings on the p^che of tli  ̂new to a 
locale: "Simply to know that structures are duraUe may ̂ ve residents a sense being 
rooted in a place." 
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catlinite, butfteqnently neglected to distinguish thecoimmoa buildingstone from the 

mythologized one suited only for carving. In an article about quaitzite extraction the Star 

referred generically to "the celebrated stone from our quarry." When visitors from St. 

Paul took home quantities of both catlinite and quartzite ,̂ the paper gleefully reported that 

"almost every man had his pockets and arms full d the stone when they left here, and 

some in their zeaiousness to obtain pipestone, filled their pockets with building stone, not 

knowing the difference at first"^  ̂Similarly, promotional literature often blurred the 

distinction of the two stones, refening to the quarries, of which there were several, 

without clearer specifications about the very different types of mineral deposits found 

there. The daric red quartzite advertised the quarries and the image of Pipestone, whether 

through buildings in town or shipments of the stone for use throughout the region. The 

stone, like the town's name, spoke of a peaceful, mythic past on a sacred plot of land. 

Another development of the early 1880s fueled the building and settlement boom 

and contributed signiflcantiy to promotion of Pipestone and the quarries. Taking 

advantage of the slower rate of land sales in the Siouxland area, the Biglish Qose 

brothers-William, Frederick, and James-bought land first in northwestern Iowa and, 

once prospering, in southwestern Afinnesota. In April 1883 they initiated their purchase 

of2,700 acres in Pipestone County. Qose Brothers and Company signed a contract with 

town leaders in the county seat, agreeing to locate their headquarters in Pipestone, to 

secure additional raikoad lines, to improve lands surrounding the town, and to build a 

^Star, June 24,1880,3, and July 15,1884,3. Promotional literature in the state failed 
to differentiate, periups intentionally. One brochure used the language ci earlier 
explorers to the area, touting, "AtPi^tcmeareto befoundtfiecelebratedPfpestone 
Quarries. These quarries are now being developed, and the best buildimg stone take 
therefrom....The supply is inexhaustible and no better quality can be found in the State." 
Charles A. Chapman, South Western Minnesota: The Best Farming Section in the World 
(Mankato,̂ MN: Southwestern h^nnesota Land and fnumgraticm Association, 1882),26. 
Even Arthur Rose, in his 1911 IlbatratedfBstory of the county, d«Hnibed the downtown 
district as constructed from "the red pipestone building stone," 300. 
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substantial hotel within the year. The relocation to Pipestone of such a large land 

company promised great things to those with the town's future in mind.̂  ̂

Limited by inheritance laws in their homeland and attracted to the Siouxland area 

by romantic travel literature and the American promise in possibilities, the Qose Brothers 

brought with them Victorian ideals of respect for tradition and enterprise that blended well 

with Pipestone's image and interests. Their arrival and success in the area drew other 

Englishmen and their families to the area, such as Henry Briggs, who became 

Pipestone's leading banker and a committed investor. British settlers on the prairie 

continued lively country traditions, including steeple chases, fox hunts, and polo, which 

served to entertain other local residents. More importantly, however, they also wrote 

letters, journals, and articles on their experiences on the Cdteau, an informal, but crucial 

form of promotion.26 

With land to sell for a profit the Gose Brothers advertised much more 

intentionally, widely, and vigorously than the town could through its own resources. 

Although their holdings directly around Pipestone consisted of under3,000 acres, the 

company's promotions for the "Great Pipestone Region" claimed over200,000 acres of 

wild land, improved farms, and town lots. This a(^)roach to advertising exemplified 

subdy the way that Pipestone promotion differed from that for land in other places. 

Gose Brothers used typical means to draw attention to their lands, including railway 

banners and excursion trains "bound for the great Pipestone Country," but they joined the 

^Howard, "Recollections of Pipestone;" Reed, "English. Land Company," 144-158; 
Rose, Illustrated History, 284-2%, 325; PCHS, History, 10-11. Reed examines the 
Gose Brothers' operations in great detail and contradicts Rose's assertion that the 
company bought excess Southern Minnesota Riflioad lands. 
^Beal, rve Got a Story, 5,12-16; Howard, "Recollections of Pipestone;" Reed, 
"English Land Company," 178-181; Curtis Hamack^Geitf/iein«nor»/te/Vame, (Ames, 
lA: Iowa State tinivernty Press, 1962 ,̂4-6,188-1C9; SM,?aweU, Mirrors of the 
New World: [mages and Image-Midcers in the Settlem  ̂Process (Fothestwie, Kent: 
Dawson-Archon Books, 1977),. 18,56-S9,85-90; IllustratedBiography, 381. 
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townspeople in promoting a familiar image of the place as part of selling land. Thetown 

newspaper saw the obvious result, noting that "the advertising done by these trains in the 

country through which they have passed must be largely beneficial to Pipestone as well 

as to the Close Brothers." Excursion trains from as far away as Chicago luted potential 

settlers to town and showed them not only lands available for purchase, but also took 

them to the quarries, particulariy in the spring and fall months when tribal members were 

most likely to be extracting pipestone. The 5irar eagerly supported the Qose Brothers' 

efforts and hoped tribal representatives from Flandreau would come over, in order to 

have "the quarries alive with them digging pipestone when the excursion train arrives/^*  ̂

Using tribes as attiactioas fit both the town's tourism needs and the landowners' search 

for sales. 

For those who might not be able to make the visit by train, the company found 

another approach. Having experienced themselves the attraction of the romantic tales of 

the quarries, the brothers mailed tons of promotional material specific to Pipestone across 

the country and abroad. This material included a brochure, "Legends of the Pipestone 

Quarries" and, often, a sample of catlinite from the heralded source. Similar to a 

poblicationby theSltar,thefrontof this lengthy pamphlet featured an etching of 

Wumewissa or Pipestone Falls and Longfellow's oft-repeated lines, "On the mountains 

oftheprairie. On the Great Red Pipestone Quarry." On the inside back cover the Qose 

Brothers again claimed over200,000 acresforsale in the "Celebrated Pipestone Region," 

offering that "infonnation regarding land or quarries will be cheerfully given upon 

application." An advertisement for Bennett's store on the outside cover promised that "the 

tourist will find here one o€ the most interesting spots on the continent" Between these 

27pCHS, History, 11; April 12,1883,1; May 3,1883,1; July 5,1883,3; May 
27,1884,3; May30,1884,3; andJune6,1%4,3; White,A'l YourA^sfortimer 194-
197. 
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pages an enticed reader found several poems, including the appropriate excerpt from "The 

Song of Hiawatha," a poem in Longfellow's meter entitled "A Legend of Pipestone," and 

two similarly themed poems by D. Ivan Downs.̂  ̂

As the Qose Brothers had initially agreed, they acted to attract additional railroad 

service to Pipestone. The town's two lines already served the area well, but soon two 

more sets of tracks crossed the county at its center. Interested in extending a line north 

from Iowa, the Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Northern Railroad negotiated for a right-

of-way that cut across the county at an angle, surveying first in 1883 and laying track the 

following year. By 1886 James J. Hill's Great Northern Railway located the branch 

office of the WtUmar and Sioux Falls branch line at Pipestone. Local men responded by 

voting on a bond that brought the new railroad through town from the northeast within 

three years, providing connections to the largest cities in the region. In 1889 Pipestone 

had an unrivaled four railroad lines with over thirty passenger trains each day that 

brought more settlers, tourists, and connections to the rest of the country.̂  ̂ The unusual 

number of companies willing to invest testified to the success of promotion and the extent 

of interest in the place. 

Railroad companies serving the town employed Pipestone imagery to attract 

business much as the Gose Brothers did. In an advertisement for the "Great Pipestone 

Country" the Milwaukee Road featured the familiar etching of Winnewissa Falls, set 

^My thanks to Mark Berge for finding an intact copy in the State Historical Society of 
Wisconsin. 
29({owatd, "Recollections of Pipestone;" Roae,lllustratedlSstary,2BS''294; Rails 
Across the Praaie; PCHS, History, 12. The James J. Hill Papers-in the James J. Ffill 
Reference Ubraty, Saint ftul, Minnesota-contain expressions of his viewson the 
extension into southem Minnesota and interest in art depicting Minnesota Indan history. 
Select letters on these themes include: James J. Hill to RJF.PMtigrBW, August22,1889, 
Letterpress Books; James J. Hill to F. H. Welcome, April 14,1887, Letterpress Books; 
Warren Ujpham to Tames J. Efill, March 30,1906,GlmetalCorrespond^ce; Frances B. 
Mayerto James J. Hill, October 3Q, 1891, General Correspondence; Joim  ̂Wesley Bond 
toJamesJ.IfilI,A  ̂13,1878, Graecal Correspondence. ifiU and W.P.Clottgh also 
composed a short mstory of the Great Northero  ̂Miuch 1,1906. 
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against a bucolic background and trimmed by collections of fann implements. This 

image represented local asi^tions to benefit from the past and to prosper as an 

agricultural market town. Apamphletforanother line highlighted the town, namedfor 

the "Great Red Pipestone Quarries that are mentioned by Longfellow in his 'Hiawatha,' 

and that are quite close to this city." Others mentioned the "celebrated quany of red 

stone" and the source of the "Peace-Pipe." The railways hastened to run excursion trains 

to the area, promoting their services, Qose Brothers' lands, and the town with banners 

along the side of trains on "The Great Pipestone Route." The 1884meeting of the Old 

Settlers Society honored the rails with a Glee Club song, part of which claimed, "There's 

a name of magic import, and 'tis known the world throughout, Tis a mighty corporation 

called the great Pipestone route."^  ̂Although not formally incorporated and seeking 

foremost their own financial gain, the three interest groups cooperated loosely toward a 

similar, profitable goal. 

In addition to constructing quartzite buildings and luring large businesses to 

town, Pipestone's leaders worked ceaselessly to promote the town and to make its image 

known as extensively as possible. Prior to the arrival of the Close Brothers the Star 

published and distributed the "Legends cS the Pipestone Quarries,"-touted as "the 

genuine Indian stoty of the Mood red stone"~initially with only Longfellow's poetry, 

^^^Minnesota Ffistorical Society, St. Paul, Minnesota, Pamphlet Collection; Chicago, 
Rock Island, and Pacific Railway Company, Jfte Land of Plenty, (Chicago: Qaurik and 
Longley Printers, 18BS); Chicago and Noithwestem Railway Company and Chicago, 
St. ̂ ul, Minneapolis, and Omaha Railway Company, A History of the Origin oft̂  
Place Names in Nbfie Northwestern Siroles  ̂(Chicago: C, SP, M, & 0 Rmlway, 1906); 
Star, February 5,1884,3, March 25,1884,3, May 27,18M, 3. The Old Siettlers 
Society meeting also featured a pwm by Adelaide Bennett, who, the paper noted, "does 
not seem to lack of subjects to write upon." 
For a similar pattern ot promotion by die Great Northern Railway Company, which used 
images of the Blackfeet Indians to advertise the railway and its tourist interests in (Hacier 
P ,̂ see Ann Regan, "The Cireat Northern and the 'Glacier Park bdians'," Encamters 
(Science Museum of Minnesota, July/August 1985): 17>21, and "The Blackfeet, tlw 
Bureaucrats, and Glacier Mation  ̂rark, 1910-1940," paper presented at the Western 
Historical Association annual conference. Billings, Montana, October 1966. 
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then adding newselecdons and printing new pampblets as dBnumdieqiiiied. Weekly 

editions of the paper included portions of the poeins and a steady stream of references 

writings about the quarries. Longfellow's work proved useful for maintaining the 

romantic imagery and also boosted the surrounding countryside, where, he was quoted 

as rhapsodizing, "the fields are most fair and fertile" and the land of "streams to fish in, 

all full of trout and beaver and fowl." Obviously aware of national writings about the 

quarries, the newspaper's editor repeatedly, and incorrectly, plagiarized geologist 

Ferdinand Ifoyden, stating that "nearly all of our writers of Indian history have 

investi^ited'-rather than "invested"~"this place with a number of legends and myths." 

An issue rarely appeared without some reference to pipestone itself, and frequently, 

particularly in special editions, the SlCor deyoted long columns of print to summaries of 

the legeiuis or to describing the town as associated with the quarries. As public culture 

became increasingly focused on the moral resources of the past as an antidote to the 

excesses of the Gilded Age, Hpestone's citizens told, and retold, themselves and others 

the impofti  ̂of the "sacred heritage" of the "land (rf* tradition" and the timeless values 

of peace and mystery invested in it. They joined others in the postwar era who helped a 

conunon American experience coalesce through the development ci sites q€national 

unity, including shrines placed outside recorded history.̂  ̂  

Town businesses advertised their services using familiar images. The Lincoln 

Photograph Gallery did so literally, offering "views of the falls and the famous pipestone 

^^Star, June 19,1879,2, November6,1879,3  ̂August 19,1880,3, January 6, 
1881,2-3, March.30,1 ,̂ 1, September 7, l^r 1, May 3,18 ,̂ 1, and November 
29,1883,2. Hayden's 1867.repotton.his visit said that "nearly all rfour writers on 
Indian history have invested thu place mth a number of legend or myths." Ferdinand 
V. Hayden, "Sketch of die Geolc  ̂o£N<»cth4^stem Dakota, with a notice of a short visit 
to the celebrated npestpneQuar^i."- IheAniricah Journal cf SciencetrndArts XLm 
(Januaty,.M£tch, May 1867): 1^22; Stov Harvest Blition, August 12,1880,2/8,3, 
andSe^ber7,1882,4/12,1; Kanmea^Afystic Chords, 141-153,165-166,201-
202; John;F. Sears,.AmerumTouristAttractionsintheNineteenth 
Century (New Yoric Oxford C^vefstfy ftess, 1989). 7-13,23-24,72-78,140-155. 
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quarries" for sale. The quarrying firm of Walbridge and Moore printed ten thousand 

copies of Longfellow's "Peace Pipe" section from "Ifiawatha" for use in advertising the 

redquartzite. In addition to printed promotions, many of the merchants in town sold 

"trinkets and ornaments" carved from catlinite, something Bennett had done since 

opening his drug store. The newspaper also operated a book store, from which it 

supplied pipestone samples for a nominal fee to all those requesting some of the stone. 

As knowledge of the town spread, through relatives of settlers, copies of the "Legends" 

mailed to papers in other towns and cities, such as Giicago and New York, and the 

efforts of men like Bennett to make the town a familiar name by correspondence and paid 

advertisements, demand for pipestone samples came from across the country and 

abroad.32 

The increase in Pipestone promotion and use of the stone caused a new phase of 

legal tension with the Yankton. Members of the tribe continued to have a role in 

Pipestone's identity development by being present and actively quarrying on a regular 

basis. Because they only visited annually and spent the remainder of the year on their 

distant reservation, the tribe maintained limited control over the quarries. Representatives 

from other bands, such as the Flandreau Santee, also received permits to quarry. But 

most of the time the quarries lay unattended on the outskirts of town, open to the wide 

prairie sl  ̂and to profit-seekers with no tribal affiliation. The Star's first issue reported 

that unidentined tribal men would "get out a few wagon loads of Pipe-Stone [and] 

dispose of it to the whites, who readily buy it to work up into all kinds of ornaments," as 

well as selling carved items.̂  ̂ Not all of the stone met the quality required for pipe 

'̂̂ Star, June 19,1879,2, November 6,1879,3, August 19,1880,3, January 6, 
1881,2-3, March 30,1882,1, September 7,1882,1, July 12,1883,3, and 
November 29,1883,2; Rose, Ilbî atedHistory, 304; C.L. Wing, comp., Pipestone 
County Directory  ̂1898 edition, (Kingsley lA: Press of the Kingsley Times, 1898), 51. 

June 19,1879,2; Roy W^Meyer̂  History of the Santee Sioux: United States 
[ndian Policy onDialnv.ed.(lIacaia: University Nebraska Press), 2S7; Robert A. 
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catving, which qualified a substantial portion at the extracted stone as "tfisposaUe." 

Pipestone's boosters apparently noticed no conflict between their images of stoic Indians 

worshipping at their ancient sacied site and existing tribal members marlceting low-grade 

stone for profit. 

If this exchange trouUed Old Strike andother Yankton leaders, they also made no 

public opposition, but rather saved their protest for obvious trespassers. In January 1881 

the town newspaper published a notice from the Pipestone County Bank. It read: 

"Having been appointed agents by the owners of the Pipestone Quany, all persons are 

forbidden from removing any stone therefrom. Persons desiring to purchase stone in any 

quantity will be accommodated upon the most reasonable terms." The notice proved 

ineffectual. Within six months the Yankton agent, WD. Andrus, appeared in town to 

serve notice to locals who bad been quarrying illegally. Some enterprising types took 

advantage of the Carpenter land dispute, then lingering in the court system, to remove 

pipestone for their uses. Although supported by a representative of the federal 

government in their efforts to reserve the quarries, the tribe also acted on their own. 

Several Yankton visited the following month, in July, to open a new quarry and to assert 

their rights. During the winter months of 1882 the Star repotted that "Yankton Jim" 

planned to "stand guard over the 'sacred quarry' of the red men." The sentry did not stay 

long and the paper observed that "the 'pale face' diggeth stone there as usual." By 

summer a letter from Old Strike to Daniel Sweet appeared in print. The aging Yankton 

explained that the Carpenter case troubled him, but that he had been in contact with 

government officials in Washington, D.C, and had their assurances that the treaty 
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conditions remained inviolate.̂ '̂  The mood in town, interpreted by the Sur, took on an 

increasingly neutral tone, distant from early promises to support tribal rights on the 

reservation. 

By the time the Supreme Court issued its ruling in favor of government treaty 

law, the Yankton activated federal agents on their behalf for another case. During the 

firstfour years of the 1880s while the Carpenter case awaited decision, the former New 

Ulm land office register who acted on behalf of Carpenter, Charles C. Gk)odnow, moved 

to Pipestone. An ambitious man, Goodnow soon became mayor and moved onto the 

reservation section, where he built a house and began quarrying. Anticipating a ruling to 

uphold land law, other Pipestone residents located on the section, and the town continued 

to spread north on Bennett's lots near the quarries and the falls.̂  ̂ Isaac Hart and 

particularly Daniel Sweet publicly opposed Goodnow's actions, but removing squatters 

required more than social pressure. 

As before, the Yankton mobilized their agent. Army Major William Ridpath, to 

act on their behalf. With the support of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Hiram 

Price, Ridpath visited Pipestone to ascertain the scope the problem. The squatters 

produced no proof of title, yet refused to move when requested to do so. Ridpath's 

recommendation to use force for eviction met with resistance from the Secretary of the 

Interior, Henry Teller, who believed that the treaty provided the Yankton with quarrying 

rights, which he did not consider disturbed by the squatters. The 1884 presidential 

election of Grover Geveland brought a more supp<»tive cabinet into office. Indian 

Murray, "Administrative Ifistory of Pipestone National Monument, Minnesota," typed 
manuscript, Minnesota Ifistoric  ̂Society, St P^ul, 12-13. Murray notes the massive 
removal pipestone forsale by non-tiibai people began as eady as 1864and continued 
through the first decades of the town's existence. 
^Star, January 1,1881,3, Marcli2,1881,1, July 28,1881,1, February 23,1882, 
1, and August 3,1882,1. 
^̂ Mmaŷ HistofyofPipesttmeNationalMomimenttTA'TSi KHStHistory,!; Star, 
SeptembCT 6,18ffi, 3, and September 13,1883,2-3. 
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lefotmer and advocate of the developing Dawes Allotment Act, the new Indian 

Commissioner, Atkins, secured the political and administrative backing necessary 

to address the situation. Despite the change in personnel and the decision of the Supreme 

Court later in the year, nothing changed, other than more squatters moving on to the 

section, to the continued dismay of the Yankton.̂  ̂The tribe had done its best to abide 

by the expectations of Indian reformers and expected more than noncommittal goodwill in 

return for their cooperation. 

After aformal petition in late 1886, the Yankton Hnally received active assistance 

from federal officers. The new agent, J.F. Kinney, served final written notices to the 

squatters. When none had moved by the deadline in mid-1887, Captain J.W.Bean and 

ten enlisted men from Fort Randall in Dakota Territory moved into Pipestone in October. 

Facing United States Army men with a mission, Goodnow and the others finally agreed 

to remove their residences within six mondis. The incident wasarare reversal of the 

usual narrative of government troops forcing tribes onto reservations and off "public" 

land, but it was consistent with the exceptional behavior of the United States in 

protecting, to some degree, tribal interests at the quarries. After securing the squatters' 

agreement, the Ft Randall contingent surveyed and marked the reservation boundaries to 

prevent any future argument about the extent ci government-controlled property.̂ '̂  

Mostly it established that future disagreements would manifest themselves in other forms. 

^^Ibid.; Corbett, "Yankton Di^end a Sacred Tradition," 106-107; Rothman, Mbnagmg 
theSacred, 33-41; John Wayne Davis, "A History of the Pipestone Reservation and 
Quarry," (MA. thesis. University of Colorado, 1934), 52-55; Martin Maginnis to James 
J. Hill, April 3rd, 18M, and J.D.C. Atkins to L.Q.C. Lamar, A  ̂6,1886, James J. 
Hill Papers, General Correspondence, James J. IM Reference Ubrary, Saint P&ul, 
NGnnesota; Frederick E.Hoxie,AFina/̂ omue: TheCampcdffitoAssimlatethe 
Iruikms, 1880-1920 (XioBcim University of Nebraska Press, 1984), ̂ -70; HertiertT. 
Hoover, The Yemkton Sioux (New Yoric Chelsea House Publishers, 1968), 30^7. 
^^Ibid.; Beal, Fve Got a Story, 20-22; Star October 14,1887,5, "Uncle Sam's 
Mandate;" Rothman, 37, comments on the irony of the situatioa in terms of western 
history's general course of favoring settlement over tribal rights. 
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During these events rival newspapers of other towns, such as Sioux Falls and 

New Ulm, used the squatters' episode to criticize Pipestone, even though their readers 

likely would have behaved with similar greed. Bennett, Davies, and other promoters 

particulariy disliked negative articles in the regional presses that accused all in Pipestone 

ofdisregarding federal laws. The 5ftir defended its citizenry, but also recordedan 

ambivalent atmosphere in town. Although Hart despised Goodnow, he admitted 

admiring the squatters' pluck. In November 1883 the newspaper printed a rebuttal to an 

article that had appeared in Sioux Falls, arguing that it had sensationalized the issue. 

From the editor's perspective, the townspeople had "no interest in the reservation 

whatever" and warranted no association with the actions of a few men who chose to 

disregard the law. The paper stressed that the town "does not now and never has 

encroached upon the reservation," which its citizens would rather see reserved as "a 

grand park of Indian curiosities." In the end Hart, Bennett, Sweet, and the other men in 

town leadership who opposed Goodnow's actions, preferred to consider it a government 

matter and hoped it would not reflect badly on the town. It was not the kind of natiraial 

attention that the Land of Hiawatha sought to attract Instead, the town boasted that "the 

truth about Pipestone has the color of romance."^  ̂ Promoters like Bennett  ̂who were 

invested in the town financially and psychologically, refused to allow the present 

contested ground to taint the legendary peaceful past of the quarries or to deter tourism 

and interest m the quarries. 

Like Secretary Teller and others of their era, many locals viewed the treaty as 

reserving land for the federal government, which then granted tribes quarrying rights. 

Even this limited interpretation oi the legal positionof the Yankton implied that only tribal 

^^Star, September 13,1883,2, November II, 1883,3, and November22,1883,3. 
RoAman considers die town^eople as mofeQ^cally "western" and supportive of the 
squatters, but provicfes no sulxrtantiationfor this view. 
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members could extract stone from the quarries, to the exclusion of all others. But the 

obvious theory of use bore no resemblance to the daily reality. During the 1880s Giarles 

Bennett reportedly had "a number of bidians, as well as white men employed in the 

manufacture of...pipestone articles, and can supply trade at all times." Others were less 

organized, but equally industrious. Apart from Daniel Sweet, few residents appeared 

moved to voice opposition to illegal quarrying, which did not, from their perspective, 

interfere with tribal use of the quarries as protected by the treaty. Sweet wrote repeatedly 

to the Yankton agent and to his Congressmen, requesting more of a federal presence on 

the reserved section. Perhaps succumbing to attrition, or merely in need of a change. 

Sweet and his family relocated in 1887 to Louisiana, where he operated a steamboat 

company.̂ ® 

During the i880s, when armed conflicts with tribes in the West made national 

headlines and local tensions over squatting at the quarries intensified, racial animosity 

rarely surfaced in print Much of the time references to the living Yankton and the 

Flandreau Santee took common colloquial forms, such as the paternalistic "Poor Lo" or 

the jovially degrading "red skins," "old bucks," "squaws," and "papooses," or, rarely, 

the more derogatory "savages." During the early dispute over the land claims, the Star 

uncharacteristically reprintedanegativearticlefromthe/acibon/Zepii^/ic. The reporter, 

Burt Day, wrote of his visit to the quarries, "huge pits" in a "genuine Indian desert." 

Citing Longfellow's verse of Gitche Manitou calling the tribes of men together. Day 

improvised, claiming that the Spirit called the "dirty, greasy, skulking, rat-eating, flea-

breeding, scalp-lifting human failures" together.*  ̂Day provided a none-too-subtle 

May3,1883,1; IllustratedBiogrt̂ hy, 779-190; Corbett, "Yanktons Defend a 
Sacred Traction," 10S>107. 
^5iar, June29,1882,1. Apart from di^araging the quarrying nwn. Day admired the 
area. "ThecountrynorthofPipes^eCityisentrancingtotheeye. A rugged cliff of 
red-deep red-granite rises majestically from the Valley. At the highest pomt-abont 20 
feet-the water pours over the rocks, forming very pre  ̂falls." Robert F. Beikhofer, 
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example (rf* the common tendency to contrast romantic, literary images cf tribes relegated 

to the American past with equally unrealistic, but passionately-held views of 

contemporary native people. 

The article marked a conspicuous departure from the paper's usual reprints of 

complimentary reviews of the area and neutral language about the tribes. In the hundreds 

of routine booster articles describing the quarries and legends, even those that included 

the 1858 treaty, nothing directly maligned the tribes who had lived there. Later in 1882, 

however, the Star included an atypical paragraph in the promotional Harvest Edition. 

Boasting that the town developed rapidly in what was previously tribal land  ̂the paper 

assured readers that, "the savage has folded his tent and the blight of his presence has 

gone forever. The shadow of his duslty face...his war whoop...[from] the rich valley of 

tradition...The curse of his presence has become a memory of the past." In printing these 

lines. Hart evidently saw no incongruity in lauding removal of tribes while using their 

local traditions to promote Pipestone's development Other than a reference to the 

angered Yankton as "bloodthirsty," future articles resumed the language of the "sacred 

land of tradition" and the "historical pipestone quarries."'̂  ̂ Hart and his neighbors 

preferred to keep tribes safely ensconced in the past and the quarries a part of the 

sweeping national epic. 

For the early residents of Pipestone, then, it was only logical to observe the 

quintessential American holiday-the Fourth of July—at the quarries. During 1878, the 

first year of sustained habitation in the town. Sweet, the Bennetts, and a few others 

gathered on the rock ledge by the waterfall to celebrate the nation's past. In true local 

fashion, Charles Bennett read both the Declaration of Independence and part of 

TTie White Mob's IneUan: Images of the American Indianfirom CobmUm to the Present 
(New York: Vintage Books, 1978), 25-31,96-111. 
^^Sar  ̂September?, 1882,1, and November 15,1883,3. 
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Longfellow's "Song of Hiawatha^" thea letold some of the site's legends as popularly 

perceived and received. Festivities in the following years featured fireworks, then more 

subdued picnics, then livelier parades, as Bennett and the otherfounders tried to solidify 

Pipestone's identity and entertain themselves on the sparsely populated prairie. Like 

other small towns across the country, they took pride in their place within the larger 

American pageant of history 

Variations in celebrations of the Fourth embodied elements of national trends 

while remaining distinctly local. Pipestone's Hnt community holiday at the quarries 

featured a performance in which the men of the town dressed up and enacted a dramatic 

encounter of Uncle Sam, Sitting Bull, and his interpreter, complete with "a band of 

improvised savages fantastically painted and attired." The theatrical piece culminated in 

the ratification of a treaty that allowed residential Pipestone to remain peacefully near the 

quarries. When not working out their communal connection to the place by playing 

Indian, Beimett, Sweet, Ferris, and other leaders in the town's public life invited actual 

tribal members to participate in their celebrations and paid their travel expenses. Plans for 

the 1883 Fourth festivities featured a separate "grand Indian parade" diat consisted of 

representatives from several regional tribes, followed by a "peace or grass dance" later in 

theday.'̂  ̂ Committed to the idea of the quarries as intrinsic to national history and 

importantfor their symbolism of peace, the residents of Pipestone could not observe the 

essential American holiday in their eariy years without also celebrating the significance of 

the site. 

42pCHS, History, 26; Star, March 17,1881,1, June 16,1881,1, and June 14,1883, 
3; Kanmett,\fysticChords, 141-145. 
^Ibid.; Lewis, "Small Town," 326-330; Philip J. Deloria, PtaymgbuUan (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 4,64, ICB, 115. Pipestone residents perched on 
thequutzite cliffs and dressed as Lal  ̂tribesmen fitneatly Deloria's discussion of 
American notions of "rutn/rockformationlndians'' and the use of playing fodianto 
express nostalgiaand ambivalence. 
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National Uteratiife of the late-nineteenth century buttressed their beliefs by hel^g 

to keep the quarries populariy imown. In 1883 another long, epic poem about the site's 

tribal legends appeared in print, by Philetus W. Norris, a 

former superintendent at Yellowstone National Park. Noiris may have encountered 

Pipestone promotional brochures and obviously read Gulin. Published in Philadelphia, 

Norris's work encompassed a sweeping overview of regional history, from the mythic 

Manitou's creatim of all "stalwart red men" after a flood at the quarries and its 

designation as a place of peace, to the spread of the "artless child of nature" into various 

Plains and Woodland tribes, to the arrival of European explorers, the "bold, thrifty 

yeoman [seeking] wealth in the West," and the bloodletting at Little Bighorn, complete 

with a map of the battle. After the carnage on the Plains, the warring tribes yielded to 

theirfate, fading with the setting sun, leaving the new occupants of the Coteau to live 

peacefully in the sacred area that they had rightfully inherited. In endnotes almost as long 

as the poem Norris provided a detailed account of European exploration and knowledge 

of the site and a description of its topography. A shorter poem, "The Tattooed Artist," 

added to local lore and continued the conflation of history and hearsay. The poem told 

the story of Catlin's visit to the quarries and supposed arrest and detainment by tribesmen 

atTraverse des Sioux on the Minnesota River. Perpetuating the coarser sentiments of 

salvage ethnography, Norris explained his intent in his introduction: 

If, by the publication of these gilding narratives of slaughter, 
of sorrow, of heroism, or of hope, the author shall have rescued 
from impending oUivion a few of the thrilling scenes of unknown 
actors of this momentous era, and thereby encouraged others to 
fill future poetic volumes (rf* authentic history, he will feel that 
recalling ̂  publishing these camp-fire rec^ections and sketches 
of a life upon the border has not been utteriy in vain. 
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Throughout the work Norris held in tension the romanticism of the legendary Indian and 

the lauded heroism of the intrepid Biropean descendants who fought contemporary tribal 

people/*  ̂

Other fomis of national attention tended to concentrate on either the noble or the 

savage aspect of the image. Also in 1883 Harper's published an article. The Home of 

Bliawatha/ about Minneapolis and St Paul, that provided a brief history of the area. The 

piece mentioned neither Longfellow nor the Iroquois hero, assuming that Hiawatha's 

name was synonymous with Minnesota in the popular mind. Elsewhere literate people 

freely associated the poet with the quarries he had never visited. In 1881 managers ofa 

booth dedicated to Longfellow at a fair in Qeveland, Ohio, telegraphed Charles Bennett 

to request [npestone samples. Bad winter weather blocked the railroads and prevented 

Bennett from taking advantage of the advertising potential of the fair. Throughout the 

1880s and 1890s Abigail Gaidner-Sharp lectured in the Midwest and lured tourists to her 

cabin in Iowa, capitalizing on her captiviQr and forced visit to the quarries during the 

18S0s' Inlq>aduta incident near Spirit Lake. Her visits to Pipestone drew crowds and her 

talks across the region always mentioned the mystique of the place to tribes, whom few 

of her listeners had ever encountered and who were becoming increasingly 

fictionalized.'̂  ̂

^Philetus W. Noms, The CabanetoftheCoteaUfOndother Poetic Legendsofthe 
Border  ̂(Philadelphia: J.B. Uppincott and Com^^y, 1883), 12,17-^  ̂101-109;'. 171-
174. Tliefrontisi«ece of the book featured an etching of "theclifiF and quarry of the ̂  
pip^one or saci  ̂calumet," similar to Cadiii's painting of the site. Foradscussionof 
the incorporation of writers and artists into the "storied landscape,*  ̂see Se^Sacrai 
Pteres, 74-77, 149-155. 
^SHarper's New AfonthtyMdgazine 67 68^; Sror February 17,.1881,1; 
JasperJoumal October 14,1^« 1; GregCHsdoi "Exhilxting History: A Que Study 
the Preservation Efforts of AbigBjX Ganbier-Shaip andChailotte Kirchner Butler," paper 
presented at the Women in Preservation Conferenn, Mesa, Arizona  ̂Much, 
1997. 
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Towaid the end of the century other writers continued to show an inteiest in the 

stories associated with the quarries. More creative than geologically accurate, Qiaries 

Skinner included a section on pipestone in his VS96 Myths and Legends of Our Own 

Land, Obviously a stranger to the site. Skinner described the stone as "a smooth, hard, 

even-textured clay, of lively color, from which thousands red men cut their pipe-

bowls." Somehow this substance formed a wall two miles long and thirty feet high. 

Skinner also (^ered yet another variation on the legend of the quarries, stating that the 

Great Spirit came to the place to kill buffalo, the blood of which reddened the stone, 

which the Manitou then used to shape humans who grew out of the stone. In a different 

vein, retired Army Colonel Henry Inman reminisced about his visit to the area before the 

town existed and how tribes traded the stone across the Plains and into the Southwest 

Referring to the site as "from time immemorial... visited for untold centuries by all the 

Indian nations," Inman offered only a brief mention of the general creation story to 

accompany his description of the landscape and explanation of the relevance of the pipe. 

Although geographically sound, Inman seemed less legally informed, contending that, 

"the quarry has long since passed out of the control and jurisdiction of the Indians and is 

not included in any of their reservations."^  ̂Overall, Inman continued the century's 

tradition of weaving myth and memoir that made the quarries attractive. 

By the mid-1890s Pipestone had existed for almost a generation and its residents 

enmeshed their own memory with the history of the place. Despite national economic 

slumps, the town continued to grow and its leaders persisted in their promotional efforts. 

The Biglish banker, E.W. Davies, formed a real estate company to complete Uie work 

begun by the Qose Brothers. In the "safety valve" language popular in western booster 

^^^Charles Montgomery Skinner, A^foam/LegendEro/OurOitTi/Lam/, VoLII, 
(Philadelphia: J.P.lippincottC^pany, 1896!);, 151-164 Col. Henry Iniium,7%eO£i 
SantaFiTrail: Tfie Story ofaGreatHig/tway,C^^yoA: TheNfacmillan Company, 
1898), 244-250. 
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Uteiatine of the age, Davies adveitised lands in the county as a solution to eastern 

problems: "Cities congested, towns overdone, urban speculation gone to seed...half the 

mills and factories shut down..̂  trades and professions crowded to suffocation." 

Davies also extolled the culturally-mixed virtues of the town, located in "famed Indian 

country, around which so many historic memories cluster...upon these prairies, where 

not so many moons ago the red man roamed at will, now school houses and churches are 

to be found." Like uKMt other promotional pamphlets for the place, the Davies brochure 

included pages about the tribal tales and excerpts fnnn Longfellow, complete with 

illustrations of carved "peace-pipes" and the boulders near the quarries.'*'̂  The lure of the 

legends continued to differentiate Pipestone from other localities. 

Beginning with the Old Settlers Society, townspeople mingled their identities with 

the history of the quarries in more organized ways. Davies concluded his promotion of 

the town with a list of its voluntary groups, observing that "Pipestone has a full quota of 

secret societies and they are in a most flourishing condition." Like other Yankee settlers 

in the area, npestone's founders manifested much of their civic spirit in fraternal 

organizations and identified their social participation with their locale. The Masons 

formed the Quarry Lodge, while theirfemale counterparts in the Order of the Eastern Star 

met in the Calumet Chapter, which did not overlap with the Calumet Lodge of the 

Independent Order Good Templars. In the Odd Fellows the men gathered on the Gitche 

Manitou Encampment and the women in the Lodge of Winnewissa. Before long, the 

Modem Woodmen of America organized the Catlin Camp and the Knights of I^thias 

settled into their (fiawatha Lodge. One of the final groups to form in town, at the turn of 

the century, included the inevitable WastaTribeof the Improved Order of Redmen. In 

'̂̂ E.W. Davies and Company, Pipestone County anda GUn êofPipestme, Minnesota 
(Pipestone: E.W. Davies and Company, 1895). Davies also included "A Tribute to 
Minnesota" by Horace Greel ,̂ wto found Minnesotans "strong, elastic, active, 
vigorous, buoyant" 
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small towns membership tended to be ihcl^veand residents oten belonged to several 
F 'V' ' 

groups^iaadditkm to a particular church codgregatiqa. Such organizations nurtured 
•A'..: 

communal cohesion by providing a forum for social utteraction, ecfaication, and si^pott 

in times of trouble."  ̂The groups' names and proliferatitm revealed the extent to which 

the residents of Pipestone associated their public lives with the imagery of their location. 

In 1893 Bennettandothersjoinedmany other Americans inanationally popular 

efifortto promote their localities widely. They sought inclusion of Bpestone at the 

Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Fortunately  ̂government ofBcials in St. Pftul had 

historically considered the quarries a state asset and the Fair Board admitted several 

entries from townspeople. The Board had hoped to send an Anishinabe group from 

northern Minnesota as a living cultural exhibit, but found the idea too expensive to 

pursue. In Pipestone the bank donated $220 to defray costs and the quarry owners 

contributed stone for a hearth made of quartzite from their quarries and those at nearby 

Jasper. The women's auxiliary group participated in the creation of a large pipestone 

mantel thatfeaturedthe carved cameo of an iconographic Indian head.̂  ̂

When approximately 100,000 Minnesota residents visited the Worid's Fair, they 

saw not only the Pipestone County Fair Qub's mantel and hearth, but also award-

winning exhibit&from the town. Charles Bennett's carved catlinite pieces and cote 

samples from the quarries that revealed the strata of quartzite and pipestone received 

^Ibid., 34; Rose, ttlmtratedHistory, 340-343; PCHS, History, 89-90; Radzilowski, 
PrauieTown  ̂1(^112; Nclsoa, After West was Won, 110^112. 
^Pipestone Farmer's Leader, Miarch 2,1893,3; Minnesota Board of Worid's Fair 
Matagexs, Final Report oftheASmesota Board ofWorld'sFaa  ̂Managers, (St. Paul: 
n.p., 1894), 14,56,85; JasperJounuU, December 30,1892,1, and May 5,1893,1. 
The Pipestone and Jaspn women's groups argued over the amount of each stone thttthe 
piece would contain, with Pipestone gradually crowding out the smaller Jasper 
contribution. Jasperresidentsfeltvindicatedwhensomeoftheirquartziteformedthe 
staircase in the Mumesota building and the mantel found a limited au^ence in its di^lay 
location in the women's restroom. See dio William Cronon, Niatur̂ sMetropolis-
CfucagoandtheGreat West (New York: W.W. Norton, 1991), 341-344, and 
Ttac\£eiAKtg,ViebicorporatwnofAmerica, 217-219, 224-234. 
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recognition among the mining displays. Mrs. L.O. Pease garnered a women's award for 

a miniature engine made of catlinite. Sam^es of carvings, including pipes, also appeared 

in the North American Indian exhibits.^^ Pipestone had found yet another venue for 

successfully attracting public attention on a national level. 

After the exposition, the U.S. Bureau of Ethnology purchased one of Bennett's 

larger pieces for the Smithsonian's collections. The Bureau's policies and pursuits 

complemented some of Bennett's activities. Although no one mentioned the source d the 

pipestone for his carved "monuments," Bennett made no effort to disguise his continued 

removal of stone from the quarries. His actions of the period typified the pattern of non-

tribal behavior at the site. Alarmed that tourists had begun to carve their initials and other 

graffiti on some of the rocks in the area, he removed larger stones that featured the only 

native petroglyphs near the quarries. This effort to "salvage" objects of ethnological 

importance removed them from their original context, resulting in the loss of clues to their 

significance. '̂ Beginning with Catlin, non-native people at the quarries had consistently 

extracted images from the human history of the site and from their inherited meanings, all 

in the name of cultural preservation. 

Bennett's actions, however contradictory they may have seemed, marked the 

beginning of a new phase in Pipestone's development that built on Catlin's salvaging 

legacy. Although Daniel Sweet had urged the Yankton agents and the Indian 

Commissioners to protect the quarries, he had done so on behalf of tribal interests and 

ri^ts. When Bennett and others in town began to express a desire to have the federal 

government manage the site, they considered it as safeguarding their investment in the 

source d the imagery that gave the town its identity and its future potential. They also 

'̂'Minnesota Board of World's Fair Mianagers, FuudReportt 23,56,68,133; Moses P. 
Handy, The Official Directory of the Worlds Cobanbian Bsposition, (Chicago: 
W.B.C(nikey Company, 1893), 1096. 
^̂ PipestoneFarmer's Leader, November 16,1893,3; Davis, "A History," 23-25. 
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considered anadonal presence at the site as legitiniationof the quarries' importance to the 

country. 

Some sentiment for using the federal government to preserve the quarries existed 

from the town's earliest days, but in the late 1880s its first organized manifestation took 

form and gained momentum. No one in Pipestone doubted the significance of the place 

to tribes throughout the region, nor did anyone dispute the prevalent logic that called for 

"civilizing" tribal children through education. With successful land companies, railroads, 

and assorted businesses all prospering in Pipestone and contributing to its growth, local 

attention turned to securing a federal presence in the form of an Indian boarding school at 

the quarries. 
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Giapter m ~ Insdtutionalizmg the Place 

Early in the same year that Charles Bemiett and other Pipestone citizens prepared to 

display the quarries' acclaimed bounty at the 1893 World's Fair in Chicago, the town 

gained attention across the country through the opening of the Pipestone Indian Training 

School. Located on the northeastern edge of the reservation, the school added a new 

element to ongoing efforts to identify Pipestone and the quarries as nationally significant. 

The federal institution legitimized town promoters' continued stress on the uniqueness 

and cultural relevance of the area and its history. In addition, the school bolstered 

Pipestone's reputation as a vibrant conununity, important because of its past, but also 

relevant to contemporary issues and worthy of external investment. 

In the late nineteenth-century era of economic growth and emerging social reform 

sentiment, Hpestone's residents identified themselves as nationally representative. They 

sought an active part in developments in culture, politics, and Indian policy, particularly 

when the perceived progress of the country beneHted the town directly. Qoserto home, 

\ifinnesota grew rapidly in the 1880$, reaptng the economic rewards of agricultural and 

industrial developments to emerge as the market center for the Great Northwest. ̂ An 

emerging commercial and rail hub iaits intensely agricultural comer of the state, 

Hpestone profited from regional prosperity as much as from local promotional efforts. 

Sustained growth lent town developers a firm sense of security and confidence. With 

their belief in Pipestone's future thus affirmed, Charles Bennett and other boosters could 

continue their pursuit of national recogmtipnand support for their locality. 

Pipestone's efforts to acquire a federal Indian boarding school near the quarries 

followed its familiarpattem of broad self-promotion through popular Indian imagery. 

Charles Bennett, Isaac Hart, A.D. Ferris, and other local businessmen trumpeted the 

^William E. Lass, Minnesota: AHistory 2nd ed> (New York: W.W. Norton, 1996), 136-
165. 
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site's legendary tribal past and its signiHcance on a national scale while embracing and 

adapting for further use any outside authoritative interpretations of the place. As they had 

from the town's beginnings, Pipestone's merchants subscribed to prevailing beliefs in the 

societal benefits of commerce and, with some ambivalence, the existence of a more 

innocent past prior to the increasing excesses of industrialization. They promoted the 

town accordingly. Pipestone's founders repeatedly proclaimed their area's contemporary 

and historic importance within the context of their country's heritage and, specifically, 

began to tout its relevance to the federal government. When possible, they then attempted 

to shape the response from outsiders, or to adjust its effects, as necessary for enhancing 

Pipestone's reputation. Once the boarding school opened, Bennett and his cohorts found 

that the national government had its own interests, as it had with the earlier land disputes 

on the reservation, and that these federal priorities did not always agree with local 

expectations or wishes at the quarries. As the town sought to benefit from the school's 

presence, the process of promotion and adaptation continued into the twentieth century. 

In 1879 the Carlisle Indian Industrial School, the first major off-reservation 

federal boarding school for tribal children, opened in Pennsylvania. A testament to the 

growing support of reform and assimilation in American Indian policy, Carlisle drew 

immediate attention across the United States. The school garnered hopeful praise from 

reform-minded American citizens convinced that reservation policy bad outlived its 

usefulness. Boarding schools seemed to be the long-awaited solution to government 

difficulties in finding perceived fair relations with tribes while incorporating a country 

that spanned a continenL In a period of wars and skirmishes among tribes, federal 

troops, and land-hungry settlers west of the Mississippi, many in the U.S. considered the 

treaty and reservation systems failures. Reformers looked instead to the cultural 

transfcmnation of the youngest generations of Indians as the primary means toward a 

more peaceful, modem nation. Education seemed the most promising and philanthropic 
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tefonn optioa and its development as a policy took on the sense of a drama fueled by 

national conscience.^ Pipestone's residents, touting the values of the quarries as a sacred 

site of peace, eagerly seized upon the moral spirit of Indian education and tried to 

associate the town with the progressive and potentially lucrative cause. 

' Pipestone's public view of Indians typified popular beliefs of the time. Qinging 

to a literary and artistic image of a pure and noble Native archetype who existed 

"authentically" in a past before European arrival on the continent, people on the Coteau 

and throughout the nation considered contemporary tribes as corrupted and in need of 

"civilizing." In Pipestone the press sometimes differentiated between "good" Indians 

who fit the image of the "traditional" tribal visitor to the quarries and the "bad" ones who 

retained more characteristics than the attractive reverence for the red stone. An edition of 

the Pipestone Farmers'Leader ran a lengthy front-page treatise entitled "Indians Real and 

Ideal: Romance Has Given Poor Lo a Halo which the Truth Causes to Vanish," that 

claimed Catlin and Schoolcraft would not recognize tribal people of the late-nineteenth 

century. P^al to the Yankton, who had assimilated more readily than many tribal 

^David Wallace Adams, Education for Extinction: American Indians and the Boarding 
School Experience, 1875-1928 (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1995), 8-9, 
31-36,51-59,82-9 ;̂ Frederick E. Hoxie, A Final Promise: The Campaign to 
Assimilate the Indians, 1880-1920 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1984), 5, 
43-50; FraDidsPaxAPmcbA, Americanizing the American Indians: Writings by the 
"Friends of the Indian' /880-/900 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1973), I-
10, and 7  ̂Great Father: The United States Government and the American Indians 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska I¥ess, 1986), 232-241; Robert H. Wiebe, 7%e 
Search for Order, 1877-1920 (New York: ffill and Wang, 1967), 60-62,166-177; 
Alan Trachtenberg, The Incorporation of America: Culture and Society in the Gilded 
Age (New York: Hill and Wang, 1962), 140>147. Works on Indian schools either 
examine federal policy or analyze the a^ptation and resistance of tribal pupils. They 
provide good national context, but rarely mention the perspective or interests of non-
tribal conununities near the schools. 
Pipestone's early residents were aware of national developments, such as the 
establishment of Cariisfev and discussed the possibility of a similar Indian boarding 
school in the first few^years of the town's promotion; see Arthur P. Rose, An 
Illustrated lUstory of the Counties of Rock and Pipestone ACnnesota (Luveme, MN: 
Northern {fistoryTubtishingiCompany, 1911)^ 333-334. 
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groups, the Pipestone County Star compared them favorably to Indians visiting from 

Nebraska. The paperignored tribal cultural differences and economic circumstances, 

claiming both shared the "invariable Indian reverence for the sacred pipestone," but noted 

that "the Nebraska Indians have retained more of their savage characteristics, their love of 

gaudy colors, etc.." In comparison, the paper observed of the Yankton and Flandreau 

that, "the rising generation among them are making rapid strides toward civilization," in 

large part because of their schooling.^ With their Yankee belief in self-improvement and 

hard work, Bennett, Hart, and the other town leaders valued education highly. The 

concentrated exposure of tribal children to the principles of American civilization offered 

to close the cultural gap. Schools could bring all succeeding generations into some 

segment of the larger society, if only at its margins. 

From its earliest days Hpestone manifested a local vision on a national scale. In 

founding the town, Qiarles Bennett and Daniel Sweet dreamed of capitalizing on the 

widespread popularity of the quarries in art and literature and of centralizing distribution 

of the site's legends and image. Pipestone organized formally in 1879, the same year that 

Carlisle opened in the East, and town leaders lost no time in discussing the possibility of 

acquiring an "Indian seminary." For the next decade a school remained the subject of 

talk, but disputes over title to the reservation delayed any action and rapid growth 

temporarily placated or distracted many local businessmen.^ 

Hope for an Indian boarding school nearthe quarries was part of larger 

aspirations forthe town. As more railroads built lines through Pipestone, Bennett, 

Sweet, and the Whiteheads schemed to attract some of institution that would gamer 

national attention and provide a stable economic asset. Discussion turned briefly to the 

^Pipestone Farmers'Leader Miach79t 1894,1; PipestoneCounty Star Oeiober 10  ̂
1902^ S, and July 17,1879,3; Philip J. Delbtia,Pi(aQWig//idihan^ew Haven: Yale 
University Press, 19%), 68^74,103-106;, HoTde, AFin^Promise, 13-33. 
^Rose, An niustrated History, 333-334. 
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possible estaUishmentof aPtesbyterian college, an idea that appealed to Bennett and 

other members of one of the main churches in town. But an Indian school retained the 

most consistent support Hpestone's leaders remained cognizant that the town relied on 

the quarries and their reputation for its prosperity. They persisted in their romantic belief 

in the site's significance to American heritage and they wanted to see it preserved, 

preferably by some larger entity, such as the federal government. Benefiting from land 

grants in the form of homesteads and railroad routes, the first generation of Pipestone 

settlers lived in an age in which American citizens perceived the national government as a 

public servant rather than a large bureaucracy. Their young state was steadily developing 

a tradition of highly participatory, representative politics. These Minnesota Republicans 

foresaw only positive, non-interfering, economically-enabling federal actions and not the 

negative potential for externally-imposed control. 

From the local perspective all the seemingly obvious factors pointed to the 

probability of an Indian school at Hpestone. Widespread interest in the quarries and their 

popularized legends continued to grow. Tribal members persisted in their annual visits to 

extract stone, lending credibility to assertions ateut the site's relevance but not staying 

long enough to be perceived as troublesome. Following Cariisle's lead, federal Indian 

policy and American sentiment in the 1880s and 1890s favored off-reservation boarding 

schools. Pipestone itself offered modem urban amenities and accessibility through 

exceptional rail transportatioa for a rural region. Also importantly, town residents, like 

other American citizens, assimied, if somewhat naively, that their elected officials served 

the needs of constituents, responded to their requests from the electorate, and supported 

the continued development and prosperity of the country.^ 

^.ass, Mnnesoia, 200-209. At the Nfinnesota Historical Society the collected papers of 
Congressmen such as John lind and James McQeary contain dozens of letters fr^ 
residents of small towns throaghout Minnesota, who wrote requesting attention and 
assistance from their representatives in local concerns. 



With the selection of Pipestone for a school o^y a matter of tiine in th& minds of 

its citizens, men and women in the town organized and decided on the best means to 

make their expectation a reality. Adecadeofboosteccsmand steady growth provided 

experience and success in the self-iprbmotion neededto gamerpublic interest, bi addition 

to favorable popular sentiment, they needed to ensure congressional sponsorship and 

influence in Indian Affairs. This dual approach quickly became the norm in Pipestone's 

development plans in regard to the quarries. 

General promotion proceeded with town merchants and land marketers, like the 

Qose Brothers, continuing their efforts to inundate the reading public with literature and 

imagery, including new editions of "Legends of the Pipestone Quarries." After the 

opening of Carlisle, others, such as the Isaac Hart of tbt Star, began to encourage 

discussion of an Indian school. At an "Indian seminary" youths might be "taught more 

fully the way of peace." Stressing the town's unique qualifications for the institution. 

Hart claimed that the quarries' "associations themselves are of such a character that all the 

Indians would favor" a school at the site. Retelling of some of the legends, mention of 

"the immortal Longfellow" and "other noted writers from one end of the land to the 

other," and emphasison the romance of annual tribal visits bolstered assertions of the 

quarries' significance.^ 

In the winter of 1889-1890 developments in Washington, D.C., spurted more 

organized action. Expanding its education program, the Indian Office made public its 

plans to build an Indian industrial school atFlandreau, South Dakota, fourteen miles west 

of Pipestone and hometo a settlement of Santee, some of whom frequented the quarries. 

Alarmed that the federal government might build a school close enough to eclipse 

^Sllar March 1887 "Pipestone Review" edition, 3-4; June 14,1889,4-d; January 21, 
1890v8; February 21,1890,5. The June 1889 Tenth Anniversary issue also featured 
a "new legend" by Ivan Downs, whose poems compri^ much of the content of the 
Ijegends" pampUet. 
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Pipestone's chances and to limit opportunities for continued growth, Qiaries Bennett, 

E.W. Davies, and other residents met in February. With no further delay they drafted a 

petition ta circulate for signatures and to send to Congressman John Lind. 

Convinced that the "worshipping place for the tribes of all nations" was "no less 

valued by the white race," the petition's creators called for both a school and a National 

Indian Park for all Americans to visit. On behalf of a school they argued that "peace, 

industry, education and enlightenment" held the solution to perceived problems in Indian 

policy and that Pipestone offered a unique "common meeting ground" for people from all 

parts of the nation. At the quarries the federal government already held title to the 

reservation, eliminating potential property issues. The quartzite deposits provided sturdy 

building stone and the four railroad lines could other necessary supplies cheaply and 

efficiently. Apart from pragmatic considerations, the petition touted the less tangible, but 

equally valuable benefits of Pipestone over those at Flandreau. With no small part of 

self-interest, it read: 

This being a spot where Historic Interest draws large numbers of tourists from 
among the scientific and educated class of our people, the establishment of the 
proposed school here would enable a more appreciative class, as well as all who 
come, to observe the practical workings of the munificent endowment of our 
Government on behatf of the Indians, than if located in some place around which 
cluster no historic associations connected with the race, or at a location more 
obscure, or less accessible. 

Continuing the line of reasoning that a federal presence at the site would prove a national 

asset, the petition concluded with a plea for funds to establish, improve, and care for the 

"National Indian Pipestone Park."*^ Local interest in acquiring some form of "public 

Ts/or, February 21,1890, 5. The paper printed the petition in its entirety, 
accompanied by editorial urgings for support from aU readers. 
Robert A. Murray, Park ffistorian, "Administrative History of Pipestone National 
Monument, ^nnesota," typed manuscript, December I960. Murray, 43-44, looked 
critically upon the actions of the townspeople, considering them partly animated by 
reform zeal, but mostly motivated by self-interest in the profits to be gained by the 
presence of a federal institution. 
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enterprise" for the town eclipsed any perceived contradiction between assimilating tribal 

children and maintaining a site associated with traditional tribal practices. 

Throughout the winter and sfving of 1890, hundreds of copies of the petition 

circulated in the region, to cities, towns, and reservations. Boards of trade and 

chambers of commerce in Minnesota's urban areas endorsed the proposal and almost 

three hundred tribal members, as well as almost everyone in the county, signed the 

petition. Pipestone also summoned the support of the regional press, such as the St. 

Paul Daily Globe, which saw in the proposed school a "singular appropriateness," a 

place in which tribal children could be "schooled in the arts of peace," and an 

"opportunity for interweaving aboriginal history into American civilization."^ The 

proposal combined familiar romantic images of the quarries' past with a national sense 

of urgency in funding a practical Indian policy that satisfied reformers. 

Although they believed that their elected officials would yield to reason, the 

Pipestone group compounded the influence of popular support with persuasive artifacts. 

When the petition arrived at Congressman Lind's office, he also found himself in new 

possession of an ornately c^ed pipe. In March the other members of Congress 

received pipestone ornaments. The gifts served the dual cultural and economic purposes 

of familiarizing the representatives with the product of the quarries and demonstrating 

what pupils at the school could manufacture for profit Before the end of May, Und 

^Ibid., 5/ar March 7,1890,4; March 14,1890,1; March 21,1890,4; May 30, 
1890,5. Rom, Illu^atedl&taryy 334; lMK.Rathmm, Managing the Sacredand 
the Secular: An Administrative History of Pipestone National Mwiumenr (Omaha: 
National Paric Service Midwest Region, 1992),40-41. Notices of the petition appeared 
in inmiigrant presses, including the March II, 18%, a 
Swedish paper published in M^eapolis that closely followed the professional 
activities of Congressman John Und, a Swedish immigrant 
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introduced a bill requesting Indian schools at both Flandreau and Hpestone, but omitting 

mention of a national park.^ 

Significant to its success, the proposal carried the support of the Commissioner of 

Indan Affairs, Thomas Jefferson Morgan. A staunch advocate of Indian education, 

Morgan particularly favored off-reservation schools that separated children from the 

tribal influences of family and community and immersed them in an En^sh-speaking, 

non-Indian environment. In office only four years, he proved influential in securing 

Congressional appropriations for boarding schools and federal conmiitments to places 

like Hpestone. Once the government had invested in such institutions, the schools 

became less susceptible than smaller programs to changes in political climate. When the 

Pipestone school bill passed in Congress and obtained President Harrison's signature in 

the winter of 1891, the town received a substantial and enduring new asset'̂  

During the remaining months of 1891 a jubilant atmosphere pervaded Pipestone. 

To those who lived there, the success of the petition confirmed all that the town claimed 

about itself and the school manifested national recognition of the importance of the 

^id.; Robert A. Murray, Pipestone: A History (fifestoae: Pipestone Indian Shrine 
Association, 1965), 33; Gaylord V. Reynolds, "l^e History of Pipestone Indian 
School," (MA. thesis. University of South I>^ota, 1952), 14-15. Reynolds was 
employed as a teacher at the school at the time he wrote his thesis and took his Master's 
at Ver^lion, South Dakota, near the Yankton reservation. Us work offers no 
analysis and serves as a glowing report about the school with considerable data on its 
history. 
^^eport of the Conmiissioner of Indian Affairs, House Executive Document No. 1, 
51st Congress, 1st Sesaon, Serial 2725; Thomas J. Morgan, "A Plea for the 
Papoose," in I^cha, Americanizing the American Indians, 239-251, and 
"Supplemental Report on bidian Education, December 1,1889," in Fiancis Paul 
Prucha, ed., DocumentsqfUnitedStateslhdianPolicy,(}Jiicoiat University of 
Nebraska[4ess, 1975), 179-180; F^ha, TheGr&ttFathery^l-IAU \^lbertH. 
Ahem, "Indian Education and Bureaucracy: The School at Morris, 1^7-1909," 
kCnnesotaHi5tory49 (Fdt I984):82-98. At the meeting of the Friends of the Indian at 
the tenth annual L^e Mphonkconfecence in 18^ Morgan summarized the prevailing 
belief Indian rrfonnm. He maintained that, "We must either fight thelhdians, or 
feed them, or edw^theniL To fight dieniis cruel; to feed them is wasteful; to 
educate them is hunume, eamomic, andChristian." In Prucha, Ameriaamzingthe 
Americanlndum, 252. 
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quarries. In addidon, as the Star hastened to comment, the United States government 

would be investing directly in Pipestone's improvement. The Indian C)£fic& requested 

samples of quaitzite to determine its suitability for planned buildings and sent 

Superintendent of Indian Schools, Daniel Dorchester to visit Rpestone. With a sense of 

justification town residents believed in the validity of their continued assertions about the 

site's historic and cultural importance. Government officials and elected representatives 

appeared to agree that the quarries had always been "irresistibly attractive to not only all 

the tribes of the Great Sioux Nation, but to every Indian in all of Uncle Sam's vast 

possessions." ̂ ' In their view of all tribes as generic Indians in need of assimilation into 

a perceived homogeneous American society, the people of Pipestone were indeed the 

average citizens they proclaimed themselves to be. B* the federal government sought as 

the setting for a school a non-tribal community with a typical outlook on national issues, 

IHpestone could rightly recommend itself. 

Town leaders such as Bennett and Hart readily presumed that Congress planned 

to follow the school bill with legislation to establish a national park. Before long, 

however, they learned that the government acted according to its own priorities and 

provided assistance for town improvement only as a by-product of larger pursuits. 

Other than use of quartzite for buildings, development of the school proceeded with 

disregard for its local setting. At the end of the nineteenth century the pursuance of 

conformity characterized Indian policy, particulariy in education. Uniformity in 

curriculum and environment best achieved consistency in the desired outcome of 

civilization, regardless of tribal children's needs or a school's particular surroundings. 

When the Pipestone Indian Training School opened in 1893, it served adual 

educational and admMstrative role as a school and as the central agency office for the 

^^Star, February 13,1891,^5; Much 27,1891,4; August 14, 1891,5. 
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Dakotacommonides in southwestern Mumestibu Otherwise, itdifferedUttlefromany 

other institution in the system. Like Carlisle, Haskell, and a dozen other ofif-reservation 

boarding schools, including nearby Flandreau, its curriculum for grades one through 

eight focused on basic academic courses combined with training to develop manual, or 

"industrial," skills along recognized gender divisions. Indian reformers believed 

instruction in farming, woodworking, laundering, and useful crafts provided the most 

practical means of helping integrate Indian youth into American society. Local popular 

opinion supported the reformers, believing that industrial education was "the best 

possible compensation...for the loss of ancestral territorial holdings" and a solution to 

the perceived problem of "a large population of uneducated and nonproductive Indians." 

Emphasis on self-reliance and individual ability complemented courses in Biglish and 

United States histoiy in an effort to detribalize children.' ̂  In this regard the school at 

Pipestone proved virtually indistinguishable from its peers. 

^^Wilbur Mills Hske, "Training the Red Children. ..on Historic Ground," St. Paul 
Dispatchy May 16,1906. Several works analyze the boarding school system, including 
Brenda Joyce Child, "A Bitter Lesson: Native Americans and the Government 
Boarding School Experience, 1890-1940," (Ph.D. dissertation. University of Iowa, 
1993); ^TsianinaLomawaima, "Domesticity in the Federallndian Schools; The 
Pbwer of Authority over Mind and Body," American Ethnologist 20 (May 1993): 227-
240, and TTtey Called ft Prairie light: The Story ofChilocco Indian School (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 19 ;̂ Michael C. Coleman, American fndianChilcbren 
at School, 1850-1930 (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1993); Sally J. 
McBeth, "The Primer and the Hoe," Natural History 93 (August I964):4-12; Adams, 
Education fijr Extinction, 97-99,142. Child's dissertation examines the schools at 
Pipestone and Flandreau, as well as Haskell, focusing primarily on the experience of 
the pupils and the schools' effects on their lives, but dso providing analysis of their 
curricula and policies. 
Federal statutes limited enrollment at the school, which increased from 100 in 1896 to 
225 in 1910 and 250 in 1925. Reynolds, "Ifistory of Pipestone Indian School," 
provides lists of appropriations, enrollment figures, construction, and employees. 
A fire at the Pipe^ne Indian School in 1934destroyed most of the school records, 
hindering Child's and Reynolds's research, as well as that of other scholars examining 
the institution and the agency. 
The Pipestone Indian School superintendent oversaw the reservation on which the 
school was located and the Santee or Lower Sioux Agen^ at Morton, with a day 
school at Birch Coulee on the Itfinnesota River. 
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Despite govenunent efforts at uniformity, the school could not avoid responding 

to its setting or absorbing some local character. Town promoters claimed the quarries 

drew tribes from across the continent, but the Pipestone Indian School concentrated on 

recruiting pupils from Minnesota and contiguous states. Contrary to the anticipated 

appeal of a school at the site, few parents volunteered to send their children for months 

at a time. Superintendents at both Pipestone and Flandreau schools resorted to bribery 

in their first years and competed somewhat until they established reputations. FHpestone 

Indian School rapidly settled into a demographic pattern that reflected N/Gnnesota's tribal 

population and Longfellow's vision of Native America, attracting mostly Dakota and 

Anishinabe pupils from reservations throughout the area.'̂  

In planm'ng the school compound, the Indian Office followed some cf the advice 

of town leaders. Upon receipt of the requested samples of quartzite from deposits on the 

reservation, the federal government issued a contract to John M. Poorbaugh, a local 

quarry owner, for construction of a large stone building. Poorbaugh completed the 

three-story structure by the fall of 1892, which allowed the school to open during the 

winter. The single building contained both classrooms and residential space until 

donnitories could be erected in the next summer. A steady succession of buildings 

followed, lauded by a St Paul paper as "splendid stone structures which would grace 

the campus of the proudest university of our country." 

March 17,1893,2; Qiild, "A Bitter Lesson," 68,74; Ahem, "Indian 
Education and Bureaucracy," 93-94; Riney, "T Like the School'," 173,187. Bribes 
often consisted of clothes, utensils, and children's photos. Fluents sometimes took 
advantage of the competition between schools and used government brib^ to alleviate 
the poverty that made boarding schools appear as good options for large families. 

Petal Dispatch, May 16,1906; C J. Crandall, "Report of School at Pipestone, 
Minnesota," July 25,18 ,̂ Reports of Superintendents ofSchoob to the 
Conmissiorter of fndim Affairs iWas\daf!ioK.GPO, 1894), 421-422; Reynolds, "The 
History of Pipe^one Indian School,"^ 10,17-21; Sitar August 1891,5; Rose, 
nbistratedHistory, 329; Pipestone County Historical Society, A History of Pipestone 
County (Dallas: Taylor Publishing Company, 1964), 80. 
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Madeof the dadc ted quaitadte in Richardson's prevmling massive block style, the 

first buildings resembled those in town. Because of their proximity to the bluffs at the 

quarries, the structures seemed an ou^rowth of the site and a natural part of the 

landscape around them. Activities inside the school followed the dictates of a distant 

bureaucracy, but externally the buildings appeared to rise from the earth, related (mly to 

their unique surroundings. In an effort to limit expenses, the government created an 

institution indigenous to its location and out of place anywhere else. 

With a long-awaited Indian school that looked so similar to the town, many in 

Pipestone considered it an extension of the conununity and anticipated its benefits. Few 

trees broke the prairie horizon, which added to the impression that the two clusters of 

buildings existed as parts of a settled whole. Pipestone residents already possessed a 

sense of claim to the quarries; this proprietary perspective widened easily to include the 

school which they had worked hard to acquire. 

Like the quarries, the Indian school served as "a credit to the town." The federal 

institution not only legitimized the quarries' supposed historical aspects, but also added 

significance to the site. Town promoters wasted no time incorporating the school into 

publications designed to lure tourists to the area. Hart eagerly included the school in the 

Star's special editions highlighting the town's assets and almost every regular issue 

featured a column or two on developments, such as new buildings or articles from 

papers elsewhere in the country. The Star's editor and others in Pipestone expected the 

entire area to benefitfrom "the national reputation this school will give us." In 1890s 

editions of his promotional brochure, realtor E.W. Davies gave the new attraction a 

prominent place. Intending to demonstrate the "enterprising and progressive" nature of 

Pipestone, Davies placed a large-scale drawing of the school, with no description, in the 
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middle of the first page of a section summarizing some of the quarries' Indian legends.^^ 

This juxtaposition struck no one in town as incongruous, but rather typified the 

collective attitude about local assets and Pipestone'scharacter. 

The hopes of the townspeople came to some fruition as the school augmented the 

national attention that the quarries received. Once the bill passed into law. Congressmen 

dealt annually with issues of appropriation and policy review. The superintendent of the 

school traveled to Washington, D.C., for business and Indian Affairs officials, such as 

Daniel Dorchester, visited Pipestone with regularity and proclaimed that "no finer 

location for a government school could have been found." Others, including U.S. 

Senator W.D. Washburn and Indian C<»nmissioner Morgan, visited and wrote of the 

school, keeping its name and that of the nearby town recognizable across the country. 

Women's church groups from the East Coast added the school to their preferred 

charities, sending books and other goods. Whenever anything of note happened at the 

site, regional newspapers carried the story. The presses of Minneapolis, St. Paul, and 

Chicago featured articles about the petition, the buildings, visits of bureaucrats, and 

actions by the pupils. Whenever any mention of Pipestone appeared in another paper, 

. the S/Orreadily reprinted 

Hpestone also enjoyed the anticipated direct economic advantages from the 

proximity of the Indian school. Through its choice of quartzite for construction material, 

the federal government aided development of stone resources and fueled a building 

1^5/ar February 13,1891,3-4; E.W. Davies and Company, Pipestone County and a 
Glimpse of Pipestone^ Minnesota (Pipestone; E.W. Davies and Company, 1S95), 22, 
28. Davies also happily mixed, in one sentence, Indian history with the organization of 
churches. 
^^Paul A. Kelley, The Pipestone Quarries; An Historical Geography," (MA. thesis. 
University of Nebraska, 1997), 107-109; Siror August 14,1^1,5; September 16, 
1^2,5; March 31,18^; S; May 19,1893,1; D^mbwS, 1893, S; Pip^one 
Farmers'November30,1893,7. Wadibum visited the school'received a 
reception at the Calumet hotel in town, and reported to Congress that he was "highly 
plea^ with the surroundings* of the school. 
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boom in town during the 1890s and 1900s that might not have happened otherwise. 

Beginning with a new city hail in 1896, substantial public structures of local quartzite 

arose in the center of town. Pipestone added not only an impressive county courthouse, 

a Presbyterian church, and a distinctive Carnegie library, but also solidified its sense 

itself in the massive, deep red buildings. Through use of indigenous stone and the 

sturdy Romanesque style favored in the region at the end of the century, Pipestone 

demonstrated both its connection to its surroundings and its intent to remain as a 

permanent part of the landscape, 

The town reaped more routine benefits through other institutional needs and 

contracts. Although the federal government supply system operated by taking bids on 

supplies that could be shipped by tail from Chicago or Omaha, the school supported the 

local economy through purchase of smaller orders of items such as flour, paint, and 

soap from town merchants. On days off staff members, occasionally accompanied by 

pupils, spent time and money in Kpestone, where they shopped for personal necessities. 

The town also supplied essential services, such as deliveries, repairs by carpenters and 

plumbers, and the constant availability of physicians, police, and firemen in case of 

emergencies. For some the new presence of the federal government provided more 

direct livelihood. The first school superintendent, Qinton J. Crandall, resigned his 

position as county education superintendent to assume leadership at the Indian school. 

Others acquired jobs in the laundry or kitchen, but teachers interested in employment 

^^Wanita Beal, /Have a Story to TeU about Pipestone (Pipestone: Dennis Hansen 
Associates, 1991), 6,19,44 ;̂ PCHS, History, 76-19; Davies, Pipestone Countyy 
33; John A. Jakle, 7  ̂American Snudl Town: Twentieth Century Place bnages 
(H^den, CT: Archon Books, 1982), 5-6,18,27-43; Sally J. Southwick, Proof of 
the Solidity of the Town' Quartzite E^Uings and Local Id^Uity in Jasper, Minnesota 
(Lyons, CO: Crossings Press, 1999). 
KpestoneappliedtotiteCamegieFbradationsuccessfuQy in 1903 for library funds. 



transferred employees from other schools.'̂  

In less tangible and mote long-term ways the people of Pipestone hoped that the 

school at the quarries^would enhance the image of the site as historically important and 

draw a larger and steadier stream of tourists to town. But the presence of the 

government did not lull promoters into complacency. They continued actively to 

advertise the town and to adapt imagery of the quarries fora changing national audience. 

After his success with pipestone displays at the Columbian Exposition in 

Chicago, Charles Bennett sent some of his personal collection and items from his store 

on touring shows and also took his exhibits on the road. He donated a pipe to tour 

worldwide with the Liberty Bell model from the Fair. Accompanying it was a placard 

signed by former President Ulysses S. Grant, stating "The American Indian Pipe of 

Peace-Made from the typical stone of America from the Great Red Kpestone Quarry, 

near Pipestone City, Pipestone County, Minnesota, USA." Following acclaim at the 

Buffalo Gtposition, he traveled in 1904 to the Louisiana Purchase Wbrid's Fair in St 

Louis. Once again he took the mantel carved from catlinite and set on a quartzite hearth, 

as well as assorted trinkets, stone samples, and the collection of petroglyphs that he had 

taken from the quarries to safeguard from souvenir hunters. A fellow townsman, Frank 

Raymond, took his "Winnewissa cutlery" with carved pipestone handles to the fair. 

Bennett's award-winning displays drew more acclaim at St Louis and he brought home 

to Pipestone a silver medal for the curios and a bronze medal for the mantel. like many 

of the items, the mantel later retiredfrom touring into permanent display in the 

i^eynolds. History of Pipestone Indian School̂  24,30-32; Star̂  October 21,1892, 
10; May 4,1894,1; PCHS, History^9Ml; F.T. \fonn, Pipestone IndianTrainmg 
School (PITS) Superintendent to Cato Sells, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, October 
19,1915,-Letters Sent to the Commissioners of Indian Affairs, General Records of the 
Bureau c€ Didian Affairs (BIA), Box 2, Record 6roup (RG) 75, National Archives-
Central Plains Region, Kansas Qty, MO (NA). 
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couithouse.^^ Moie impottant than the acclaim, Bennett's exhibits offeied thousands of 

Americans from all parts of the country the opportuni^ to see pipestone and to listen to 

his recitation of the legends of the quarries. 

At home Bennett and neighbors hosted tourists and groups who came to town. 

Just before the World's Fair in 1904 Pipestone hosted the state's Firemen's Convention. 

For the occasion dignitaries received "a huge key [to the city] made of the sacred red 

pipestone" and the groups took tours of the quarries, falls, school, and other points of 

interest. For the firemen, an excursion train ran to the quarries every twenty minutes, 

where another visiting group~"an Indian camp"~performed their annual dig as a 

spectacle and "a novel sight for many visitors to the city." Bennett entertained the 

firemen at the bluffs with a speech about the legends. At the school a group of pupils 

sang This is the Indians' Home" to the tune of "The Battle Hymn of the Republic." 

Between choruses of "Glory Glory Halleluja" the children praised their school for 

changing "savage" tribal customs into civilized behavior that united the people of the 

U.S .2^ The firemen left Pipestone having enjoyed a uniquely local cultural experience. 

Other groups visited with less fanfare. Before the school held its first classes, the 

regional posts of the Grand Army of the Republic chose the Pipestone area for their 

annual encampment. As members of the Simon Mix Post #95, locally prominent men 

and Qvil War veterans, such as Charies Bennett and Leon Moore, viewed their town, 

with the nearby quarries, as a natural host for their GAR comrades. Qose to 10,000 

veterans visited Camp Fremont—so named to honorthe Pathfinder's visit to the site sixty 

years before-below the quartzite bluffs, to which a special rail track ran. Not one to 

December 8,1893,5; January 22* 1904,1; April U 1904,8; Farmers'Leader 
May 12,1904,1; August 11,1904,1; DMember 15,1904,5. The papers noted that 
the Kfimiesota exhibit also featured a sample of pipestone fitom the O^itol and that the 
Flandieau school displayed some carved craft pieces, making "the pn^ucts of the 
Ffpestone quarries pretty well represented at the exposition in St l^uis." 
^Farmers*Lealer June 23,1904» I; SiRar JuneS, 1904» 1; June 10, 1904,6,8> 
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miss an oppoitimity to promote Pipestone* Bennett wrote to General John C. Fremont 

and asked him to attend the encampment at the "Mecca ofall tribes Red men," but 

Fremont declined the invitation. Later, groups of Methodists at a conference in Sioux 

Falls took excursion trains from across the state line to the quarries. After the St. Louis 

fair Presbyterian missionaries convened in Pipestone. The federal government provided 

additional guests by selecting the Indian school as the location for the regional teachers' 

summer meeting.2^ Periodic visits by members of such varied organizations 

supplemented the steady stream of summer tourists and helped word of Pipestone spread 

on a personal level to people town promoters might not otherwise reach. 

Especially after Bennett's displays at prominent expositions, persons with 

regional and national reputations visited, wrote, and spoke d Hpestone in popular 

venues. The 5rar noted enthusiastically that the area was "attracting increasing mterest 

and attention as the years pass." Into the 1890s Abigail Gardner-Sharp continued to 

make pilgrimages to the quarries to retell the story of her abduction at Spirit Lake. She 

dedicated her life to self-promotion and Indian reform and used the site of her infamous 

captivity as a propitious platform to speak to a sympathetic local audience on behalf of 

both causes. To the southeast in 1904 Professor Samuel Calvin from the University of 

Iowa lectured at Davenport on the quarries and their legends. Superintendents of Indian 

Education, including Charies Rakstraw and W.N. (faliman, stopped in town when on 

tour of the school, as did Congressmen, such as James McCleary. Part of the 

Republican establishment. Colonel Louis Ayme of Chicago granted an interview to the 

Minneapolis Tribune after his visit to Pipestone. Invoking language worthy of Catlin, 

he had hoped for years to see the "Great Peace Plain" and found it a "resting spot for 

^l^Pipestone County Genealogical Society, Biograpfues of the Civil War Veterans who 
Came to Pipestone County l^Snnesota (Pipiratoiie: Pipestone Publishing Company, 
1991),iii, 13,25,31; the Pipestone Republican^ September 29, IffiS; 51rarMay4, 
1894,1; June 3,1904,1; June 10,1904,6; ^j^berS, 1905,5. 
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traveler and aitist, for historian and poet"^^ Such external affirmation of Pipestone's 

pfomoted imag^ reinforced the efforts of local boosters like Bennett 

Though not always at the pen of artist or poet, Pipestone and the quarries 

continued to appear in print across the country. The site inspired a Minnesota physician 

to verse. Dr. A.D. Hard's poem captured the ambivalent modernism of the eariy 

twentieth century, beginning with "We went touring in our auto to that spot to Red Men 

dear/To the sacred Pipestone quarries...." After crossing the prairie roads Hard found 

"Oh, what beauty; oh, what romance; oh, whatjoy in such a tour....Coupling ancient 

savage customs, in this age when science lives." The American Agriculturalist left 

science behind in its coverage of the quarries and the pipestone mantel at the Worid's 

Fair. Transferred by the Indian Service to the boarding school in Santa Fe, C J. 

Crandall represented Pipestone in the Southwest, doing talks on Indian education and 

geology and writing for Frontier Monthly. Amidst dry reports of legal issues involving 

the quarries, the Chicago Daily Tribune and the New York Daily Sun elaborated on the 

"legendary lore" of the "famous red pipestone reservation."^ 

Other national publications carried on the growing tradition of including the 

quarries in works about tribal culture. Mary Catherine Judd compiled Wigwam Stories, 

which would not have been complete without the tales of Hiawatha and a retelling of the 

legend of "Lraping Rock in the Pipestone Valley." Judd cited Schoolcraft as her main 

source for the Hiawatha sections, but did not mention where she encountered the stories 

set in the "Valley of P^e." In a more scientific work written for the Smithsonian, 

Frederick Webb Hodge's Handbook of the American Indians North of Mexico featured 

a lengthy section by William H; Holmes on catlinite. Holmes relied extensively on 

'̂ StarS&ptemhetl, 1892,5; September 30,1892,4; May 10,1895,1; June 12, 
I896v I; January 8,1897,3. 
23SiarDecembers, 1893,5; April 21,1899,4; June 12,1903,5; January 7,1908, 
7; September 15,1908, t. 
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CatlinandPipestone-producediiitetpretive materials for his ctescriptians of the area and 

for ethnographic infonnation, possibly obtained during an eariier visit to the town. He 

referred to letters to and from C.H. Bennett and reproduced a photo from Bennett's 

collection of an "Indian quarrynuui" at work in the rocks. Although a work about Native 

Americans, Holmes's essay on catlinite and the quarries barely mentioned tribes.^"^ 

Images of the area projected by Bennett and others received increasingly more 

acceptance across the country. In the work by Holmes the Yankton appeared more as 

the kind of cultural curiosity that Pipestone promoters represented them to be than as 

historical and contemporary people making decisions and acting on behalf of their 

interests. 

Indeed, the 1890s and early 1900s were difficult years for the Yankton. Like 

many tribal groups, they chose as their best option accommodating federal policies and 

assimilating in their comer of eastern South Dakota. As elderiy leaders from the pre-

reservation era died, a new generation of Yankton continued their tradition of 

cooperation and complained little as the government divided their reservation for sale 

following the 1887General Allotment Act Despite changes in circumstances, the 

Yankton persisted in their disputes with the United States about rights to land around the 

quarries.2^ The successful resolution of the squatter problem of the 1880s led to new 

issues for the tribe. In the midst of the tension over squatting on reservation land, the 

Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Northern Railroad laid trackinto town across one comer 

^Mary Catherine Judd, Wigwam Stories told by North American Indians (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, Athenaeum Press, 1906), iii, 80,91>102; Bederick Webb 
Hodge, Handbook of the American Indians North of Mexico, Smithsonian Institution 
Bureau of American Ethnolo^ Bulletin 30, Part I (Washington: Government 
Publishing Office, 1912), 217-219; John Wayne Davis, "A History of the Pipestone 
Reservation and Quarry in Minnesota," (M.A. thesis. University of Colorado, 1934), 
8-9. Holmes wrote the essay in 1905. 
^For discussion of the YanlEton's assimilation efforts, see Herbert T. Hoover, The 
Yankton SiouxQiew York; Chelsea House Publishers, 1968). 
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of the section sttaade by the t^B treaty. At the tune theiailroad company saw no need 

to secure right-of-way and othm presumed the tracks crossed public property. The 

govem^ient survey of the section that followed the eviction of the squatters in 1887 

revealed the railway's trespass. The Yanktoatook immediate action, protesting the 

encroachment and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs sent the matter to Congress. 

The ensuing act of Congress strengthened the positions of both the tribe and the 

government while maintaining Hpestone's interest in the land. At the urging of the 

town's voters. Congressman John Lind drafted a successful bill that created a board of 

appraisers for reservation land, including the corridor used by the railroad, and that gave 

the townspeople first choice should the tribe decide to sell. The bill also granted the 

Yankton the right to dispose of the land by majority vote, imposing United States 

political standards on the tribe. In 1889 members of the tribe met with a government 

commission to settie the issue. Predictably, they accepted the $ 1,740 compensation 

payment by the railroad, but refused to consider selling any land.^^ 

The calm after the settiement lasted only a few short years. In Pipestone the 

Indian school petition drafters believed strongly that tribes would support a school at the 

reservation and feel themselves drawn to it Certainly some tribal representatives 

perceived advantages to a gpvemment school in Pipestone and signed the petition, but 

they did not include the Yankton, whose opinion differed greatiy. As soon as they 

learned of passage of the school bill in 1892, the tribe lodged a formal protest with their 

agent, E.W. Foster, and generated a petition of their own, with 167 signatures in 

opposition to the construction of a federal institution on the reservation. While publicly 

^^WilliamP.Corbett, The Red Pipestone Quarry: The Yankton Defend a Sacred 
Tradition* 18^1929," 8 (Spring 1978): 99-116; Davis, 
"History of Pipestone Reservation," 55-57; Rothi^, AicinagmgtheSacrai, 3^39; 
Murray, "Pipestone: A History," 27-28; Kelley, The Pipestone Quarries," 104-105. 
Corbett and Kelley cover the le^ aspects the dspute a^ provicte detailed 
narratives. 
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retuming to its eatlier evaluation of the section as reserved by the United States for tribal 

use of the quarries^ the government renewed negotiations with the Yankton-^*^ Both 

sides settled into afamiliar pattern of legal posturing, neither anticipating a thirty-year 

dispute. 

From the Yanlcton perspective, the government had repeatedly acknowledged 

tribal possession of the land and had upheld treaty rights. Although continuous federal 

presence at the quarries might reduce the amount of illegal quarrying, the school did not 

directly benefit the tribe, who had already yielded plenty in land and rights over the 

years. A Yankton man who grew up visiting the quarries during the 1890s later 

recalled. That school operated there for a good many years; we never got a dime out of 

it. At the time the government offered the Yankton little that seemed adequate 

compensation for land that was invaluable. 

Congress and Indian Commissioners tried several tactics to appease the Yankton, 

but never hesitated in construction and operation of the school. In 1892 Congress 

passed an Indian Appropriation Act that allowed the federal government to buy allotted 

lands deemed surplus. The Yankton refused to accept that the section surrounding the 

quarries qualified for sale under those conditions and many in Washington questioned 

whether the government could buy what it already claimed to own. Against the advice 

of the Attorney General, Congress and the Department of the Interior then opted to 

present the matter to the Supreme Court, who in turn saw no reason to consider the 

matter. At the request of the Yankton for clarification of the title to the reservation, a 

second Appropriation Act in 1897authorized further negotiations. For the next two 

^TWurray, "Pipestone; A Histoiy," 29-33; Coriiett, "The Red Pi^tone ̂ larry," 
110-111; Rothman, Munaging the Sacred, 41-42; Keiley, "The Hpestone Quarries," 
106-107. 
^Paul Picotte, Yankton, interview by Richard Loder, 1969, and by Joseph Cash, 
19(^ Tapes 428and 67, American bidian Research Project (AIRP), Oral Histories, 
University of South Dakota, Vermillion. 
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years, James McLaughlin, familiar with general Dakotaculture after mote than two 

decades in the Indian Service, met with the Yankton and tried to reach an acceptable 

solution.29 

At the end of 1899 the two sides concluded discussions. By a narrow margin the 

Yankton approved a settlement for the reservation. The government would compensate 

the tribe in cash and cattle, guarantee quarrying rights, and forever preserve the 

reservation as an unsettled section. The tribe's ability to act as shrewd negotiators met 

resentment in Washington. Despite repeated efforts to ratify the long-awaited 

agreement, many Congressmen refused to accept that the Yankton held title to the land 

and expressed dismay that government representatives had negotiated with the tribe as an 

equal. A series of four bills died before leaving conunittee and the Yankton entered the 

twentieth century with uncertain title.^o 

This legal limbo rarely affected the activities of the tribe at the quarries. As they 

had for almost fif^ years, the Y ankton made annual visits, usually carrying letters of 

authorization from their agent The new presence of a government representative at the 

school caused the tribe to negotiate the timing of their quarrying. Although the 

townspeople preferred to have Yanktons camped on the reservation at peak tourist times, 

the tribe yielded to the preference cf the superintendent to visit during sunmier recess. 

This cooperation proved to be reciprocal. Prior to establishment of the school, the 

Yankton had to rely on requests from their agent to the people from Pipestone to guard 

^^DeWitt S. Harris, Pipestone Indian Training School Superintendent, to Major James 
McLaughlin, United States Indian Inspector, March 8,18^, MisceUaneous Letters 
Sent, BIA, Box 1, RG 75, NA; Murray, "Pipestone: A History," 32-35; Corbett, 
"The Red Pipestone Quarry," 112-113; Rotbmm, Managing the Sacred, 42-45; 
Kelley, "The Pipestone Quakes," 110-112. 
^^ubert Woric» Secretary of the Department of the Interior, to Jennings C. Wise, 
Attorney fw the Yankton Tribe, December 25^ 1925, Miscellaneous Letters Sent, BIA, 
Box 1, RG 75, NA; Murray, "Kpestone; A Ifistory," 36; Corbett, "The Red 
Pipestone Quarry," 112-113. 
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thfrreservadoa and to uphold tribal rights. Although Bennett and oth^ had pRHsised to 

do so, they usually ignored quarrying by non-tribal men and profited from the illegal 

sale of pipestone carvings. With the superintendent in resi(tence near the quarries^ 

trespassers faced greater risks and the tribe occasionally received compensation, though 

begrudgingly, from Pipestone^ for use of reservation land to graze cattle or celebrate the 

county fair.3 ^ 

Creating an authoritative presence and developing congenial relationships with 

tribes and townspeople constituted a substantial part of the government's activities on the 

Pipestone reservation. Establishing an Indian boarding school proved more routine. 

Despite its location, the school's daily functions closely followed the standardized 

institutional plan for off-reservation education. With a definite degree of self-interest, 

Pipestone petitioners had eageriy recommended teaching pupils to carve catlinite for 

marketable crafts. The Bureau of Indian Affairs, however, considered the activity 

pointless and did not encourage it Ignoring the proximity of the quarries, the Bureau's 

Assistant Conmiissioner, E.B. Meritt, advised that "lace making is an industry in which 

the Office is much interested, because it believes that industry can be made a profitable 

one, and the work itself will have an influence for good upon the Indians." Reading 

material in the classroom also revealed no appreciation for location. Pupils joined 

thousands of others in American schools who read Robinson Crusoe, Some Merry 

Adventures of Robin Hood, Ivanhoe, Rip Van Winkle, and An American Book of 

Golden Deeds, all works without tribal references.^^ Although books on Minnesota 

1891,5; April 14,1905,1; November 10,1905,1; RT. Mann, 
PrrSrSoperintendent, to Henry Niemann, February 21,1917, Miscellaneous Letters 
Sent; BIA. Box 75, NA. 
^^E.B. Meritt; Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs to F.T. Mann, PITS 
Smimten(fent, August 7,19I4» Letters Receivedfirom the Conmiissioner of Indian 
AnanSr BIA^^x 1, RG75, NA; F.T. Mium to Commissioner of Didian Affairs Cato 
Sells^ November 2,1915, Letters Sent to the Conmiissioner of Indian Affairs, BIA, 
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history appeared on the list of curricular requests, pupils at the Indian school received a 

more generic, displaced national education than did their peers at the Pipestone public 

school less than a mile south. 

With their standardized curriculum Indian boarding schools across the country 

contributed to the development of pantribalism. Qiildren from different tribes and 

cultures lived in close quarters with each other, learning the bond of shared experiences 

in a new environment and a second language. Daily life at the Pipestone school fostered 

a pantribal perspective both on and off the grounds. In the classroom pupils could also 

read books that encouraged the perception of a conunon Indian culture, such as CHd 

Indian Legends and Eskimo Stories, books that could also be found in non-tribal 

schools. With some recognition of the local legend said to pertain to all tribes, facility 

officials chose the name The Peace Pipe for the short-lived school paper.^^ 

Outside the classroom school-directed activities also reinforced the kind of 

pantribal or general view that the residents of Pipestone had held since before the 

establishment of the town. In the most direct way the children enacted white images and 

expectations of tribal people. The school held an annual play for an audience of 

townspeople. In 1906 the children's ensemble presented Two years 

later they performed Half-Breed  ̂a play set on an Arizona reservation. Its main 

character, "Arizona Jack," described as a Dakota graduate from Carlisle, shared the stage 

Box 2, RG 75, NA; Abstract of proposals for Pipestone School, n.d.. Letters of the 
Commissionerof Indian Affairs, BIA, Box 1, RG75, NA. 

Abstract of proposals for Pipestone School, n.d.. Letters of the Commissionerof 
Indian Affairs, BIA, Box 1, RG 75, NA; E.B. Meritt, Assistant Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs to Qra Padgett, Superintendent, January 11,1923, Letters Received 
from the Conunissioner Indian Affairs, BIA, Box 1, RG 75, NA; Star January 16, 
1912,4. Many works e^imine the growth of pantribal consciousness in boarding 
schools, inciii '̂ogChUd, "A Bitter Lesson," 74,1^; Lomawaima, "Domesticity," 
227-236, McBeth, "Primer and Hoe," 10; AdaimtEibicatidnforSanction, 94-99. 
For an interesting memoir by a former pupil at the Pipestone Indian SchooU see Jim 
Northnip, RezfUtadFollies: Canoeŝ  QainoSr Confers, and ĉh Bark Baskets 
(New York: Kodansha International, 1997). 
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with a colorfol western ensemble of trappers, cattle thieves, renegades, and cavaliymra. 

Kpestone's press cheered the "Indian thespians*^ and saw nothing unusual in the 

entertainment One year before the town had hosted Wah-ta-waso, an Iroquois actress, 

to the Ferris Opera House. During her visit she made a special guest appearance at the 

Indian school to encourage the young actors. '̂̂  Decades later, productions of 

Longfellow's "Hiawatha" as a school play would meet with enthusiasm and inspire a 

new chapter in Pipestone promotion. 

Some of the pupil's behaviors outside the school unwittingly resulted in affirming 

popular stereotypes of tribal children. When in the company of Superintendent Crandall 

en route from their homes, children who had never been off their reservations 

energetically explored their new surroundings in a St P&ol hotel. The Pioneer Press 

reported that they played loudly and "chattered away in their guttural language." To St 

Paul journalists, such behavior constituted a spectacle in the lobby and solidified the 

image of "wild Indians" in need of the school's civilizing influences. One of Crandall's 

successors, James Balmer, received a letter from a teacher in Woodstock, a farming 

community ten miles east of Pipestone. The children of Dutch immigrants, her pupils 

had never encountered any tribal people and wanted to visit the school to observe their 

Indian peers at work and play.^^ Balmer did not report if his pupils shared a similar 

curiosity about Dutch children. 

As individuals, some children chose other actions that the press deemed worthy 

of local headlines. Their behavior confirmed both positive and negative Indian 

stereotypes and often affected the relationship of the school authorities and the 

townspeople. From his childhood in Pipestone in the 1910s Charles B. Howard 

^StarSme 12;' 1908,; t;; January 22,1909,3; February 22,1910,1; February 25, 
1910. 

March 17^ 1892^ 2; Alice O^eam to James W. Balmer, May 11,1938, 
Decimal Correspondence F^es, BIA, Box 9, RG 75, NA. 
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remembered the Indian school and its almost two hundred pupils as the main tribal 

presence on the reservation. When he and his friends swam at the quarries, they 

occasionally encountered Dakota and Anishinabe boys from the school who tried to 

chase them home, reportedly in an effort to protect the area.^^ Such encounters 

supported local beliefs about the quarries' pantribal importance. 

Like children at boarding schools anywhere, many tribal pupils at Pipestone 

decided that they wanted to be home and they ran away in order to get there. With only 

a limited staff, the superintendent called upon the city police and occasional volunteers to 

track runaways and return them to the school. Local presses noted each escape as a 

natural occurrence, expecting the "wild" children to resist the "uplifting" efforts of the 

government on their behalf and to resist being brought into the fold of American 

civilization. '̂̂  Neither school nor town officials demonstrated an attempt to understand 

the children's wishes and needs, but cooperated to enforce the federal plan for Indian 

education. 

Prior to and during the prohibition period, national and state laws criminalized the 

sale of alcohol to minors and to Native Americans, but enforcement of the statutes varied 

with time and place. Local vendors periodically ignored restrictions. In one of the more 

flagrant violations, in 1908 two saloons in Pipestone sold alcohol to over a dozen pupils 

from the Indian school. The youths became intoxicated and somewhat violent, 

^^Charies B. Howard Papers, "Recollections of Pipestone, 1911-1928," P1825, 
Minnesota Historical Society, St. P^nl, MN. 
^^DeWitt S. Harris, PITS Superintendent, to William A. Jones, Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs, January 8,1902, Letters Sent to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
BIA, Box 1, RG75, Fanners'Leader ivXy 12,1894,7; 5/ar, June 15,1894,5; 
April 30,1897,1; July 29,1898,1; May 25,1900,9; September21,1900,8; July 
17,1903,2; January 29,1904,11; Febniaiy22,1907,4; April 30,1909,1. One of 
Jim Northrup's memories of his time at the Pipestone school is his attempt to return 
home to northern Minnesota by running away; see also Noithmp's RezRoadFollies. 
^^chael C. Colemanexamines the choice to run away as a typical resistance action in 
American fndianChilitenatSchooL 
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assaulting police chief, Luke Brown, and damaginy  ̂propettjr. This "old time kuUas 

uprising" made sensational front-page news that played up familiar images of drunken 

"red-skinned rioters," again resisting assimilation efiforts at the school. During 

Prohibition the school superintendent, F.T. Mann, urged pupils to sign temperance 

pledges, while bootleggers plied their trade in Pipestone and kept alcohol available. The 

quarries became a popular spot for secluded imbibing. In the fall of 1916 two pupils 

from the school discovered an unattended car filled with whiskey and beer near the falls 

and served themselves, again becoming the talk of the town.̂  ̂The situation mandated 

cooperation between local authorities and Superintendent Mann in curtailing the actions 

of the bootleggers and in supervising Indian pupils. 

Other actions by the children created more positive impressions and demonstrated 

the possibilities for change. The Chippeway Herald, a newspaper on the White Earth 

Reservation in northern Minnesota with the heading "Education, Civilization and 

Citizenship," regularly reported on the schools where Anishinabe children boarded. In 

19Q2 the paper noted that the older pupils at Pipestone had access to the public libraiy in 

town and spent spare hours there reading.̂  ̂This pastime suited the press's theme and 

applauded townspeople who supported the school's policies for transforming tribal 

children. Although library policies did not directly affect the town, such publicity 

enhanced Pipestone's image and encouraged continued cooperation with the school. 

^^Star, January 21,1906,1; September 19,1916,8; F.T. Mann, PITS 
Superintendent to ̂ to Sells, Commissioner of In^an Aifairs, November 2,1915, 
Letters to the Commissioner of bidian Affairs, BIA, Box 2, RG 75, NA; F.T. Maim, 
PITS Superintendent, to Henry A. Larson, September 18,1916, Miscellaneous Letters 
Sent, 1899-1926, BIA, Box 4, RG 75, NA. 
^̂ The Chippeway Heraldy Vol. 1, No. 9, November, 1902; Howard Papers, 
"Recollections of Pipestone." Howard spent much of his youth in Pipestone and 
remembered the Indian chilihen as good athletes who often played basketball against 
the Pipestone teams. 
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Popular thought of the time cooflated Qiristiaiiity and Ameiican civilization. As 

part of the perceived great moral effort to assist the federal government in "uplifting" 

tribes, Pipestone's churches welcomed Indian children and sought to convert them. 

Shortly after the school opened, in 1893, they celebrated their first success. Charity 

May Pdmer chose to be baptized as a Ptesbyteiian and became the first Indian church 

member in town. In ways that blurred the line separating church and state, the school's 

children could exercise less choice. Gmstmas was an annual ritual in town and in the 

school, sometimes featuring an "Indian Santa" in "full Indian regalia." Spring 

commencement featured a sermon by the Presbyterian minister. The school choir 

performed sacred music in both government buildings and the Baptist church.**  ̂

Pipestone's residents, who petitioned for federal protection of a tribal sacred landscape 

and expected school authorities to be responsive to their requests, certainly saw nothing 

unconstitutional or even unconventional in their activities. 

The Bureau of Indian Affairs cooperated with the town when their interests 

overiapped, as they often did in the form of education provided at the school. In some 

ways, however, federal management of the reservation diverged from Pipestone's 

expectations, as government representatives addressed policy matters concerning the 

unusual section of land and the tribes who visited it. With dual duties as educational 

administrators and agency officials, the school superintendents had to balance 

institutional needs and reservation issues with local expectations. 

Despite continuing legal questions about the title to the land, the United States 

persistently assumed responsibflity for protecting the quarries where possible, in 

somewhat atypical governmental behaviortowavd tribal interests. Superintendents 

sought coordination of school schedules and tribal visits, but also attempted to prevent 

'̂ SiarDecember8,1893,5; December29,1908,1; June 18,1920,1; Farmers* 
Leader March 26,1936,1. 
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interference with approved qiianying. During McLaughlia's negotiations with the 

Yankton in 1899, DeWitt Harris advised ceding the portioa of the reservation 

encompassing the quarries to the tribe with perpetual government oversight and 

purchasing private land to the north for school use.'̂  ̂The school generally operated 

without reference to the quarries, although the superintendent oversaw both. 

Harris's successors dealt with both the tribal visitors at the quarries and residents 

of the area who trespassed on government property. F.T, Mann contacted the Yankton 

agent, A. W. Leech, about a Yankton disagreement regarding bailing water out of the 

flooded quarries. Without hesitation, he billed a local farmer who had taken hay from 

the reservation without permission. When approached in 1915 by a minister from South 

Dakota who wished to procure a large amount of pipestone, Mann issued an unequivocal 

refusal. Referring to the 1858 treaty, Mann stated that he would not "permit white men 

to come on the reservation and take this stone...l would not permit even an Indian to 

make a practice of digging this stone and shipping it out in large quantities." Following 

Mann, superintendent Ora Padgett also assumed a directly active stance. Padgett 

mediated during a dispute among Santee quarrymen from Randreau. Through a series 

of written and verbal statements, he warned non-tribal visitors that the federal 

government would prosecute anyone vandalizing the rocks, removing stone, or starting 

illegal fires in the vicinity. When he placed signs and notices around the perimeter of the 

reservation, he found them shot to shreds within days, typically by teenage vandals.'̂  ̂

^^DeWitt S. Harris, PITS Superintendent, to Major James McLaughlin, U.S. Indian 
Inspector, March 8,1899, Miscellaneous Letters Sent, BIA, Box 1, RG 75, NA. 
^^F.T. Mann, PITS Superintendent, to A.W. Leech, Yankton Agency Superintendent, 
July 1,1915, Miscellaneous Letters Sent, BIA, Box 1, RG 75, NA; F.T. Mann to 
Henry Niemann, February 21,1917, Miscellaneous L^rs Srat, BIA, Box 6, RG 75, 
NA; F.T. Mann to The Reverend Henry Westroll, January 4,1915, Misc. Letters 
Sent, BIA, Box 1, RG 75, NA; 5iar April 25,1924,1; Ora Ridgett, PITS 
Superintendent, to Charies H. Burke, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, August 24, 
19 ,̂ Letters Received from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, BIA, Box 1, RG 75, 
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Mann's and Padgett's exercise of authority occasionally frustrated entrepreneurial efiforts 

to continue conunodification of the quarries. 

Frustrations frequently came direct order from the Commissioner of Indian 

Affairs. Unlike the school superintendents, distant federal authorities had little 

knowledge of, or interest in, local practices or sentiment regarding the quarries and they 

dictated policy accordingly. Pipestone residents enjoyed time swimming at the pond— 

"Lake Manitou"—near the quarries and picnicking near the falls, recreational activities 

sanctioned by the Indian Office. Prior to establishment of the school on the reservation, 

townspeople followed a path or roadway across the section and to the quarries that the 

earliest settlers had created. With the construction of the Indian school, federal officials 

decided to eliminate the road in order to limit access to the reserved land and to prevent 

interference with the school's separate environment. The Commissioner and his staff 

experienced no direct consequences from this decision, which upset local residents. 

DeWitt Harris found himself in a difQcult position, trying to uphold BIA policy while 

placating anger m town and discouraging another popular petition to Congressmen that 

might adversely affect the school's appropriations.'̂  ̂

Pipestone profited not only from sales of carved catlinite crafts, but also from the 

spectacle offered by tribes visiting the quarries. Again unknowingly, the federal 

government's presence began undercutting both interests through policies that did not 

account for local interests. Although they neverconsidered entertainment their first 

priority, Yankton and Santee groups camped at the quarries sometimes invited local 

residents and tourists to watch them celebrate after a day's quarrying. In 1923, toward 

the end of another period of pressuring tribes to assimilate into European-American 

NA; WiniftedBartlett,interviewedby William Corbett, April 17,1976,̂  AIRP, Oral 
History tape 1026, University (^SouADdcota. 
^DeWitt S. Harris, PITS Superintendent, to James T. McQeary, NGnnesota 
Congressman, August tl, M .̂̂ tlei!S Sen  ̂BIA, Box 1, RG 75, NA. 
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coltuie, Comimssioner Qiailes BuriEe issued a nation-wide statement urging tribes to 

cease dancing entirely, but particularly "at public gatherings held by the whites." Burice 

considered customs associated with these "useless and harmful peiformances," such as 

giving away property, a waste and a distraction from work and the progress of 

acculturation.'̂  For the people of Pipestone it diminished the ate's attraction for guests 

who paid to visit the place, an aspect of no consideration in Bute's cultural crusade. 

As the school continued year after year and became more known nationally, it 

slowly assumed some of Pipestone's professed authority on the quarries' stone and 

legends. Increasingly, people from across the country associated the school with its 

location. Although interest in Pipestone never diminished, a growing number of 

Americans, and persons from abroad, directed their inquiries about the quarries and their 

perceived past to the school superintendent. Many wanted to acquire objects carved 

from catlinite, such as napkin rings and ashtrays, while others sought information about 

tribal use of the site and related customs. In response to requests for carved goods, the 

superintendents generously referred people to merchants in town. When the Indian 

Office provided catlinite objects for an exhibit at the 1922Travel Qub meeting in New 

York, Assistant Commissioner Meritt instructed Superintendent Padgett to send the 

materials with brochures from the appropriate merchants, in case of future interest by 

tourists visiting the meeting. To requests for information the superintendents provided 

the sanctioned government interpretation of the tribal past and legal status of the 

quarries, without the poems and town promotion added by Pipestone's descriptions of 

^^^Charies H. Burke, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, "To All Indians," February 24, 
1923, LettersreceivedfromtheCommissionerof Indian Affairs, BIA, Box 1, RQ75, 
NA; James W. Balmer, KTS Superintendent, to Charles H. Burke, Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs, December28,1925, Letters Received, BIA, Box 1, RG 75, NA; 
Prucha, 7%eGrairFarAer, 272-277; Haxie, A Finall^omise, 112>113, Z33-236. 
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the site.̂  ̂ In this way, federal management of the quarries' human history slowly 

expanded its scope and authority. 

Throughout the Hrst three decades of the school's operation, the townspeople 

adjusted to the proximity of United States government officials and the inunediacy of 

federal policy. In the eariy years more tension marked the relationship between town 

and schb(4 rtian the petitioners had anticipated. The success of their popular effort with 

Congress and the appointment of their own county education commissioner, Clinton 

Crandall, as the institution's first superintendent bolstered the town's desire for close 

relations with the school. Crandall served only two years at Pipestone, before his 

transfer to New Mexico. After his departure, townspeople began to realize that the 

responsiveness they expected from the government did not apply to the Indian Office. 

Although school personnel generally maintained congenial relations with people 

in Pipestone, Indian Affairs officials demonstrated that the school's mission did not 

include cooperation with the town's wishes. Crandall worked closely with associates 

and contractors in town to construct the buildings and to begin operations. Transferred 

from BIA institutions elsewhere in the country, his successors arrived with no 

connections to Pipestone's residents and concentrated on their professional duties at the 

school. Contact between school staff and townspeople ebbed under the 

superintendencies of DeWitt Harris and F.T. Mann. During their tenures—1894 to 1904 

and 1912 to 1919, respectively—tensions increased, as the government employees 

Meritt, Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to Ora Padgett, ITTS 
SuMTintendent, March 2,1922, Letters Received from the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, BIA, Box 1, RG 75, NA; James W. Balmer, PITS Superintendent, to 
Virginia Sperlick, September26,1933, Decimal Correspondence Files, BIA, Box 9, 
RG 75, James W. Balmer, to Josephine Lee,. Decembers, 1937, Decimal 
Conespondnice Hies, BIA, Box 9, RG 75, NA; James W. Balmer, to Joseph 
Balmer, Zurich, Switz^and, December6,1938, Decimal Correspondence FUes, BIA, 
Boxl2,RG75,NA. 
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became mcieasingly frustrated by the town's proprietaiy attitude toward thequarries and 

the school. 

Assuming leadership of the boarding school after Crandall's departure, Harris 

sought to separate the institution from its neighbors. In a pointed letter to Commissioner 

Jones in 1902 Harris requested bluntly that no teachers from Pipestone be transferred to 

fill a vacancy at his school. He presumed Jones understood his reasoning, but 

emphasized that "I wish to keep entirely free from local influence." To stress his 

position further, he stated his observation that, "The citizens of the town take great pride 

in the school, but only as an institution connected with their town," and, he contended, 

as a source of gossip. When townspeople began drafting another petition to pressure the 

Indian Office to reopen a road to the quarries, Harris expressed his frustrations to 

Congressman James McLeaiy. He feared appropriations might be cut and considered 

the locals "very short sighted when they attempt to antagonize the interests of the 

government in this way." Caught between duties and town pressure, he lamented being 

"accused of antagonizing the interests of the town."'*  ̂ Pipestone's efforts to enhance its 

reputation by extending its cultural claim to all activities on the reservation, including 

those of the government, met frequent resistance from Harris, who had an Indian 

training school to run and an agency to manage. 

In the interim years of I90S-I911, afterthetransferof Harris to a Cherokee 

school in North Carolina, W.S.Campbell served as superintendent. He encountered 

seemingly fewer tensions, but more spectacle involving the school. The episodes with 

drunken pupils occurred during his tenure. Although seen as somewhat of a setback in 

^DeWitt S. Harris, PITS Superintendent, to William A. Jones, Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs, July4,1902, Letters to the Commissioners of Indian Affairs, BIA, Box 
1, RG 75, NA; DeWitt S. Harris to James T. McLeary, Congressional Representative, 
August 11,1^9, and Ap  ̂10,1900, Mscellaneous Letters Sent, BIA, Box 1, RG 
75, NA. ^pha^s in original. 
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the educational program's progress, the incidents did not hamper Campbell from 

asserting to the ClevelandPlainDealer that Indian children would soon assimilate fully. 

Perhaps to counter lingering public doubts, he also commented that his pupils had great 

senses of humor and learned readily. In 1906 the school received a different kind of 

publicity when a "sensational shooting' happened there. A former teacher, Alex Hart, 

had been fired for beating a pupil. He returned to the school with a gun and attempted to 

shoot Campbell in the (fining hall. Oncejailed, Hart hanged himself. The following 

year his widow, Mina Cook Hart, married William Madison, a former student and 

resigned from her teaching position.'̂ '̂  Minor incidents, like the gossip that irritated 

Harris, perhaps paled in comparison to the dramas Campbell experienced. 

After Campbell, F.T. Mann faced issues and attitudes similar to those Harris 

encountered. He limited contact with the town by authorizing staff and pupils to go to 

Pipestone only on Saturday afternoons and only if necessary for business purposes. 

The town responded to the government snub in its new city charter by defining town 

boundaries as conmiencing at the southeast comer of "the so-called Indian reservation." 

When the school closed early in the spring of 1917 to reallocate federal funds to War 

Department needs, Mann discovered local rumors that the government planned to give 

the school to the town. Mann wrote to the other superintendents in the Indian Service 

that such an assertion was "a lie, pure and simple" generated by "some person or 

persons of this locality, whose regard for the truth is entirely overshadowed by their 

desire to create a sensation." In the same year an unidentified incident at a patriotic rally 

in town caused tension acknowledged by both Mann and town's residents, after which 

both parties expressed the wish for improved relations."*  ̂

475j[ar, March 30,1906,3; July 6,1906,1; March 22,1907,1. 
T. Mann, HTS Superintendent, to Cato Sells, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 

October 19,1915, Letters to the Commissioner of Ihdtan Affairs, BIA, Box 2, RG 75, 
MA; F.T. Mann to Mary B. Felix, PITS Assistant Matron, March 19» 1918, 
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A self-piofessed "real American" town, Pipestone's patriotic enthuaasm during 

the Hrst Worid War drew responses from govenmient officials of higher rank than 

Superintendent Mann. Local nationalism expanded beyond patriotic rallies and loyalQr 

speeches into zealous Americanization efforts. In 1918 the town Public Safety 

Commission ordered the Evangelical Lutheran congregation, St Paul's, to omit their 

traditional German language services and to use only ̂ glish. The parish protested with 

a letter to President Wilson. In June the Oval OfGce responded with assurances that no 

federal law prohibited use of German and that the government did not support actions to 

suppress the language. Having always considered themselves part of the national 

drama, practically everyone in town participated in the war effort. Pipestone County 

ranked first in the country per capita in the purchase of fourth issue Liberty Bonds, 

actions consistent with local attempts to be involved in the government school's 

operations.'*® 

After the war Americanization spirits waned and the school administrative staff 

changed. Superintendent Ora Padgett took charge for the first five years of the 1920s 

and developed a more harmonious relationship with Pipestone's citizens than that of his 

predecessors. In 1924 the Indian Office transferred Padgett and brought James W. 

Balmer from the school at Lac du Flambeau in northern ̂ sconsin. 

Miscellaneous Letters Sent, BIA, Box 6, RG 75, NA; Pipestone, MN, TheCharterof 
the City of Pipestone, Adopted A^l /, 1913 (Pipestone: s.n., 1913), Chapter 1, 
Section 2; F.T. Mann to the Supermtendents of the Indian Se^ce, August 15,1917, 
Nfisc. Letters Sent, BIA, Box 5, RG 75, NA; F.T. Mann to George P. Guriey, 
PTpp-sfofie Patriotic Rally Committee Representative, April 21,1917, Misc. Letters 
Sent, BIA, Box 5, RG 75, NA. 
^^J.G. Steinmeyer, History of̂  St. Evangelical Laheran Congregation, 
Pipestone, MB^sota^Commemcratingihe Forty-Fifth Anniversary in.p., 1937); The 
Pipeŝ e Leader, bt the World Wat,19l7-19IS-1919: An Honor Roll Containing a 
PictdndlRecordofthe GaUantaniiCourageomMenjiromPipestoneCowuy, IdN, 
USA., who served in the Gr^War,, J9l7-l9I8-l9I9(JPiftataM: TheLeader 
Publishihg Company, 1919). 
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As superintendent at Rpestone for aaiinpfecedented twenty years, Balmer 

presided over significant changes in the role of the government in managing the 

reservation and interacting with the town. Balmer relocated willingly, leaving the 

isolated woods of V^sconsin and settling near a communis that offered better 

educational opportunities for his children. In his first few months at Pipestone he 

described the town to friends as a "very neat place" and a "buzzling little city," home to 

"the only Pipestone quarry in the World." He touted the sixteen miles of paving and 

observed that "everyone in town is a booster for their little city." In addition to sending 

his children to public school, he joined civic organizations, including the Masons' 

Quarry Lodge.̂  ̂ Balmer's eagerness to move to Pipestone and to become involved in 

the community on a personal level directly affected the federal-local relationship. 

During Balmer's lengthy tenure, 1924-1946, his hands-on approach to 

administration and interpersonal affairs changed the nature of government presence at the 

quarries. The school's reputation had never suffered, but Balmer's supervision secured 

its place among the most respected institutions. A1931 publication that was otherwise 

critical of BIA policies labeled it "undoubtedly the best school in the Indian Service" and 

described Balmer as "kind. Jovial, patient, and constructive" and "a singular breeze of 

fresh air in a stagnant desert of disappointments." In contrast to previous 

superintendents, he routinely visited reservations in the region and introduced himself to 

his pupils' parents.̂ ' With a typically limited budget in an era c^decreasingoff-

^James W. Balmer, ITTS Superintendent, to Huron H. Smith, August 18,1924, 
Miscellaneous Letters Sent, BIA, Box 8, RG 75, NA; James W. Balmer, to W.R. 
Handley, February 21,1925, Decimal Correspondence, BIA, Box 12, RG75, NA; 
James W. Balmer, to W.H. Shawnee, August 4,1924, Misc. Letters Sent, BIA, Box 
8, RG 75, NA; James W. Balmer to David F. Kagey, August 13,1924, Misc. Letters 
Sent, BIA, Box 8, RG 75, NA. 
5lRobert Gessner, Massacre: A Survey of Today's American Indian. (New York: J. 
Cape and H. Smith, 1931), 191-193; J.M. Bradley, "Visit to Pipestone School," The 
Americanfndian (The Official Publication of the S^ety of CNdahoma Indians), March 
IS>28; Roy W. Meyer, History of the Santee Sioux: United States bidian Policy on 
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reservatioa schools. Balmer maintained a clean, comfoitable facility  ̂with a healthy 

environment and a waiting list for admission. 

The cooperative spirit and support of change that characterized Balmefs work at 

the school also applied to his relations with people in Pipestone. Postponed during legal 

maneuverings between the Yankton and the United States, Pipestone's wishes for a 

national park or other official form of federal preservation of the quarries never 

diminished. In Balmer's twenty-two years at the site the townspeople reorganized and 

acted to attain their long-awaited goal, with the support of the Indian school 

superintendent. Balmer assisted town efforts and represented the kind of responsive 

government that local residents expected. During his term the role of the United States 

on the reservation experienced a major transition in the nature of its management of the 

site, a change effected by new leaders in Washington and in Pipestone. Through the 

1920s and 1930s the sacred past of the site became officially enshrined. 

rev. ed. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1993), 344-345. Gessner's 
expose journalism rarely complimentedfederal government acti<ms or facilities. 
A1931 brochure for Picnic Ctey at the school bore the slogan, "A Fnen^y School 
Operated by a Ftien(fly Government." PipcMtone County Ustorical Society, General 
Collections. 
As assimilation ̂ orts declined, off-reservatton boarding schools lost favor after their 
peak popularity in 1915. Carlisle closed in 1918 and others began to receive less 
funding. SeeAdana^E^atum^BctinctuonrSTO-S .̂ 
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• QiapterlV—Bishrining the Quarries 

Since the time of Pipestone's fouA^g in the 1870s its residents identified the town with 

the quarriesand maintained a proprietary sense toward them and a convictioaof their 

national mportance. laregard to this unusual geolo^cal and cultural site they hoped 

consistently, if not always formally, to achieve three interconnected goals, none of them 

apical for Americans of their era. As women across the country took the lead in historic 

preservation, women in Pipestone strove to preserve the quarries, both as a place of 

p^nved national significance and as the town's reason d'etre. No less importantly, 

town civioleadbs and businessmen also desired public use of the area's scenic assets for 

recreationalpleasure and commodification of its cultural attributesforprofit. Increased 
• I  

V * 
economic prosperity, particulariy for the expanding middle class, and the growth of the 

automotive industry in the 1920s resulted in a surge of tourism in the United States, a 

trend on which Pipestone's merchants hoped to ca(ntalize. Through persistence and a 

variety of community efforts active Pipestone residents, led by Winifred Bartiett, finally 

secured-preservatioa^the quarries during the Depression years of government programs 

and subsidies. As a result of their successful attainment of that goal, however, they ' 

experiencedunanticip(tfisd,fedehdly-imp6scdlimitati(Mison local recreational activities. 

Consequently, they adapted their.strategies formarketing the ate, adjusting internally to 

national conditions, as they always had, and continuing the local tradition of promoting 

the quarries to as wide an extend audience as possible. 

The most substantial changes in the town's relation to the quarries developed 

during the 1920s and into the years of the Depression and the Second Worid War, as 

Hpestone residents built on the conmmni '̂s past Town merchants, civic leaders, 

fraternal organizations, and women's groups continued to construct local traditions 

reg^ingthe quarries, particulariy efforts to preserve the site and to popularize further its 

ascribed legends. Decades aftertheirhighly publicized visits to the Cdteau, George 
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rarlin and Joseph Nicollet continued to occupy a central place in the story of  the quarries. 

T ilfft other explorers, they helped situate American landscapes in a national context and to 

root them in the country's histcuy, perpetuating a European-oriented historical narrative 

tendency that located tribal experiences and occupancy of the land outside the realm of 

history and within a timeless past I By the 1920s people in Pipestone wanted the 

quarries protected as much because of the celebrated European-American history at the 

site as for the place's tribal heritage. 

This accretion of another layer of meaning for the quarries prompted renewed 

preservation efforts after the Rrst World War. Inspired by conservation efforts 

elsewhere in the country, interested local people relied on old techniques, such as 

petitions, and also organized in new associations for the purpose of obtaining the kind of 

federal or state custodial presence that the Indian school superintendent could not 

provide. As happened with the arrival of Bureau of Indian Affairs officials near town, 

Hpestone's citizens discovered that success included changing relationships with 

government representatives. Only a few yevs after the United States and the Yankton 

settled the reservation title issue in 1928, the National Park Service became Pipestone's 

newest federal neighbor.̂  Although preservation did not develop in the expected form. 

^In his article "Culture as Nature: How Nadve American Cultural Antiquities Became 
Part of the Natural Worid,"* The Public Historian 18/4 (Fall 199^: 75-98, Derek Bous£ 
analyzes the "failure in the United States to internalize the historic experience of Native 
Americans as a part of what has been called 'the American Experience.'" Philip J. 
Deloria also notes the tendency of Biropean-Americans to equate Indians with nature and 
a classical antiquity, rather than within the national historical narrative; see Playing 
fndian (j^ew Ifoven: Yale University Pivss, 1998), 71. 
2of any subject related to the quarries, Pipestone National Monument (PNM) has 
received the most thorough scholarly examination. The most extensive historical work 
includes William P. Corbett's MA. thesis, "A (fistory of the Red Pipestone Quarry and 
I^pestone National Monument," (Uni veisity of South Dakota, 197Q, and articles, "The 
Red Pipestone Quany: The Yankton £>efend a Sacred Tnulition, 18̂ 1929," South 
DakotaHistory 8 (Spring 1978): 99-116, and "Pipestone: The (Origin and Development 
ofa National Monument," 470  ̂I960): 83-  ̂Most recently the 
National Park Service commissioned Hal K. Rotboaan's Managing theSacredandthe 
Secular: An Aebninistrative History of Pipestone NatkmcU Monument (Omaha: NFS 
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the commuiiity continued throughout the 1930s and 194Qs to adapt its uses of the 

quarries' imagery and history. 

The local preservation movement began earnestly in the 1890s, with the earliest 

interest in the establishment of some form of paric, preferably a federally protected one, at 

the quarries. When Giarles Bennett, Isaac Hart, and other businessmen organized and 

circulated a petition in favor of an Indan boarding school on the reservation, they 

included a plea for a "National Indian Park" as no less a priority. They appealed to what 

the considered the site's established place within American culture. Because of the 

quarries' "rich traditions and charming landscape-rendered classic by the immortal 

Longfellow and others in story and song," the petition claimed that the site was "no less 

valued by the white race" than by tribes. They considered it a "common meeting 

ground," already under federal jurisdiction and easily accessible by Pipestone's railroad 

lines. Unlike towns near large Indian reservations throughout the West, Pipestone would 

benefit more from continued federal presence in the area than from dissolution of the non

residential reserved acreage. Containing quartzite expanses and drainage areas, the 

section held virtually no agricultural potential. The worth of its mineral deposits relied 

mainly its continued existence as a cultural site. These attributes made the quarries more 

similar to early national parks with unusual landscape imagery, such as Yellowstone, 

than to western reservations rich in ores or grasses for grazing.̂  

Basing their images of the quarries on the Letters and Notes of George Catlin, 

with its two chapters detailing his visit and providing his interpretation of Dakota legends 

Midwest Region, 1992). A work by Robert A. Murray—A History of the Pipestone 
National Monument, Minnesota (IHpestone: Kpestone Indian Shrine Association, 1965)-
-preceded Rothman's study and is available for purchase by visitors to the National 
Monument Although Rothman's work is largely a(biiinistiative» it examines the 
relationship between the federal government and the town of Pipestone more than the 
other studies. 
^Pipestone County Star February 21,1890.5. 
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about the site, Bennett and the readents of Pipestone might easily have drawn another 

vision from him. Catiin, at his romantic "salvage-ethnographer" best, proposed a 

"nation's Park" to preserve cultures that he considered vanishing. Within this park "the 

world could see for ages to come the native Indian in his classic attire," preserved in a 

natural and cultural landscape well stocked with bison. Catiin considered the Great 

Plains the most appropriate location for such a park, with its "finest specimens of the 

Indian race."'̂  Less than forty years later the idea of a "National Indian Pari^" seemed 

reasonable and imminent in Pipestone. 

Borrowed from Catiin and Longfellow, belief in the cultural and historical 

significance of the quarries formed the basis of continued preservation efforts in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Popularization of pipestone imagery threatened 

the site's integrity, as seasonal groups of tourists-and occasional mischievous local 

teens-both left their marks on the rocks in the form of graffiti and took souvenirs, 

including petroglyphs, from the quarries home with them. Concerned citizens in 

Pipestone by no means wished to limit tourist interest in their area, but sought to preserve 

the quarries within a controlled environment that would attract even more visitors.̂  Had 

^kjeorge Catiin, Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs, and Condition of the North 
American fndums. Vol. I (New York: Dover Publications, 1973 reprint, 1841 original), 
^1-263. For an insighifd analysis of Cadin's ideas within a larger national and 
historical context, see Derek Bous ,̂ "Culture as Nature." 
^Many scholarly works have examined the behavior of tourists at attractions and noted 
the tendency of tourists to "mark" a ate as a means of making the experience real to them. 
See John A. Jakle, Ihe Tourist: Travel in Twentieth-Century North America (Lincoht: 
UniversiQr of Nebraska Press, 1965), 26; Donald L. Redfoot, "Touristic Authenticity, 
Touristic Angst, and Modem Reality," QuantitativeSodology l OK^ter 1964): 291-309; 
and Dean MacCannell,7%eroiirisr.* A New Tfieory of the Leisure Class (titwYoAi 
Sdiockpn, 1976), and "Stagied Authenticity: Arrangements of Social Space in Tourist 
Settings," AmericanJournal of Sociology 79 (1973): 589-603. 
The quarries'attraction and promotioa bore si^aiities, though on a smaller, more 
localized scale, to the development of places such as Niagara Falls and the Grand 
Canyon. Preservattonefifortswerepre^catedoncidturalvaluesandbeliefsprojected 
onto the sites and involvedatt expectation of state support For similar analyses^refer to 
Patrick V.Mc(jreevy,/hiagtiimgMagara.' The Meaning andMakingofNiagaraFalb 
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the quairies not been outside the public domain, local orgiuiizations might have been able 

to provide an interpretive and custodial presence. Because this optionfor action did not 

exist, Bennett and other Pipestone merchants petitioned the federal govemmentfor 

assistance. 

After the creation of Yellowstone National Park in 1872 and the growth of the 

conservation movement, led by highly visible persons such as Theodore Roosevelt, the 

United States, through the aegis of the Department of the Interior, emerged as the 

protector of lands and landscapes deemed nationally important. Since 1849 the same 

administrative agency had represented itself as guardian of Native American interests. 

Other Minnesotans, such as James J. Hill and his son, Louis, successfully urged the 

creation of Glacier National Park, using its dramatic landscape and images of the 

Blackfeet tribe to promote the Great Northern Railway. Because the pipestone quarries 

also combined unusual geology and tribal traditions, the people of Pipestone expected the 

federal government to serve as conservator of the site, preserving it for tourists, who 

benefited the town economically and confirmed the quarries' cultural importance. 

Success of the educational component of the 1890s' two-part petition and the 

ensuing establishment of the Indian boarding school on the reservation in 1893 led to 

reduced talk of a national park for the area. As employees of the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs, superintendents at the school served as defacto custodians for the quarries, but 

only to the extent that doing so did not interfere with responsibilities at the school. With 

the quarries located on the other side of the reservation, close to a mile away from the 

school compound, geography limited the effectiveness of the school ofRcials as 

guardians. At the turn of the century Pipestone's residents waited to see how the new 

(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1994) and Stephen J. Pyne, How the 
Qu^nBecameGrand(Sew YoAt VikingPisnguin, 1996), 
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fedetal presence at the quairies would manifest itself and how local teiationships with 

government representatives would develop. 

While the title to the section of luid remained unclatified and the responsibiliQr for 

protection of the quarries settled on the BIA (^cial at the school, families, church 

groups, and 6ee-n>aming youths from Hpestone continued to utilize portions of the 

reservation for recreation. The prairie meadows above and below Winnewissa Falls 

offered bucolic settings for picnics and baseball games. In summer months Lake 

Manitou offered escape from the heat in the form of a natural swimming pool with shade 

created by trees planted along the quartzite cliffs. Construction of a dam by pupils at the 

Indian school enlarged the lake as did channeling of Pipestone Creek above the falls and 

townspeople considered creating a small beach area on one of the shores. Local residents 

considered themselves entitled to enjoyment of the scenery and wished to keep the area 

accessible to tourists, provided that recreation at the site did no harm to the quarries 

themselves. Although leisure activities took place separately from any tribal quarrying, 

published descriptions of natural attractions on the reservation—such as the "historic falls" 

and the "legendary ledge"-ensured that visitors remained mindful of the mythic context 

of their outings.̂  

Little chance ensted that they could forget. Few tourists would have ventured to 

a remote location on Minnesota's western prairies had it not been for the popularized 

imagery. Building its identity, and its tourist business, on the quarries and their 

associated legends, Pipestone attracted people primarily because of the place's unusual 

assets. Beliefs about the uniqueness d the site drew the Hrst settlers to the area and their 

descendants perpetuated perception ofthe place as significant and worth visiting. Intothe 

Mitchell, "The Pipestone Quarry or Restoring an Ancient Indian Shrine," bidians 
at Work! (December 1,1934): 25-29; SilSar August 18,1893,4; Murray, "A History of 
PNM,"44. The school personnel chose to lower the falls and to build the dam in order 
to control drainage and to increase workable acreage on the reservation. 
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aisantiquity or timeless tradition. National tastes tended toward simplified myths about 

thepastthatieassuredwithoiitintTudingondaitylifeintheixiMent Among middle-and 

tribal sites, including cliff dwellings in the Southw  ̂of, feUis (bamaticaily, the pipestone 

quarries, created a thriving market for relics of and visits to such lands^pes.*  ̂ Residents 

of Pipestone in the 1900s continued their efforts to capitalize on their local historic 

attraction. 

Like middle-class, European-Americans across the country, they viewed tribes as 

unable to preserve important~or at least interesting  ̂aspects of their own traditions. At 

Pipestone fewer and fewer Yankton and other Dakota came to quarry each year; instead 

they concentrated their energies in adjusting first to reservations and then to allotmentlife 

in South Dakota. The limited number of tribal members who did come to quarry often 

sold their rough stone to non-tribal persons to carve and to sell. By the turn of the 

century members of regional tribes accounted for less than ten percent of people carving 

catlinite, with some estimates rangingso low as one percent Although this decline 

resulted directly from the assimilation and acculturation policies that the majority of 

Americans had supportedin the nineteenth century, they lamented some of the outcomes 

of the policies' efficacy. Perceiving some tiibal traditions as an authentic antidote to the 

artifice of modernity and motivated by a sense of loss at the cultures they had helped to 

dismantle, members of fraternal and women's groups in Pipestone, like others 

'̂ Fordiscusaonsof the interest and market in perceived tribal antiquiQr, ̂ Robert W. 
Righter, "National Monuments to Nationid Parks: The Use of the Antiquities Act of 
1905^"  ̂WestemHistoricalQuarterfy 20 (August 19^): 281-301; Curtis M. Ifinsley, Jr., 
"Authoring AuthenticiQr," Journal of the Southmst 32 (Wintcx^990): 462-478," and 
"Zunis and Brahmins: Cultural Ambivalrace in the GQdedAij^" in G. W. Stocking, 
ed.. History of Anthropology 6: RonianttcMotiv^OAadasont Univetst  ̂of Wisconsin 
Press, 1969); 169-207; Bous .̂ "Culture as Nature," 77,80-81. 
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throughout America, assumed roles as guardians oi what they interpreted as signiHcant 

aspects of Indian prehistory. Locked into beliefs about Native traditions as static and 

uniform, they could not appreciate tribal cultures as adaptive or view a landscape like the 

quarries and accept that its meaning could change with new generations.̂  Convictions 

about the virtues of a timeless past led them to fear damage to important sites in the 

present. 

More than a decade after the establishment of the Indian boarding school on the 

reservation, concerned citizens in Pipestone realized that the superintendent alone was not 

sufiicient protection for the quarries. While the school served as a curiosity and symbol 

of the town's progressive nature, it did not substantially augment local attractions in 

promotions of the area. By 1910 renewed interest in the idea of protecting the quarries 

officially in the form of a park gained strength as townspeople joined in the ground swell 

of national conservation and preservation sentiment. The desire to set aside spectacular 

or unusual tracts of land for the enjoyment of successive generations had grown and 

spread since the mid-nineteenth century. By the early 1900s, when the United States had 

changed dramatically through technology and territorial consolidation, interest in 

preservation had broadened. In the new century sites of historic interest embodied 

^Murray, "History of PNM," 37-39; Piul A. Kelley, "The Pipestone Quarries: An 
ffistori  ̂Geography," (MA. thesis. University of Nebraska, 1997), 131-135. 
For a discussion of the American reverence for bdians firmly ensconced in the past and 
similar cultural tendencies, see Renato Rosaldo, "Imperialist Nostalgia," RepresenUUions 
26 (Spring 1969): 107>122; Leah Dilworth, Imagining Iru&ms in Southwest: 
Persistent Visions of a Primitive Past (Washington & London: Smithsonian Institution 
Press, 1996); Deborah Root, Cannibal Culture: Art, Ĵ propriation, and the 
C<mimo(UJicationofDijgerence(fiaiAdtr,CO: Westview Press, 19^; MarciaCrosby, 
"Construction of the Imaginary Indian," in Stan Douglas, ed.» Vancouver Anthology: 
The Institutional Politics of Art (yaacaayer. Talon Books, 1991): 267-291; Peter 
Bishop, The Myth of Shangri-La: Tibet, Travel Writing and the Western Creation of 
SacredLant&capeiJLaodoK AthlonePi ,̂ I9S9); David Lowenthal, "The Place of die 
P  ̂in the American Landscape," in David Lowenthal and. Martyn J. Bowden, eds.. 
Geographies of the Mind: Es^s in ISstoricedGeosophy, {Sew YoA: Oxford 
University PF ,̂ 1976): 89-117. 
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natifwial values andcultinal leference points distinct fimn &iiope and enshiinedcoiiiinoa 

myths upon which to build society.̂  

Efforts for preservation of wilderness and of historically significant sites 

converged in Progressive-eia legislation. Passed in 1906, the Antiquities Act provided 

for the creation of national monuments by executive order. The loose terms and liberal 

interpretation of the act made itappUcable to a wide variety of preservation causes. 

Originally conceived as protection for Indian ruins in the Southwest, provisions of the act 

allowed federal preservation of public lands with broadly defined "prehistoric, historic, 

or natural features." Nothing in the act distinguished cleariy between human cultural 

landscapes and natural ones, reflecting common perceptions of tribal historic sites. 

Rather than wait for Congress to pass legislation establishing national parks. Presidents 

frequentiy used their authority under the act to set aside areas as national monuments, 

ensuring their protection until Congress granted park status. This tactic remained popular 

long after passage of the 1916 act that created the National Paric Service, blurring the 

lines between monuments and parks. 

People in Pipestone considered the Antiquities Act propitious. At last other like-

minded Americans had organized to preserve what they considered nationally agnificant 

sites of tribal prehistory and a responsive goverunent supported their efforts. After 1906 

members of civic and church groups in Pipestone formed to promote the national park 

idea, as well as other uses for the reservation land. Although no proposals could succeed 

while the title remained unclear, local activities increased throughout the 1910s and into 

^R^chael Kammen, Afysffc Chords of Memory: The Transfimnation of Tradition in 
AtnericanCutiure  ̂(New York: Alfr  ̂A. Knopf, 1994), 153-156,2 .̂ 
^̂ ŜslKaihman,PreservmgDif̂ entPasts: TheAmericanKatianalMorumients 
(Urfaana:, University of Ill^s Press, 19l^)»xi, 7-11,36-38,119; Righter, "National 
Monuments to National Fiuks," 282-285; ^us ,̂ "Culture as Nature," 82-%»9L-95. 
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the 1920s, laying the foundationforlaterorgamzedattemptsandgaii^gwideratteiitioa 

for efforts to preserve the quarries. 

Interest in a "National Indian Pipestone Faric." had not gone completely dormant 

after construction of the boarding school. During a visit from Congressman James 

McCleary in l^SGiaries Bennett and others in town called fw a park with "perpetual 

maintenance by the government" Until 1912, however, no organized group met to act 

toward the desired goal. In the winter the local Inter-Giurch Federation convened, 

discussed the theme, and stated their reasons for believing it "eminently fitting and proper 

that the site be preserved forever as a national park preserve." Not only were the quarries 

geologically unique and sacred to tribes, but both history and sentiment characterized the 

site, similar to tribal ruins being preserved in the Southwest Noting that Longfellow had 

portrayed these qualities in his work, the group wove his writing into the popular history. 

No local effort to preserve the quarries limited itself with obtaining protection. The 

Pipestone County Star's editor, Ralph G. Hart, summarized local opinion and 

acknowledged that a park would be "a decided advantage." It would provide "a suitable 

pleasure ground" and it would "promote the fame of Hpestone far and near."' ̂  No one 

in town separated preservation from the wish for a recreational area and a tourist 

attraction. Although the Inter-Church Federation's plans did not advance, the three 

desired goals persisted and spawned new efforts. 

Tourist attractions could draw more visitors with pleasant scenery, an unusual 

obfect of interest, and amenities. The reservation definitely offered the first two 

elements, but the land sunounding the quarries and the falls remained fairiy rustic prairie, 

November 15,1895,2; November 22,1895,1; Felmiary 16,1912,1; 
Rothman, Managu^theSaer  ̂53. Like many women's and men's church groups, 
each of the Inter-Church Fedmtion's meetings focused on a selected theme of local or 
regional interest and its api^cability in daily Itfe. Thegroup'smeetingpresentedatypical 
si^-town forum for discussion of popular topics of Sscussion. 
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almost a mile from the graded streets of town. In 1916 Ralph J. Boomer drafted a report 

recommending plans for park development along the lake and creek. Training as a local 

civil engineer. Boomer saw great recreational potential in the area and proposed a series 

of "improvements" to make the land more accessible and usable for both townspeople 

and tourists. In addition to improving the dam to make a larger lake and building a bridge 

across the creek below the falls, he also considered several other changes. After the 

creation of a beach along the lake shore, a proper parte would include both a bath house 

and a canoe house, as well as a comfort station and a large, grassy area enclosed by tall 

shrubbery. Several oiled-gravel roads and paths and a designated parking area would 

enable the public to have easy access to the site. As a good Hpestone resident Boomer 

included in his report a history of the area and a sunmiary of the quarries' legends, as 

relayed to him by Giarles Bennett The Star recommended that the paric plan not interfere 

with the Indian school or activities at the quarries. ̂ ̂  

As a gesture of goodwill and in hopes of generating supportfor the idea, town 

leaders forwarded the report to Senator Knute Nelson and the Indian Office, expecting 

federal government responsiveness. Both appreciated the interest in a paric, but 

recognized that no such plans could develop on disputed tribal land. In response the 

town's Businessmen's Association discussed the issue at their annual meeting and 

circulated a petition with a limited request for a free public bathing area that could be 

supervised by the boarding school's superintendent When this approach also met with 

l^Boomer's report also served as his Bachelor's thesis. Ralph J. Boomer, "Pipestone 
Reservation Pa  ̂A Park Development for Pipestone Indian Reservation," (B.S. thesis, 
Iowa State University, 1916); SliarJuneSO, 1916,1. Boomer noted that, "l^e citizens 
of Pipestone are now re-agitating the projectof creating so much of the reservation into a 
National Indian Pipestone or Peace p  ̂as will not inteifere with the treaty rights of the 
bidians to dig pipestone, nor interfere with the Indian fodustrial institute." 5. 
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lesistance, the merchants tried a new tactic. They approached the state with a 

reconomendation for a "tourist rest camp" by the falls.̂  ̂

The idea of state involvement at the site found interest in St Paul. By the 192Qs 

many in state offices acknowledged the growing importance of tourism and Minnesotans 

became increasingly aware of Pipestcme's reputation nationally. To represent the state. 

Masons sent a Bible carved of catlinite to Alexandria, Virginia for incorporation into the 

Washington Memorial. The Ffistorical Society recognized the quarries'im^ery as part 

of state tradition and encouraged use the site as a romantic backdrop for novels set in 

^nnesota.i'* 

In 1924 officials in St. Paul sought to help the state capitalize on any possible 

development on the reservation. At the urging of the ad hoc Pipestone County Park 

Committee, a group composed of local businessmen and elected officials, the Minnesota 

Highway Department circulated a petition to the state legislature in favor of a state park at 

the site. The petition argued for the state to preserve this "spot d* special historic interest" 

and also create from it "a lasting monument to the pioneers who opened up the southwest 

territory." As support for the historic significance of the site, W.E. Stoopes, the 

Assistant State Park Engineer, submitted a three-page report to the State Audited. 

Stoopes claimed that "historians say that there is no spot on the North American 

Continent better known" among tribes, whose dwindling numbers could no longer 

preserve their own traditions at the quarries. The report included plans similar to 

Boomer's for a beach, bath house, roads, picnic area, and an outdoor theater. A 

supplementary document highlighted "Indian Legends" of the site, refetimg (rfiten to 

Catlin's and Nicollef s visits, Abbie Gardner-Sharpe's captivity, and Longfellow's 

ISjiisarJune 17,1919,1; January20,1920,1; Augusts, 1921,1; August 19,1921,1; 
Muftay, "A History of PNM," 4A-47. 
^̂ kSmiesotaHistoriatlBulletin 5, (AugBat 1973): 222; ^^yl924): 434; SiEorOctober 
23, 1923, L 
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poetry, using European-American historical experiences at the ate to bolster claims of the 

quarries' national significance.'̂  

Interested persons at the state level hoped that the federal government might grant 

Minnesota the portions of the reservation not used by the school or bordering on the 

quarries. Although the United States was not only unwilling but also legally unable to 

relinquish land, the idea of creating some form of a park at the site had drawn extensive 

public attention. By the mid-1920s people in Pipestone increased organized efforts to 

preserve the quarries. In an era of intensified assimilation policies and Indian citizenship, 

the federal government began to renew efforts to resolve the issue of reservation title. 

Successful elimination of tribal claim to the quarries could further integrate the Yankton in 

the larger society, relegate the site thoroughly to the past, and serve as a first step in 

opening the area to other Americans as part of a more general national heritage.'̂  

From the time of the 1858 treaty onward, the Yankton had been in almost 

continual legal negotiations with the United States and in disputes about local use of the 

reserved land. When they were finally ready to resolve the issue in 1899 through the 

agreement mediated by James McLaughlin, Congress failed to ratify the settlement At 

the time many of the older members of the tribe still made the journey to Minnesota to 

quarry pipestone. By the 1920s, however, no Yankton had visited the site in almost a 

decade. Assimilation policies, geographical distance from the quarries, and the death of 

elders who had direct ties to the area diminished the tribe's interest in retaining tide to the 

section and increased desire for a claim settlement Other Dakota bands continued to 

protest Yankton hegemony over the site, particularly as Flandreau, Wahpeton, and Santee 

l^finnesota Highway Department Propmed Development far Pipestone State Park, 
Pipestone  ̂Minnesota iSL Paul: Commissioner of Highways, 19M); W.E.Stoopes, 
"Report to the Honorable RJ*. Chase, State Auditor," (St Faul; n.p., 1924). 
^̂ 4ederick E. Hoxie, A Final Prtmise: The Campaign to Assimilate the Indians, 1880-
1920 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 231-238. 
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men quairied periodically, in the absence of the legal tribal tepiesentatives. ̂ A new 

geneiation of Yankton prepared for the final resolution of the seventy year-old issue. 

In the eariy 1920s the tribe pressed to have its case for settlement heard by the 

Indian Claims Commission. The conmiission decided in 192Sthatthe ISSStreaty 

granted the Yankton quarrying rights only. Upholding the interpretation that the federal 

government had always maintained, the decision reiterated that the treaQr reserved 

Yankton cultural and economic rights to the land, but did not provide for residence or 

occupancy, as with most reservations. With characteristic persistence the tribe urged its 

attorneys to appeal the matter to the Supreme Court. A year later the Court reversed the 

judgment of the ICC, stating that the Yankton had indeed held title to the land, and it 

ordered the commission to assess proper compensation. Because the tribe considered the 

Indian school an encroachment for which it never received reparations, 1891 served as 

the basis for evaluations of the reservation's worth and the government's interest for use 

of borrowed land. In 1928 the award of over $300,000 to the Yankton finally settled the 

issue of title to the quarries, while also acknowledging the continuing cultural and 

spiritual significance of the site. The land passed into the jurisdiction of the Bureau of 

Indian Affairs, rather than into the public domain, and the boarding school continued its 

role as custodian.̂  ̂

While the Yankton and the United States resolved the question of tide to the 

quarries, changes occurred in Pipestone. In 1926 Charies Bennett, the town's founder 

and most influential resident, died. Over half a century eariier he had crossed the prairies 

^^Herbert T. Hoover, The Yankton Sioux (New York: Chelsea House Publishers, 
19GB)»40-48; Rothman, ManagingtheSacr&i, 47-48; Corbctt, The Red Pipestone 
Quany," 111-113; Kelley, ThePipesttme Quarries," 133; jjisar January 27,1928,1. 
^̂ pestone County ffistorical SocieQr (PCHS), A History of Pipestone CountyiJMlas: 
Taylor Publidiing Company, 1964), 4; Cocbe  ̂The Red Hpestone Quarry," 113-116; 
RoiOmantMmagingtheSâ ait4̂ 50; The Vanishingbidian: White 
Attitudes and US. hidum Policy (Xjamaet: University  ̂Pless(  ̂Kansas, 1962), 273-
274. 
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from Iowa to visit the quarries about which he had read ia Catlin and Longfellow. 

During those fifty years Bennett devoted himself to popularizing Pipestone and the tribal 

legends interpreted by eastern explorers and writers. He profited directly from promotion 

of the quarries and sale of pipestone carvings, but was not motivated solely by economic 

incentives. He also led preservation efforts and expressed a belief in his private artifact 

collection as a storehouse of local tribal heritage. He was in a real sense the father of 

the town. 

During the 1920s fraternal groups in town, such as the Business Men's 

Association, the American Legion, and the Masons, remained supportive of the idea of a 

paric. Leadership in the matter of preserving the quarries, however, came from others in 

town. Across the country in the eariy decades of the twentieth century, women in groups 

and on their own acted to identify and to preserve sites with natural and historic 

importance. In preservation work they found an outlet for public, political expression 

and an evolution of eariier traditional roles as educators and moral bastions.̂  ̂Like their 

peers, women in Pipestone increasingly appointed themselves guardians of the local past 

and served in roles of public stewardship, upholding tradition for future generations. 

As a town with strong Yankee roots, Pipestone was home to the Catlinite Qiapter 

of the Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR). In addition to general civic service, 

the DAR in the East labored to px)tect eighteenth-century battlefields and buildings related 

to the beginnings of the United States. Elsewhere in the country DAR women concerned 

themselves with places related to European-American heritage in other stipes of national 

development, supporting a national sentiment of Americanization by stressing the 

l^^PCHS, Historŷ  159-160; Winifred Bartlett, "Pipestone County," in Who's Who in 
h^mesota (^nneapolis: Minnesota Editorial Association, 1941), 784-787. 
^̂ ^Uy Welts Kaufman, National Parks and the Woman's Voice: A History 
(Albuquerque: Universi  ̂of Kew Mexico Press, 199Q; Holly BeachleyBrear,Menir 
the Alamo.' Myth andRitualatanAmericanShrine (Austin: University of Texas Ptess, 
1995); Kammen, Mystic Chords of Memory, TiSl-Zn. 
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importance of the country's history. For the Pipestone chapter  ̂enmeshed in local lore, 

the quarries held obvious significance within that context 

When the exploration and cartography party led by Joseph Nicollet and John 

E^r^ont visited the C6teau in the late 1830s,they left an early tourist mark. On the top 

of a prominent outcrop along the quartzite ledge above the quarries, ̂ ficollet carved his 

name and the others in the patty their initials. The deep incisions weathered a century of  ̂

erosion by wind and harsh winters, but faced an increasing threat as later travelers 

followed the map to the site and sought to leave evidence of their own visits. 

Someone in town might have moved more quickly to preserve the site had the 

beloved Catlin made a physical impression at the quarries rather than just paintings and 

essays housed in distant museums and libraries. Representing the United States in 

remote territory, the NicoUet-Fr^ont expedition held almost as much romantic appeal. 

The DAR as an entity sought to preserve sites of national rather than native historic 

importance. Through this choice of places deemed worthy, the organization 

dem<»)strated a typical European-American ethnocentric assumption that "real" history, 

written by their ancestors, differed significantly from Indian "lore" that was part of a 

quaint past. Within this context, protecting the stone carved by representatives of the 

United States seemed an obvious patriotic duty to the Catlinite Qiapter and one that 

complemented local interest in preservation of the quarries themselves. Had it been 

possible to remove the stone and place it in a museum, an individual such as Bennett— 

who safeguarded petroglyphs from the area in his store—would have done so eariier. 

Protecting the top of a quartzite pillar required more organization and financial resources 

than removing rock carvings. The DAR could provide both and could also use a 

sentimental appeal to tangible national heritage preservation to gamer support 

Because of the delay in clearing title to the reservation, the local DAR turned first 

to the superintendent at the Indian boarding school, in his capacity as official guardian of 
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triballand. Aftertheirinitial appeal toOraPadgettin 1923 received no intecnt, the 

women of the group, led by Allie Davies, renewed their efforts two years later with 

Padgett's successor, James Balmer. Willing to cultivate good relations with 

townspeople, Balmer responded positively within three days. Balmer approved of the 

chapter's plans to retrace the carvings with a chisel (in order to make them more legible 

for tourists), erect a barrier in front of the stone, and to place on the cliff a bronze marker 

describing the site's importance in American history. After sending his inunediate reply 

to Davies in April 1925, Balmer forwarded her group's request to the Commissioner of 

Indian Affairs with his recommendation for approval of the project By the autumn of the 

yearthe DAR's plaque was in place and the Nicollet-Fr^ont stone set aside for the 

benefit of posterity.̂  ̂  

The DAR expanded its interests in the reservation beyond protection of the carved 

stone. Locally, the Catlinite Chapter sought to preserve native plants ̂ d mldflowers on 

portions of the section, one of the few remaining areas of tall grass prairie in the region 

not plowed under by farmers. Maintaining part of the ate as it might have looked when 

Catlin and Nicollet visited would enhance the authenticity of the site for tourists. At the 

state level the Daughters advocated on behalf of establishment of a national park at the 

quarries. Although they did not entirely overtook the tribal legends associated with the 

site, they endorsed its preservation because of its role in attracting pioneers and hastening 

Allie H. Davies, Regent Catlinite Chapter PA.R.» to James-Bahner, Pipestone bidian 
Training School (^S) Superintendent, Aprfl 24  ̂1925  ̂R^scellaneous Letters Received, 
Box 8, Bureau of fadian Affairs (BIA), Record Grpup (RG) 75, National: Airehives-
Central Plains Region(NA), Kan  ̂Gty, Nfiimuri; James Balmer to Allie Davies, A  ̂
27,1925, I^sc. [Otters Reeved, BoseS, BIA, RG 75, James Balmer to Charles 
H. Burice, Commissioner of Indian Affairs;, April 27,̂ 1925,;iKfisc. Letters Received,̂  Box 
8, BIA, RG75, NA; Murray. A History 17,46^r SlrarCktobw 
Ailie Envies was the widow drE.W. Davies, reaEestiiteagentjuiid PipestcAepromoter. 
Nicollet carved his name as J.N.Mcollet and Rnfimbnt his mitials, JJER 
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the development of that comer of Minnesota.̂  ̂ Like similar groups in other parts of the 

country, the DAR selected a& significant the natural scenery and national associations of 

the site, inargi>alizing the bulk of human history at the quarries before the arrival of 

European-Americans. 

While the DAR pursued its complementary goals, others in Pipestone continued 

eariier efforts to preserve the area because of the cultural and economic value of the 

quarries' tribal past. In the early 1930s a loosely-structured group of members belonging 

to various civic organizations formed as the Pipestone National Paric Federation. They 

retained their objectives for federal recognition and protection of die site, but soon 

changed their name to the Pipestone Indian Shrine Association. This name described less 

a concrete preservation goal than a local proprietary sentiment of responsibility for the 

quarries and an emphasis on the cultural significance of the mystical site.̂  After fifty 

years people inPipestone had developed a strong tradition of interpreting the area and 

acting as caretakers of the tribal past Over the decades they had built up layers of beliefs 

about the significance of the quarries, based on repeated versions of legends transmitted 

by Cadin, Nicollet, Schoolcraft, and Longfellow. For members of die Shrine 

Association the sitedrew historic importance from both its value to tribes and its attention 

from nineteenth-century men of letters. By the 1930s they could not have thought of the 

quarries without reference to earlier Americans who documented the site's unique allure. 

^Star April 24,1925,1; March 4,193  ̂1. Fora study similaractions by the 
Daughters of the RepuWc of Texas in preserving an historical interpretation of the Alamo 
as an Anglo shrine, see Bndx, InhfifU^theManio, 23-53153-157. For an analysis 
applicable to the D^J  ̂ment^ty, see at  ̂James M. Mayo, ̂ ar Memorials as Political 
Memory," The (hograpMcal (January 1968): 62-75. 
^PCHS, History, 90; Pipestqne indian Shrine ̂ sociation(PISA), The Pipestone 
Indian Shrine, Pipestone Aî mesô  Legend and Historical Fiacts Regarding the 
Red Pipestone Qtahy  ̂WihnewissaFalb, and the "Twin Maichns" (Pipestone: PISA, 
1932).' • - 5.: 
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They considered the qiiatries nationally important because of their human histoty in a 

culturally inclusive sense. 

Unlike the DAR, the Shrine Association was a group of both women and men,, 

and unlike earlier attempts to gain a national park, itfocused specifically on historical and 

cultural preservation. Its organizer was the woman who stepped in to fill Bennett's role 

as a town leader, G. Winifred Bartlett Bom near Pipestone in the 1880s and educated in 

town, Bartlett visited the reservation often as a child, playing by the falls and watching 

activities at the quarries. She trained as a teacher, but found her adult career in law firms 

and courts, and in 1%7 became the first woman county clerk of court in Minnesota. 

Through her position, she made professional acquaintances in St Paul and New Yoric, 

many of whom shared her interest in Indian history and looked to her for ethnological 

information. Although she later described preservation as a hobby she picked up because 

she had to have something to do, both her childhood explorations and her adult 

occupation influenced her choice of civic activisuL In the mid-1920s she worked as a 

court reporterfor the Yankton settlement case and learned details of the tribe's history at 

and beliefs about the quarries. Her leading role in preservation efforts developed slowly, 

but her knowledge and enthusiasm made her a local expert and a charismatic 

spokesperson for the Shrine Association.̂  ̂

From its beginning the Shrine Association assumed a stance of guardian in 

relation to the quarries. Typical of the widespread mentality  ̂that had created the 

Antiquities Act and similar legislation, Bartlett and her colleagues were convinced that 

tribes in the region had either no desire or no ability to preserve the site. The Association 

perceived its mission as a necessity. Assuming they knew what was in the best interest 

^Winifired Bartlett interview by William Corbett, April 17,1976, Oral Histories Tape 
1026, American Indian Research Project (AIRF), University of South Dakota, 
Vermillion; Bardett, "Pipestone County," 787; Rothman, 58-59. 
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of tribes, despite independent tribal decisions and actions, the group's members saw 

themselves as acting on behalf of tribal interests, protecting the sacred place for those 

who could not do so for themselves.̂  A similar perspective had previously coincided 

with the outlook of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, which considered its boarding school 

education of tribal children essential and beneficent P^uading the federal government 

that it shared Pipestone's preservation values required more effort. 

Toward this end the Shrine Association chose an immettiate plan of action. 

Preservation served as a local rallying cause as the Depression intensified nationally. 

Expecting prosperity to return and the federal government to resume its responsiveness, 

the Association sought to further interest in preserving the site. In 1932 it published two 

thousand copies of a forty-two page booklet that described the quarries, or "shrine," the 

creation legends, mention of the site in national literature, the reservation's history, and 

the Association's goals. Much oftheboddettypified Pipestone promotional literature. It 

contained long excerpts from Catlin and Longfellow, retold the legends with an emphasis 

on the pantribal importance of the quarries, and summarized the area's history since 

European exploration west of the Mississippi. Resembling the earlier biblical allusions in 

descriptions of the place as an "Indian Eden," the booklet encapsulated the universal 

message of the site as "Ptoce on Earth, Good \\^l toward Men." 

In other ways, however, the text clearly revealed the group's mission to preserve 

the quarries as a sacred Indian site within the context of American cultural history, 

familiar to a literate public. Written mostly by Bartlett, the essays explained past efforts 

to protect the tribal cultural landscape, including earlier petitions and Bennett's "salvage 

ethnographer" activities. Following a section on "Indian Pipestone Lore" that heavily 

^AlRP,Battlettinterview. AlthoughBaftfetthadwitnessedthe Yankton acting 
competently on their own behalf in & settlement case, she remamed convinced diat 
preserving the quarries was the duty of the Shrine Association. 
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quoted Catlin, Nicollet, Haydeiw and Powell, and pceqeding excopts fromLongfellowr, 

federal government Brett's prose exuded unselfconscioi  ̂paternalism^j^cal of the 

Indian reform movement revitalized in the EM^ression-era  ̂The brochure notedthat the 

tribes' "white fniends were divided in what was best for the Indians" in t^ir earty 
< 

preservation activities, but that "both racesT msh  ̂to-protect the quarries and to "honor 

the race that established its Shrine at this place." The initiative to acquire federal 

protection of the quarries came from the residents of Rpestone. Although the Shrine 

Association obtained pipestone samples to accompany the booidets from Santee men who 

quarried and carved catlinite trinkets for local merchants to sell, the group never included 

a Y ankton or other tribal member on whose behalf they considered themselves 

working.2® 

Despite a lengthy precedent of petitions and meetings, the Association's 

objectives and actions differed from those of earlier efforts. The group wanted the public 

to visit the park and never denied the economic advantages of tourism for Kpestone, but 

Association members preferred education to recreation and stressed the cultural values of 

the quarries. Bartlett believed that once "knowledge of the Quarry's historical 

significance became general," widespread interest would ensure protection. In 

accordance with their progressive beliefs, the Shrine Association's goals included 

preventing vandalism, preserving the natural prairie, spreading understanding of Indian 

legends associated with the quarries, and honoring tribes, particularly through assuring 

2^PCHS, History, 90; AIRP, Bartlett interview; PISA, The Pipestone Indian Shrine. 
Bartlett recalled that so few Indians came to quarry by the 193% that the townspeople 
assumed they lud no active interest in the quarries, fo the booklet she wrote that the local 
people had cooperated with the tribes to {mvent vandalism and to preserve the site, 
suggesting local acknowledgment of sha^economic circumstances. 
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their continued right to quany if desiied.̂ '̂  They  ̂expected soch bfoad ideals to gamer a 

large base of support 

Rather >han mailing their booklets to legislators and waiting for Congress to 

acknowledge the worthiness of the park proposal, the Shrine Association took direct, 

personal action. They consulted with James Balmer, superintendent of the boarding 

school, to determine how receptive the Indian Office might be. Although Balmer 

recommended the National Park Service as a more fitting Interior bureau, he and another 

Indian Affairs official submitted a joint report to their superiors, advocating establishment 

of a "National Indian Shrine." The cultural and historical aspects of the site emphasized 

by the Association fit the mission of the P&rk Service, which, in 1933, assumed 

management of the national monuments created through the 1906 Antiquities Act^  ̂

Meanwhile, in late 1933 Winifred Bartlett took the message in person to those in 

prominent political positions. Using professional contacts, she arranged meetings with 

Service and Indian Affairs officials and members of Congress. In the hectic days of 

New Deal program development and plans for social change and economic revitalization, 

Bartlett and other Americans had high hopes for government responsiveness to local 

needs and community-designed improvement plans. The public expected the government 

to provide funding and program assistance for deserving citizens and, increasingly, to 

support contributions to and the growth of national artistic and cultural life. In the mid-

1930s the Pipestone preservation proposal corresponded well with the Park Service's 

goals. It also fit New Deal emphasis on local development and new federal programs 

such as the Civil Works Administration and the Indian Emergency Conservation Work. 

Within the Roosevelt administration the new Commissionerofbidian Affairs, John 

Collier, knew little of northern Plains cultures, but believed in revitalizing tribal arts and 

^Ibid.; Rothman, McmagptgtheSacred̂  59-60. 
28ibid.; Kotimaxiy Preserving Different PastSr9A-9U 119. 
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crafts teufitions. His view of preserving native cultures and land resonated with the spirit 

of Catlin's call for a national Indian park. Bartlett included Collier in her list of officials 

before whom to plead the Pipestoiwcase andfound little perauasioa necessary to gain his 

apptoval.2® 

By 1935 administrators at the National Fark Service's regional office in Omaha 

became sufficiendy interested in the quanries to take acdon. They sent their assistant 

historian, Edward A. Hummel, to survey the reservation and to assess its historical and 

cultural significance. In his thorough report of the site's attributes, national importance, 

and potential as a paric, he borrowed from earlier writings of John Wesley Powell and 

described it as "ina>mparable" from the perspective of tribal lore. For context he 

explained the past preservation efforts of the DAR, local residents, and the Indian school, 

and the limits of their abilities to maintain the area. Hummel agreed with the Shrine 

Association that the quarries required a structured, funded program, including a 

permanent custodian to prevent vandalism, to interpret the site for visitors, and to oversee 

tribal digging—in essence, the kind of sustained supervision that local residents could not 

provide.̂  ̂ Within the Park Service the only issue under serious discussion was not 

whether the pipestone quarries merited some form of preservation, but how to proceed 

with the task. 

An easily-designed, satisfactory plan for preserving the quarries also eluded 

members of Congress. Beginning in 19 ,̂ oneof Bartlett's audience, Minnesota 

Senator Henrik Shipstead eagerly sponsored a series of three bills aimed at establishing 

^^id.; Francis PaulPnicha, 2%eGri^FafAer.* TJieUnitedStatesGovemmentandthe 
Americtmineiian(lJnG<Ant ITniversiQr^l^bfaskia. Press, 1964), 526-333; Dippie, 7%e 
VamsfmgAmericant3(y^^l9 ,̂ CoUl^jdtat  ̂his approval of a p^or monument at the 
quarries in November, . ' v 
'̂̂ ^EA. Hummel, "Report on ffisbfidal Ew^favesti^oa Proposed Area for National 

Monument: Pipestone hdiatt Shiine,!* B^lS^I^ofy; General Records the 
National Paik; Service (NFS), Reoc  ̂Group (RG) 79yl^; EA. Ifiiihmel to Regional 
Officer, Region IV, Augiist31,19^^  ̂Box 193,1 ,̂ RG79,NA. 
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the Pipestone latfian Shrine as part of the Park Sendee. Ordinarily the President 

designated as a national monument a portion of the public domain with natural or cultural 

significance, while Congress legislated the creation of a national park. Because the area 

surrounding the quarries met the qualifications for a monument but lay outside the public 

domain, the usual methods did not apply, even though the Bureauoflndan Affairs 

agreed to cede the land. In addition, members of Congress remained unclear of the terms 

of the sponsored legislation. Shipstead initially considered the ate as a potential "national 

Indian park," but could convince few of his colleagues that a small ledge of unusual stone 

on the vast prairie compared favorably to Yosemite or Yellowstone. Congressional 

creation of a national monument seemed somewhat unorthodox, but Shipstead found 

more support, and co-sponsorship in the House by Minnesota Representative Paul 

Kvale, when he modified his approach and proposed the quarries as a monument.̂  ̂  

Throughout the process of securing federal preservation the language involved 

reflected its users' views. After decades of local reference to the quarries as a sacred site 

for all tribes, Bardett's group built on the tradition of seeing the area as spiritually 

significant The site also served as the goal of tribal pilgrimage from afar. The term 

became popular in the writings nineteenth-century explorers, who made their own kind 

of pilgrimage to the quarries, a sacred space on the periphery of industrializing society. 

Because the Association wished to emphasize the cultural values of the quarries, they 

stressed preservation of the "Pipestone Indian Shrine." Traditional, local use of "shrine" 

designated the site as a romantic place apart, outside recorded history and off the rational 

grid of surrounding farmland. Others in government offices, such as Hummel and 

Infian school Superintendent Balmer, also used the term as an image that alluded to tribal 

^l^PCHS, History, 90; Rothman, A înaging the Sacred, 61-68; Star March 2,1934,1; 
May 8,1934,1; Januaty29,1937,1. Rothman provide a de^ed analysis of the 
position of the MPS in the l^Os and the legal problems surrounding (fiscussions in 
Congress. 
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legends and history at the site. Legislating the establishment of an "Indian shrine" 

exceeded the bounds of congressional imagination in the 1930s. Instead, Shipstead and 

other elected officials continued to use the term interchangeably with "park" and 

"monument." In the end, the designation of "park" proved too grand for a small place 

such as the quarries. "Monument" better approximated the shrine idea and situated the 

site on a par with birthplaces and battlefields and other loci of national impoitance.̂  ̂

Reference to an Indian shrine and carved sacred pipes coincided well with 

Commissioner Collier's romantic beliefs in earthy tribal religious practices, but tribes 

themselves did not necessarily agree with him. When word of the proposed monument 

legislation reached southeastern South Dakota, the Yankton followed their own legal 

tradition and lodged a protest. Other tribes throughout the region supported the proposal 

and, after decades of Yankton hegemony, eagerly awaited the legal opening of the 

quarries to all tribes. From a Yankton perspective the 1928 settlement reserved quarrying 

rights for them, in accordance with precedent and to the exclusion of other tribes. 

Influenced by the national growth of pantribalism and by traditional descriptions of the 

quarries as important to all tribes, Collier and others in Indian Affairs interpreted the 

ruling as implying extraction rights to any tribal member. They refused to entertain a 

Yankton appeal for additional compensation and the Bureau continued its endorsement of 

the park plan.̂  ̂

^^For an analysis of the role of references to the creation of place, see Yi-Fu Tuan, 
"Language and the Making of Place: A Narrative-Descriptive Approach," Annals of the 
Association of American ̂ oĝ aphers 81/4 (1991): 684-696. See also Bishop, The 
Myth of Shangri-La  ̂9-35, for a discussion of ways in which predominantly ̂ testant, 
industrialized societies locate sacred spaces in remote cultures, accepting travel narratives 
as empirical rather than subjective and literaiy. Hdly Beachley Brear discusses 
references to the Alamo as a shrine within the cratext of an American tendency to revere 
certain historical narrativesas sacred texts; Inherit the Alamo  ̂ 18-20. 
^^Corbett, "Pipestone: The Origin and Development of a National Monument," 87-88; 
Rothmiai,ManagmgtheSacred,67'6S. 
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While proposing federal piesetvation of the quarries bounced back and forth 

between committees and congressional houses in Washington, EHpestone's business and 

civic leaders continued their traditional use of the site for promotion and recreation, in 

much the same ways they always had. In the summer of 1932 the town began hosting a 

Plains tribal pow-wow, or cultural gathering, at the quarries, which attracted tourists who 

wanted to see die friendly, competitive dancing. In a promotional tradition begun with 

the Gose Brothers in the 1880s, the Civic and Commerce Association mailed samples of 

pipestone to Philadelphia to represent Minnesota in the creation of a national rock garden. 

When the principals from BIA schools around the country convened at the boarding 

school, the town provided amenities and tours of the area around the quarries. For a 

meeting of the National Women's Auxiliary in northern Minnesota Pipestone provided a 

carved pipe. Civic leaders commissioned a carved catlinite shield to be sent to Oklahoma 

for the President of Phillips Petroleum; the elected ofHdals of Pipestone probably saw 

nothing odd in this gift to an industry engaged in scandals over oil-leasing from tribes 

such as the Osage. The National Geographic planned an article on Minnesota to include 

coverage on Pipestone, but at the end of the year the writer canceled his visit. Instead, an 

article in the Standard Oil Company's StanoUnd Record—wbich spread over four pages 

and compared Pipestone to "ancient Nineveh''-and an illustrated reconomendation for 

tourists to visit "I^pestone national park" in the ACnneapolisTribune sufficed for press 

coverage. In 1936 the American Legion held its district convention in Hpestone and 

celebrated the event by dressing in feather headdresses, two years after an enthusiastic 

group of Boy Scouts acted similariy on their visit '̂̂  Tourism continued to be "business 

as usual" in Pipestone. 

^Slior July 5,1932,1; August 16,1932,1; August 30,1932, U September 23,1932, 
1; December 13,1^2,1; Miuch 23,19M, 1; June 12,1934,1; June 25,1937,1; 
Farmers'Leader Smc 4,1936,1; September 10,1936,1. Pipestone alsofmmo  ̂
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Tourism also remained the leading contributor to damage of the quarries. By 

1934a New Deal Indian Emergency Conservation Work team descended upon the 

reservation land to begin restoration of "one of the oldest bidfian shrines in America," 

according to the Indian New Deal publication, Indians at Work. At the urging of the 

Shrine Association and SuperiotendentBalmer, the BIA assigned a work team to help 

beautify the area in preparation for federal protection. Tribal workers voiced their ideas 

for changes, including removal of shrubs, planting trees, and creation of graded 

footpaths to guide tourists along the quartzite ledge and falls, and performed the required 

labor. In an attempt to deter further vandalism, the group also erected fences and grates 

to prevent direct access to sensitive areas.̂  ̂The work team's activities provided an early 
•I 

example c€ what New Deal programs and funding could offer Pipestone and the quarries. 

In 1937 the decades of effort by generations of Pipestone's citizens came to 

fruition. When the third draft of a bill to create a national monument at the quarries 

moved from the Senate public lands committee onto the floor in August, a majority of 

senators approved it Within the month the House of Representatives and President 

Roosevelt concurred, creating the first National Park Service unit in Minnesota, the 110-

acre Pipestone National Monument As with other national monuments established in the 

1930s, individuals with authority in the federal government chose to preserve a site with 

historic and cultural value, ratherthan solely with scenic splendor. After the House 

itself indirectly, such as giving a carved i»pe to the ft^nneapolis Civic and Commerce 
Association to bestow on General Motors President Alfred P. Sloan, Jr.. Farmers* 
Leader May 2Rrl936a. 
For analysis ofthe non-tribal American use of tribal dress and mimicry, see Deloria, 
Playing bu^an. Although a Yale graduate, Deloria does not discuss "peace-pipe 
smoking" rituals among non-tribal people, a practice that was not unconmion in the 
nineteenth and eariy-twentieth centuries as ̂ public form of celebrating an agreement 

Mitchell, "'ibt Pipestone Quany orRestoringan Ancient Indian Shrine/ 25-28; 
Siror March 27,1994,1. bt a MaylS, 1^4, article on its front page, the SiKor used 
every typical descriptorfor the team's activities: "HstcxicGroundBeing Beautified: 
Work Progressing on Pipestone National Shrine m Sacred QomyRe^on."  ̂
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passed the biU, Representative I^id Kvale, who hadsuppocted thenwaspe thiottghout 

the attempts at passage, celebrated publicly by smokihg a "peacepipe" wittL the House 

Speaker, in front of an assembly of curious photo^phers,̂  ̂Although the act reseiv  ̂

mineral rights for tribal members only, Kvale's response and the actions of the Shrine 

Association and their predecessors demonstrated thatthe creation of Pipestone National 

Monument resulted from the site's symbolic and historic significance to European-

Americans, and not to regional tribes. 

Little changed in Pipestone inunediately following passage of the bill. Although 

the official name of the national monument omitted any spiritual reference, people both 

locally, and occasionally, in federal positions, persistedin the use of "Pipestone Indian 

Shrine" and the less formal "sacred area." Having acMeved its primary goaU the Shrine 

Association slowly disbanded, leaving Baotlett as the spokesperson for preservation 

issues and the local liaison with the Service. Town promoters added the lure of 

Minnesota's only federally designated site to their advertisements, claiming legitimacy for 

the same imagery employed since the eadiest days.̂ *  ̂

Despiteits official establishment, Pipestcme National Monument existed only on 

paper and in the minds of concerned citizens for several seasons. Within the Department 

of the Interior national paries held priority status and their higher profile ensured 

appropriations while national monumentsreceivedonly minimal amenities. By 1937 

much of the eariy New Dealflurty of funding had passed, leavi  ̂lessr support for the 

more recentprpgrams and piojects. As had long been the anangeownt, the Indian school 

^^o^k^caaxiyMcuidgingtf  ̂ Murray, A Ms/oryo/PM/,4&51; Corbett, 
"Pfpestone,"  ̂ VC ŷ.AMstory of Pipestone County, 9̂ 90% Slror August 6,1937, U 
August 10,1937,1; August ̂ -̂̂ 7, Iv August 31,1̂ 7, U Farmers'Leader 
'26,1937,1. Senator ShipsteM k^^residei  ̂ofPipekone informed of Congressional 
activities through teK^gnuns. , 
Natiooa^monunMnte witfi histm valuf seated in thfel!930s inctade; Homesteadin 

, ̂ ^Nebriai&a; see Rothmah, Pteservir^B^j^entPasts, 188-209. ' 
• '̂ 37^  ̂ 1937, L 
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superinteiufent continued as the infonnal custodian of the quarries' area after its shift 

from Indian Affairs to the Park Service.̂  ̂Without an operating budget the site remained 

undeveloped and only nominally supervised. 

Like other national monuments, Pipestone could have remained in stasis 

indefinitely, but its unusual attributes spurred federal action. The section of the 1937 bill 

that guaranteed tribal quarrying rights placed the Park Service in a legal relationship to 

tribes. Human use of the site necessitated appropriate policies and a degree of 

maintenance, regardless of tourist trafilc to the area. Had Park Service officials wished 

to devote minimal attention to tourism, as happened at other remote monuments, they 

could not The proximi  ̂of the town and its promotional efforts ensured that tourists 

continued to learn of the quarries and wished to experience the place, as well as to buy 

catlinite souvenirs. Pipestone provided a multi-faceted human factor that other rural 

monuments lacked and it hastened development planning.̂  ̂

During his brief three years as de facto interim custodian, school superintendent 

James Balmer acted much as he had since his arrival in the mid-1920s. He maintained 

his reputation of fairness, but experienced tensions with the town. Following the law, 

Balmer allowed growing numbers of Wahpeton and Sisseton families to camp on the 

monument land. Seasonal rains flooded the quarries, increasing the labornecessary to 

excavate stone and lengthening the visitors' stay. Although many local merchants 

profited from the carvings sold to tourists after such encampments, which took place in 

government-sanctioned tipis, intended to lend an "authentic" atmosphere, some voiced 

their concerns, continuing the old distinction between "good* who behaved according to 

expectations and "bad Indians" who did not uphold the prescribed image. Too many 

^^Rothman, ManagingtheSacredy 73-79; Righter, "National Monuments to National 
Parks," 287-288. 
^^nrid. Ew more detailed descriptioa of the issues involved and Parte Service policy, see 
Rothman. 
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tribal members who congregated by their own initiative rather than at the town's 

invitation qualified as "bad" or an unwelcome presence. In response, civic leaders 

registered their complaints with Bahner. His ability to create good relations with local 

people waned somewhat as he defended federal policies, but his general popularity 

persisted beyond his temporary dual position. After his three years of custodian duty 

Baimer received thanks and praise from Park Service and Indian Affairs ofindals, but 

gladly relinquished the full-time responsibility when the new development plans included 

a resident custodian."*  ̂

Beginning in January 1940 the monument entered its formal custodial phase with 

the arrival of Albert F. Drysdale, a new employee from Winona in southeastern 

Minnesota. \^th the guarantee of its first appropriation for the site, the P£irk Service 

funded Drysdale's seasonal employment at the quarries. For seven years he lived in 

Pipestone, during which he made improvements at the site and provided an official 

presence for visitors in the warm months. Although Baimer no longer had an official 

relation to the monument land, he continued to assist the Parte Service, (rffering advice 

and tools, and even horses, to Drysdale, storage facih'ties and nominal supervision in the 

winter, and an element of continuity, particulariy when Drysdale took leave for military 

service during Worid War 11."*  ̂

'̂ ^kZarroll H. Wegemann, Regional Geolc^st, Memorandum, Augusts, 1998, Box 193, 
Inspections I93Skl952, MPS, RG79, NA; Thomas J. Allen, Regional EMrector, MPS, 
to James W. Baimer, October 14,19 ,̂ Box 12, BIA, RG7S, NA; Amo Cammerer, 
NFS Director, to John Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, February 2,1940, Box 
12, BIA,RG75,NA; Acting Assistant to the Commissioner, to James W. Baimer, 
February 8,1940, Box 12, BLA, RG75, NA; Donald B. Alexander, Acting Regional 
Director, November 27,1939, Box 193^Nre, RG 79, NA. 
^^Rothman, AkmagingtheSacred̂  80-81; G.A. Troskey, Acting Director NFS, to 
Region II, November 19,1940, Box 193, NFS, RG79, NA; Albert F. Drysdale, 
Annual Report, October 1,1941, Box 193, Reports-General, September 19^June 
1951,NPS.RG79,NA. 
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Many of Dcysdale's concerns tesembled those of Balmer and previous Indian 

school superintendents. Lobbying and promotional efforts by local people had been 

largely responnble for the establishment of the monument and its creation intensified the 

proprietary sense that Pipestone's residents had long felt for the quarries. Whereas the 

Bureau of Indian Affairs had spent over forty years negotiating its school's position in 

regard to the town, the Park Service had no local precedent on which to lely; instead, the 

influence of its own institutional culture complicated its officials' relationship with people 

in Pipestone. Although stafT at the.regional office in Omaha wished to be responsive to 

local concerns and interests wherever feasible, the Park Service stressed that the national 

monument existed as a separate federal entity governed by its own policies and priorities 

and not by popular demand. The organization also emphasized the primary nature of the 

site as cultural and historical, rather than as a recreational park area. This difference in 

perception about the role of the monument generated a degree of tension between some 

local residents and employees of the Park Service. 

Most of the issues that Drysdale faced in his years as custodian concemed use of 

the monument land. In Balmer's situation with tribal encampments, some Pipestone 

residents thought that the number of Indian families deterred local and tourist recreation 

near the quarries. Drysdale's problems did not involve tribes, but did put him in a similar 

position of enforcing Park Service policy despite local wishes. Since the Indian school 

superintendency of DeWitt Ibrris in the 1890s, public access to the quarries and falls had 

been contentious. Indian Affairs had attempted to limit points of entry to the reservation 

and the Park Service sought to do the same with the monument land. Automobiles had 

worn three roads into the section, allowing tourists and locals to wander unmonitored and 

limiting the custodian's ability to gauge accurately the number of visitors to the site. 

Officials in Omaha sought to restrict access to a single entry pdnt, despite popular 

preference, and in doing so utilized earlier local complaints as justification. Shortly after 
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establishmentof the monument, a contingent of Pipestone's citizens expressed their 

concern to the Service that the monument had no facilities and no one to interpret the 

site for tourists. A year later Drysdale and MPS historian Edward Hummel noted that a 

single road would route all visitors past the custodian's contact station at the south gate, 

allowing them to receive directions and interpretation. The Park Service took a less 

conciliatory stance in requiring that the custodian remove a baseball diamond and 

discourage general public recreation. As the Star noted, people in tovni persisted in 

seeing "the state's only national park" as "a place of beauty and convenience" for 

themselves and tourists. In response. Acting Regional Director, Howard W. Baker, 

asserted that the Park Service would not "convert the national area into a local picnic 

ground."'̂  ̂With only a seasonal custodian, compliance with federal policy remained 

inconsistent and Drysdale returned each spring to new problems, including continued 

vandalism, graffiti, and wheel ruts. 

Funding remained limited during the 1940s, due to national economic difficulties 

and World War 11. Plans for development remained on hold, but the Works Progress 

Administration (WPA) and the Park Service took initial steps toward providing 

interpretation for tourists, though not in response to the urging of Pipestone residents. 

While formality and a scientific approach characterized the government's research of the 

quarries' physical and human history, its resultant presentation of the site's agnificance 

closely resembled the town's traditional interpretation. For decades Pipestone had used 

^^CarroU Wegemann, Regional Geologist, Inspections Report, August 5,1938, Box 
193, MPS, RG 79, NA; Albert Drysdale, Memorandum to Ibsgional Dire^r Baker, July 
23,1940, and Edward Hununel, handwritten response. Box 193, MPS, RG 79, NA; 
Albert D^sdale, Memorandum to Regional Director, April 22,1947, Etox 193, MPS, 
RG 79, NA; Albert Drysdale, Narrative Report, June 3,1944, Box 193, NPS, RGTO, 
NA; Albert Drysdale, Annual Report, October 1,1941, Box 193,NPS,RG79,NA; 
Howard W. Baker, Memorandum for the Files, August 10,1948, Box 193, N ,̂ RG 
79, NA; 5ibirAprU 18,1941, L 
Drysdale noted that the custodian's shelter and the latrines (rften had been kicked in or 
defaced in his absence. 
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images of the quarries created by outsiders in order to support claims of the place's 

national importance. After creation of the monument federal agencies continued 

employing the same representations and legends to explain the site to other Americans. 

In 1938 the Federal Writers' Project published its state guide to Minnesota and 

thereby provided the kind of publicity about which Pipestone promoters had previously 

only dreamed. Continuing the New Deal atmosphere of support for public culture that 

had been partly responsible for establishment of the national monument, the WPA guide 

included information about Pipestone within many of its sections. References to the 

"famous quarries" appeared under the headings of "Geology," "First Americans," and 

"Mining," where the writers noted catlinite's "great interest to the stu(tent of American 

history." Pipestone also qualified as a topic under "Education and Religion," mainly due 

to the boarding school, and under "The Arts," because of cadinite carving. The guide's 

authors lamented the decline of tribal craftsmanship and recommended museums for the 

best specimens of pipes, echoing earlier writings by the Shrine Association.'*  ̂

Pipestone itself claimed a lengthy segment of a recommended tour. Beginning at 

the Pipestone Indian Training School, the guide led travelers to the quarries, "famous in 

Indian legends and historic documents." The writers summarized the tribal past of the 

"sacred and neutral ground" as lore, including the hardening of flesh into red stone when 

a great flood covered the site of creation. After later uncovering by a white bison's 

hooves, tribes used the stone "for many centuries." Moving rapidly from the vague 

realm of romanticized prehistory, the guide then provided details of "the travelers and 

explorers who followed George Catlin" with dates of their visits and their birth and death 

years. The tour concluded with highlights of the town (population 3,489), "set on the 

^Minnesota Fjederal Writers' Project of the Works Progress Administratioa, hSnnesota: 
A5MfeGfiMi^(New York: The Viking Press, 1998), 11,34-38,100,115,132. The 
section on mining is in the "Manufacturing" chapter. 
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western slope of the Cdteau des Ptairies." Pipestone's buildings, constructed of "the 

beautiful red granite quarried here," received special attention. Finally, the writers 

mentioned again the carved catlinite articles on display and for purchase.̂  The WPA 

guide reflected the traditional Pipestone interpretation of the quarries. 

The National Paric Service amilariy institutToaalized the popular interpretation of 

the quarries as having no teal human history prior to Catlin's arrival. Three years after 

the Federal Writers' Project publication the agency published its first self-titled brochiue 

for the Pipestone National Monument. Although it contained a fairiy specific section on 

the geology and geography of the quarries, the brochure resembled eaiiier writings by 

Pipestone promoters and preservationists, perhaps in part because of NPS cooperation 

with Mnifred Bartlett in obtaining information and photographs. It began with an 

excerpt from Longfellow, who "immortalized part of the lore associated" the site. After 

brief mention of tribal reverence for the pipe and the stone, the brochure explained that 

Pipestone National Monument was established "to memorialize their significance in the 

religious andsocial lifeof the American Indian and to commemorate the legends 

associated with the red pipestone quarries." The publication gave special attention to 

explorers and ethnographers, particulariy Catlin, Schoolcraft, and Prescott, then provided 

overviews of legends about the blood of warring tribes and the role of the Three 

Maidens. Throughout the brochure the Yankton received mention only in regard to their 

claims and court case, actions that intersected with documented American history at a 

national level. Otherwise, much unlike the explorers, tribes appeared in the brochure as 

^Ibid.;341-342. See also the WPA Writers'̂  Project, Annals of Minnesota, which 
contains the historical recordssurvey completed by theProjectandMabelS. Ulrich, 
"SalvagingCultiii»fortheWPA,!!^ai; '̂jrilfonr^l'̂ ^lay 1939): 6iS3-6S4. Ulrich 
directed the Writdrs* Project in Minnesota, whfcli mcluded such notable aiidiors as 
Meridel LeSueur. 
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existing only in a timeless, nameless prehistory, and remained absent as individuak with 

quarrying rights and living cultures in the present"^  ̂

During Drysdale's seasonal custodianship in the early 1940s the townspeople 

continued to press their proprietary stance toward the monum^t. The Old Settlers' 

Society repeatedly requested that a Park Service official, preferably from the regional 

headquarters in Omaha, attend their meetings to discuss their interest in better 

interpretation at the quarries, but the office declined. After Qiarles Bennett's death in the 

1920s, the Old Settlers had acquired some of his collection of petroglyphs and carvings. 

In 1940 they approached Drysdale with the proposal to build a museum for the Indian 

artifacts on monument land, staffed by locals. Hoping to increase the likelihood of the 

arrangement, they also contacted Balmer and their G>ngressional Representative H. Carl 

Anderson. The acting regional director expressed an interest in meeting with the group at 

some point, but also discouraged ideas of a museum. Any such building on the 

monument land would belong to the federal government and not be a city-sponsored 

museum. While the issue dissolved, the Old Settlers stored the collection in the 

courthouse. After a few years Walter Benjamin tried again, writing directly to Newton 

Drury, NFS director. Benjamin stressed the importance of "the only National Park in 

Minnesota" and its "unusual interest from many standpoints because of its interest 

historically in the life of the Indian." He argued that "increasing interest in the shrine has 

been shown by local peopleand tourists," necessitating some sort of museum. A bland 

official response about appropriations and delayed plans effectively ended the idea of a 

^^U.S. National Park Service, Pipestone National Afyruanentr Minnesota (n.a., 1941); 
Winifred Bartlett to Edward A. Hummel, Regional Supervisor of Ifistoric Sites, 
December 30,1940» ifistory. Box 193, NFS, RG 79, NA. 
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joint interpretive project by local citizens and national government, but (fid little to 

diminish townspeople's convictions that the monument needed better management  ̂

After a slump during the World War n years, the pipestone quarries increased in 

populari  ̂and began attracting more visitors. The site's reputation as the "Indian Peace 

Shrine" may have held special appeal to Americans weary of conflict and post-war 

tension and nostalgic for a romantic past E^pestone's Civic and Commerce Association 

capitalized on the image, referring to the quarries as the "Hrst American Site dedicated to 

Eternal Peace." In 1949 the Park Service published a new self-guiding tour leaflet for the 

site, labeling it "America's original peace shrine." State officials also took an interest in 

the site's symbolism. In 1949 Louis H. Powell, director of the Science Institute in St 

P^ul, wrote to Senator Hubert H. Humphrey about the need for a museum at the 

monument Powell argued that "in a period when such vast Federal expenditures for the 

prevention of war are being made...it would be a worthy objective to adequately publicize 

and interpret for the public this important national monument which has been traditionally 

dedicated to the quarrying and manufacturing of peace pipes." Local residents had 

previously marked die site of the Inkpaduta encampment after the so-called Spirit Lake 

Massacre of 1857 with a sign commemorating the conflict and the ensuing captivity of 

Abbie Gardner-Sharpe. In response, NFS Region Il's Administrative Assistant 

recommended that a small, temporary sign with only two words—"Inkpaduta Campsite"— 

^Albert Drysdale to Region II, January 23,1940, Museums, Box 195, MPS, RG 79, 
NA; NPS Regional Director, Region D, to Albert Drysdale, January 25,1940, Box 195, 
NPS, RG 79, NA; Albert Drysd^e to Region II, February 2,1940, Box 193, NPS, RG 
79, Waiter G. Benjamin, to Newton B. Dnuy, NPS Director, July 16,1949, ̂ x 
195, NK, RG 79, NA; A.E. Demarary, NPS Acting Director, to Walter Benjamin, July 
28,1949, Box 19S, NPS, RG 79, NA; Farmers* Letuier March 8,1940,1; Rothnian, 
kkmagingtheSacred, 9S4n. 
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sofiSced.'̂ '̂  Refeiences to any specific tribal activity, particularly one tiiiged witk 

violence, intetfeied with the peaceful, intenqmial atmosphete of the monumeht. 

Post-war growth of interest in the quarries and improved economic conditions 

resulted in the end ai the custodial period at the monument and the beginning of full-time 

funding. The National Park Service transferred Drysdale to Mount Rushmore and 

replaced him in 1948 with a yeac-roui  ̂superintendent, Lyle K. Unch. Mor to his 

Pipestone assignment, Linch had served at national parks and monuments throughout the 

country, including the Natchez Tracey^RocI  ̂Mountain National Park, and the Badlands 

of South Dakota. Although a Park Service veteran who enforced the agency's policies 

with vigor, Linch often exhibited a strong individualism and an enthusiasm for local 

interests in and interpretations of the quarries. Periiaps because of the permanent nature 

of his position, he became more involved in the community than Drysdale had been, 

joining fraternal organizations and composing a column for the local newspaper. Linch 

occasionally seemed more of a zealous promoter of Pipestone's image than the town's 

voluntary residents, often to the dismay of his supervisors, who received a steady stream 

of correspondence filled with exaggerated descriptions of life and events the "old Indian 

shrine," unlike Drydale's sober reports. 

'̂̂ Wl .̂Wilson, CCA President, to Pipestone Indian Training School, April 17,1950, 
Box 193, RG 79, NA; USNPS, "Self-Gui<fing Leaflet for Circle Trail: Rpestone 
National Monument, Minnesota," Box 193, NPS, RG79, NA; Louis H. Powell to 
Hubert H. Humphrey, July 27,1949, Box 195, NPS, RG 79, NA; Stanley C. Joseph, 
Region H Administrative Assistant, Memorandum for Hies, December22,1948, Box 
193. NPS,RG'79,NA. 
Powell's letter to Humphrey included the recommendation that the proposed museum 
include attention to the "famous eariy explorers who visited the region and Bishop 
Whipple who made valiant efforts to encourage the Indians to continue manufacturing 
piMstone materials." Bishop Henry Whipple, an Episcopal clereyman, was an bdian 
reformerinthe mid-nineteenth century, who advoca  ̂onbehalfra the Minnesota 
Dakota during the conflicts of the 18 .̂ ffismteicession with RoesidentUncoin stayed 
the executionof almostthiee hundred Dakota convicted by^a statecouitafierthe 1862 
war. 
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From his first days at the quarries, Unch associated himself with the Pipestone 

perspective and worked diligently to improve the situation at the monument He looked 

to Winifred Bartlett as "the unquestioned God Mother of the National Monument" and 

considered her "words, thoughts, and visions" with characteristic overstatement as 

"tremendously important to our Cdteau Country, to the whole state, and to our nation." 

Linch consistently referred to the site as the "Pipestone Indian Shrine." Unaccustomed to 

the vast prairie surrounding hinu he considered the monument's location one that 

provided "a physical, a mental, and...a moral break in this terrible monotony." Like his 

nineteenth-century predecessors Linch imbued the landscape with cultural virtues. 

Arriving at a time when local people like Bartlett had begun to lose hope in development 

of the monument, Linch placated townspeople by immediately clearing overgrown paths, 

making signs to mark points of interest, and consulting with them about tourists' needs. 

Until the Park Service constructed a superintendent's residence, he lived at the Calumet 

Hotel on Main Street and took advantage of the opportunity to get to know the locals.'*  ̂

Through personal involvement Linch began to change the somewhat distant relationship 

between the Park Service and the people of Rpestone. 

Linch considered the American people "shareholders in a unique shrine." With 

this populist view, he put his constderable energy into making the monument as 

appealing as possible to the largest conceivable audience, even when his presentation of 

the site diverged widely from the c^ciai perspective. Unch created agns about the site 

for window displays along Main Street to inform people about improvements and any 

special events. With Bardett's assistance he developed a new nature trail at the 

monument that identified native plants along the route and included a cardboard "poison 

^Lyle K. Linch, "The ifistory of the Pipestone Indian Shrine and National Monument," 
1954, Box 193, NPS, RG 79, NA; Rothman, ManagrngtheSacredy 88-92; Corbett, 
"Pipntone," 88-89; MmnLyy AHistoryofPf^tS3-%. The stark prairie would ind  ̂
seem monotonous to someone accustomed to the Black (Gils or the Rocky Mountains. 
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ivy jail" to confine the nefarious plant away from tourists. linch also set up an archery 

range, which he thought natural for a site associated with Indian lore. With haste his 

supervisors in Omaha instructed him to remove both thejail and the archery range; the 

former they considered "not appropriate" and the latter "not in keeping with our policy 

and...hazardous." At the same time Linch received orders that he should "curb the 

enthusiasm... developed for picnic use of the area." After a 1950 visit MPS acting 

regional director Howard Baker observed that at Pipestone "the National policies are 

not always given due weight in arriving at solutions to or methods of handling some 

matters."^  ̂ Linch's zeal for appealing to the public often eclipsed agency interests, but it 

entertained and attracted visitors, making him an ambivalent presence at the monument. 

Linch concentrated many of his efforts on new ways to present familiar 

information about the quarries. He made arrangements with the Pipestone County Star 

to publish a regular column by him called Tepee Smoke," which other regional 

newspapers copied. In the summer Linch initiated a series of campfire talks and gave 

regular interpretive talks to tourists, groups of schoolchildren, and anyone else who 

listened. For a visiting Boy Scout troop linch donned a feathered headdress and 

dramatized the standardized tribal lore of the site. The NFS regional historian, Olaf T. 

Hagen, wrote an interpretive statement for [inch's review that mentioned Longfellow's 

verse, as well as Catlin's "classic ground" and his influential statement, "this place is 

great, not in history, for there is none of it, but in traditions and stories." Hagen's draft 

was too limited and dry for Linch's style, linch preferred to call the monument "The 

Red Man's Garden of Eden" and to provide an amalgamation of legends about peat 

^^yle K. linch. Memorandum to Region n, June 16,1950, Box 193, MPS, RG 79, 
NA; Stanley C. Joseph, Memorandum for the files, Decembn 22,1948, Box 193, 
NPS, RG 79, NA; Howard W. Baker» Memorandi  ̂for the files, September 27,1950, 
Box 194, NK, RG 79, NA; Lyle K. [inch. Memorandum to Region H, June 1,19S), 
Box 193, NPS, RG 79, NA. 
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floods and tribal creation, mixed with demons and Fiench explorers, ail in a landscape of 

"mysterious relier and an "awe inspiring sense of strangeness.'̂  ̂ tfis attempts to make 

the monument as appealing to the public as possible built on local traditions of 

representing the quarries as unique and exotic. 

One of linch's efforts at embellishing on the site's imagery proved too creative 

for the Park Service, but not exceptional by Minnesota standards. In his eagerness to 

emphasize the antiquity of the quarries, he invested new meaning in a symbol carved on 

some of the rocks near Winnewissa Falls and the Nicollet Marker. During Linch's first 

year at Pipestone Maurice Pratt Dunlap, a regional resident, former American Consul to 

Sweden, and avid Egyptologist, visited the monument and met the superintendent. Linch 

became adamant about Dunlap's claim that the roundish symbol was really an ankh and 

evidence that an ancient Egyptian tribe or their descendants migrated to North America 

and became the ancestors of all Indian tribes. Through Dunlap's suggestion, Linch 

conflated several disparate cultural icons. Egyptian sun-worshippers, referred to by 

some scholars as Titans, bore close enough resemblance to the Grand Tetons in 

Wyoming and the Teton Lakota of the Plains for Linch to believe in a connection to 

Plains tribal sun-dances and related ceremonial use of pipes carved from catlinite at the 

^^laf T. Hagen, NPS Regional Historian, Memorandum to die Files, November 30, 
1948, Box 1S6, NPS, RG19, NA; Lyie K. linch. Memorandum to Regional Director, 
August 22,1949, Box 193, NPS, RG 79, NA; Lyle K. Unch, Memorandum to 
Regional Director, June 26,1949, Box 193, NPS, RG 79, NA; Lyle K. linch, 
"Pipestone Nationd Monument," 1949, Box 195, NPS, RG 79, NA; Lyle K. Linch, 
Memorandum to Regional Director, July 1,1949, Box 193, N ,̂ RG 19, NA. 
In her 1976interview \(^nifred Bactlett remember  ̂ L^h as someone who "wanted to 
make good here" and got involved with the local community to an extent that made his 
supervisors uncomfortable. Her impression of him imluded a sense that he wanted to 
impress people with his newspaper column, for which he often asked her to teach him 
big words. She also noted that he too often said what he thought and often offended 
lo^residents. See interview with William Cotbett,Americanfii£anRMeatchIYoject. 
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quarries. Before the next summer linch formed an" Ankh Society" and began including 

the story of the symbol and his version of its significance in his interpretive talks.̂  ̂

Such an oddity might have remained anecdotal for Linch's supervisors, had it not 

been for the statewide interest in the idea. Since the establishment of the national 

monument state tourism and government offices, including the Science Institute and the 

Historical Society, had devoted more attention to the quarries and helped to promote the 

site to I^nnesotans. In 1950 the Minneapolis Sunday Tribune published two illustrated 

articles on the subject, including one titled, "Pipestone Indian Cult from Egypt?" which 

newspapers throughout Minnesota reprinted. The state was fertile territory for such 

notions. In 1896 a farmer in the north central section of Minnesota claimed that he 

discovered a rune stone in his field, left in the fourteenth century by visiting Vikings. 

Although controversial, the stone acquired loyal believers in all parts of the state, 

including on the tourist board. Alleged evidence of an earlier visit by Norsemen 

bolstered Minnesotans' sense of their touted Scandinavian heritage and of their collective 

identity and importance in much the same way that Pipestone's residents had long 

associated themselves with and promoted the quarries.̂  ̂Even in 1950, few in the state 

would turn a wholly skeptical eye toward Pipestone. 

Press coverage of the Ankh theoty throughout Minnesota prompted a stem 

response from Onuha. When linch proudly referred his supervisors to the articles, 

^^Lyle K. Linch, Memorandum to the Director, June 26,1949, Box 193, MPS, RG 79, 
NA; Lyle K. Linch, Memorandum for the Files, September27,1948, Box 193, MPS, 
RG 79, NA. Linch seemed particularly impressed thitf Dunlap claimed to be the sole 
survivor of the King Tut expedition. 
'̂̂ Minneapolis SumktyTribime, "Are Indians Egyptians? Pipestone Holds Xey'," 

August 20,1950,3; "Hpestone Indian Cult from Egypt?" September 17,1950,15; 
V^Uiam E. Lass, Minnesota: A History, 2nd ed. (New York; W.W. Norton and 
Company, 1996), 46-53; Nfichael W. Hughey and Michael G. Nfichlovic, ""Making' 
ifistoty; The Vil^gs in the American He^and," Politics, Culture, and Society 2/3 
(Spring 1969): 336-360. Interest in the rune stone has waxed and waned, but has 
remained part of the state's i<fentity. 
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noting that the story had been picked up by a paper inTopeka, Kansas, the regional 

director reacted in writing with. That! The heck of it~this article should not have been 

written." Both the acting associate regional director, Jerome C. Miller, and the regional 

historian, Merrill J. Mattes, responded to Unch's actions with blunt memos. Miller 

stressed the reliance cf MPS official interpretation on credible scientific sources and called 

the ideaofNative AmericandescentfojmMediterraneanpeoples "preposterous." While 

Miller did not disdain attempts to make interpretive talks interesting, he dscouraged 

Linch from including the ankh as a subject, because "the net result is to cast doubt on the 

professional integrity of our programs everywhere." Mattes more directiy discredited 

Dunlap and Linch's ideas about a connection of Titans and Tetons. He considered it "a 

fallacy common among popular writers of assuming that where there is a similarity of 

spelling, there must be a historical relationship." Not only did the Teton Lakota never 

live near western Wyoming, but the French etymology of Teton shared no origins with 

Titan. Mattes concluded his memo with advice that linch "adhere to commonly accepted 

scientific concepts rather than harken to...theories" and desist from mention of ankhs.̂  

Traditional mythology about the quarries was acceptable Park Service policy, but 

creatively constructed new narratives were not 

So long as Linch remained within the standard interpretation and adequately 

maintained the monument grounds his superiors overiooked his somewhat unorthodox 

and ginmiicity approach to popularizing the site. To the delight of Pipestone promoters, 

Linch continued to develop new ways to use old images to draw public attention to the 

quarries. Every summer he celebrated the "Monument Birthday" with special guest, 

Winifred Bartlett, the "Monument Mother." LinchalsodecIaredAugustZl as "Indian 

^Director, Region H, to Lyle K. Linch, September3,1950, Box 193, NFS, RG 79, 
NA; Jerome C. Miller to Lyle K. Linch, August 31,1^90, Box 19S,NPS, RG79,NA; 
Merrill J. Mattes, to Lyle K. linch, SeptemiMr 21,1950, Box 193, NPS,RG79,̂ .̂ 
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Day" and obtained the voluntaiy assistance of an Anishinabe man from Flandceau and 

graduate of Haskell Indian School, George Bryan, or Standing Eagle. As part of Linch's 

regular interpretive program  ̂Bryan acted as guide on the trail through the monument 

He also served as a "living history" demonstrator, who carved pipes and other items from 

pipestone that he quarried in the presence of visitors, similar to cultural demonstrations at 

other NFS units, such as Hopi craftspeople at the Grand Canyon. To promote Indian 

Day in 1949 Bryan wrote the "Tepee Smoke" column for Linch. Addressing his 

"paleface friends," he employed the full range of popular Indian imagery in stereotypical 

language, including "heap big smoke sign float out over distant prairie," "get papoose 

ready," and several "ugh"s. Over 800 visitors attended Indian Day, many of whom took 

tours with Standing Eagle. As a result of the day's success, linch became a recognized 

personage in the state and appeared as a character in the Minneapolis Morning Tribune's 

iconic Indian cartoon, Smorgy. The illustration featured a stereotypical "brave," scantily 

dressed, as well as peacepipes, tomahawks, and the threat of scalping, all at the quarries 

under the watchful eye of Linch, whose theatrics upheld such popular images.̂  As a 

sidekick to the real monument superintendent, Bryan provided both an entertaining 

spectacle and an impression of authenticity that supported both Linch's and Hpestone's 

efforts to attract tourists. 

Other tribal activities at the quarries differed from those of the cartoon characters 

and from Bryan's peiformances. Members of tribes throughout the region continued to 

visit and to extract stone for ceremonial purposes and for carving and selling. By 

provinon of the 1937monument act only registered tribal people possessed the right to 

^Lyle K. Linch, Memorandum for Director, August 1,1949, Box 193, MPS, RG 79, 
NA; George Bryan, National Monument News, August 18,1949, Box 193, NFS, RG 
79, NA; LyleK. Linch, Mem(»andttm for Director, August 22,1949, Box 193, 
RG 79, NA; Anonymous Chippewa, interview with William Corbet  ̂1976, Tape 10 ,̂ 
American Indian Research Prcgect, (Mvecsity (rf'South Dakotâ  Vermillion; M^meapola 
A/ommg TH&une, October 25 and October 26,1949,16. 
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(Ug by pennit Development of a policy for granting quarrying permits fell to the 

Department of the Interior, which delegated responsibility forcreating guidelines to the 

Park Service. New to the task of managing the quarries, the Park Service requested 

advice from James Balmer at the Indian boarding school, after which it still took years to 

stipulate quarrying regulations. 

While the Park Service deliberated possible policies, life in and around Pipestone 

did not remain in stasis. Tribal people continued to visit the quarries and to camp there 

for as long as necessary or desired, which sometimes attracted tourists, but sometimes 

deterred them, for fear of "unregulated Indians." Establishment of the monument 

increased interest in and requests for carved catlinite items and merchants in town grew 

impatient for access to prepared trinkets and to unworked stone. Finally, in 1946, almost 

a decade after passage of the monument bill, the Park Service guidelines~"designed to 

preserve the historic and prehistoric values of the red pipestone quarries"-became 

effective. Only registered tribal members could apply for a quarrying permit, which the 

NPS superintendent issued and which remained valid for a year. Policy required all 

carving to occur on site, by hand methods characteristic of the "Early American Indian," 

and in forms "associated with Indian folklore and legend." In an effort to terminate 

decades of non-tribal profit from pipestone, the policy prohibited sale of unworiced stone 

and granted the superintendent strict oversight of quarrying camps and use of monument 

land.̂  ̂

Although its policies appeared rather stringent, the Park Service strongly 

encouraged continued quarrying and pipe carving. It also closely monitored all activity at 

^^Edward A. Hummel, Memorandum to the Director, June 5,1940, Box 193, NPS, RG 
79, NA; Albert Drysdale, Superintendent's Annual R^r  ̂OctobK 1, IMl, Box 193, 
NK, RG 79, NA; James W. Balmerto Lawrence C. Merriam, Regional DitMtor, 
November 1945, Box 193, NPS, RG 79, NA; Rules and Regulations, Pipestone 
National Monument National Park Service, 1946, Box 193, NPS, RG 79, 
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tlieqiiames,paiticiilaily the amount of stone removed. No one ever accurately estimated 

the amount of pipestone in the quarries or its sustainability, but Drysdiale speculated that 

several tons had already been removed, mostly after Pipestone's settlement, and marketed 

across the country. He and other Park Service officials supported a policy that limited 

saleof any pipestone item to tribal merchants on monument land. As the Park Service 

curtailed local profit from pipestone and increasingly controlled the maiketfor carved 

items, it also incorporated quarrying into its official interpretation. George Bryan served 

as the first paid tribal interpreter, but soon others joined him and became seasonal 
t 

spectacles for tourists. With the help of one of the men, Ephraim Taylor, or Looking 

Eagle, Unch reopened a neglected quarry and cleared it out, so that visitors could see the 

strata of rock and better understand the geological qualities of the site.̂  ̂ As its policy 

developed more coherently and fully, the P^k Service sought to preserve both the 

physical integrity  ̂of the quarries and the distribution of the handicraft associated with 

them. 

By 1950 Pipestone's residents, and especially those interested in promoting the 

town, found themselves in an unusual situation. After decades of both casual and well-

organized efforts to bring to the area afederal presence that would protect the quarries 

from vandalism and neglect, they experienced the (fisadvantages of success. In the post

war years steady annual funding and full-time staffing allowed improvements at the 

monument that made it more attractive and interesting for tourists. Federal developnoent 

of the site created a viable entity separate from its community context and the Park 

Service interpretation stressed the quarries' tribal and national past, with little or no 

^Lyle K. linch. Memorandum for Director, Miarch 21,1948, Box 193, MPS, RG 79, 
NA; Albert F. Diysdale, Memorandum for Director, November6,1947, Box 193, 
NPS,RG79,NA; Albert RDtysMe, Memorandum for Director, Septmber 23,1943, 
Box 193, Nre, RG79, NA. D^sda  ̂estimated that people removal up to three orfour 
tons of rock per yeari  ̂he strongly oppcMed sale of unworked stone to town 
merchants. 
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mentioa of Pipestone. WiniDped Baitlett continued to seive as liaison to the Faiic Service, 

providing her considerable knowledge as an interpretive resource for the superintendent 

and the regional historian. The town itself moved increasingly to the margins ai popular 

perception of the quarries. Merchants and civic leaders found that the community's 

material interests in the site as a recreadonal area and a cultural commodity suffered. 

Having succeeded in preservation of the quarries, these groups renewed efforts to 

promote the town and to attract tourists to its amenities and commercial dferings. 

Although the ̂ cal Pipestone interpretation of the quarries never differed greatly from 

the official Park Service presentation, townspeople rensted any substantive change at the 

quarries, the site that they considered timeless and unchanging. In response, they sought 

to regain some of their authority as locals and their birthright as descendants of the old 

settlers. Another generation worked to build on the foundation of eariier claims of the 

place's importance and to preserve the quarries further as a usable resource for their 

communal development and identity. 
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Chapter V—Recreating the bnage 

After the successful I9S2 production of Pipestone's "Song of Hiawatha" pageant, 

Pipestone National Monument superintendent, Lyle Linch described his evening's 

experience with his customary hyperbole, claiming that "the all-permeating mystic 

hovering Indian Spirit of the majestic Three Maidens and America's Original Peace 

Shrine weaves an awe inspiring spell over every intelligent patron capable of absorbing 

the Hner inspirational things of life." Linch continued, "Codgers and kids alike thrilled as 

the opening Indian battle between the valley and hill tribesmen was stilled by the superbly 

costumed Great Indian God, Gitche Manitou in person."' The pageant, which rapdly 

became an annual event in Pipestone in the late 1940s and through the 1950s, represented 

a new phase in uses of the quarries. The town play recreated the image of the sacred site 

for the community's cultural and economic needs after the earlier success of its 

preservation efforts. In an era of victorious post-war prosperity that nurtured popular 

belief in American exceptionalism, Hpestone's social club participants, church 

congregants, and civic leaders found another way to promote their local natural and 

cultural attribute as nationally significant The unusual quarries attracted growing 

numbers of middle-class tourists with incomes for leisure activities and an interest in 

seeing places that they believed made their country unique. This national atmosphere 

nurtured use of the kind of imagery that had always characterized Pipestone's promotion. 

Piigeant visitors from the Midwest and other regions of the United States supported the 

local economy, while the show's annual production sustained a sense of community 

based on the quarries' legendary past. 

^Lyle K. Linch, Superintendent, Repmt, July 1952, Box 195, National Paric Service 
(NPS), Record Group (RG) 79, National Archives-Central Rains Region, Kansas CiQr, 
MO(NA). 
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die establishment of the National Monument, the towaof Pipestone became 

increasingly peripheral to the Park Service's presence at and assodatioa with the 

quarries. The local economy and community  ̂sustainability depended upon fedeiBl 

protection of the site. Successful local preservatioii efforts during the 1920s and 1930s 

resulted, however, in the Park Service drawing visitors to the monumentiftthe 1940s 

and separating the unit from its local context As the federal presence loomed larger than 

anticipated, Pipestone's merchants and active residents like Winifred Bartlettfound the 

town and its image becoming steadily overshadowed by the government's representation 

ofthequarries. By the end of the 1940s Bartlett and others in town sought to reassert 

Pipestone's identity. They selectively overiooked the U.S. government's role in pre-

settlement territory acquisition and exploration, and reasserted Pipestone's precedence 

over Park Service activity in the area. After achieving preservation of the quarries, 

renewed communal efforts returned to the town's original focus on promotion and 

tourism, and to benefiting as a community from proximity to the preserved site. Useful 

past methods of promoting Pipestone continued in various forms, while the town's 

citizens adapted old ideas to a contemporary national audience and developed new ways 

of expressing local identity. In his six years as superintendent at the monument, Lyle 

Linch proved that theatrical behavior and historical gimmicks garnered tourists' attention. 

His example helped Bartlett and other Pipestone leaders develop their own dramatic 

representation of the past They built upon Pipestone's long tradition of promotion, once 

more recreating and marketing the image of the quarries to serve new local needs of 

economic growth and conununity cohesion. 

The tradition began in Pipestone's first days, when Charles Bennett single-

handedly established a promotional standard that others upheld long after his death. 

Townfounder, druggist, general merchant, and amateur ethnologist, Bennett combined 

his vocation and avocations in a museum store. Ii^ore than any other eady resident 
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Bennett worked to create a popular, national perceptual association of his town with local 

Indian lore about the quarries. In his drugstore he not only housed his substantial 

collection of artifacts from the site, meant to enchant and impress tourists, but he also 

offered for sale a large inventory of carved pipestone trinkets and other items related to 

the romantically interpreted past of the area. Bennett advertised widely, traveled with the 

more spectacular pieces of his collection to expositions and other gatherings throughout 

the country, and made as many connections among the political and cultural elite as he 

could, ail with the intent of promoting Pipestone through its image. 

Following Bennett's established tradition, members of the Old Settlers Society 

hoped to preserve some of the material culture of the area and to use artifacts to attract 

tourists. It appeared logical to many in town, as well as to state figures such as Hubert 

Humphrey, that Pipestone needed an Indian museum at the quarries and that Bennett's 

collection should comprise much of the inventory. Local overtures to cooperate with the 

Park Service in establishment of such a museum met with federal assertion of complete 

control over the site and the demise of proposals for joint efforts. The refusal by the Park 

Service to allow any local presence at the National Monument revived town proprietary 

feelings about the quarries. More than half a century cf control over the interpretation of 

the site had created in Pipestone's residents a strong sense of ownership over local 

history. As a response to federal poli ,̂ th  ̂founded an informal historical museum for 

Bennett's collection in town, first in the courthouse biasement and later more permanendy 

housed in the city hall.̂  A public museum assertedcommunal claim to interpretation of 

the area's past. 

^Albert Drysdale to Region II, January 23  ̂1940, Museums, Box 195, MPS, RG 79, 
NA; MPS Regional Director, Repon n» to Albert Drysdale, January 25,1940, Box 195, 

RG 79, NA; Albert D^s^e to Region II, Bsbmary 2,1940, Box 193, N ,̂ RG 
79, NAr Walter G. Benjamin, to Newton B. Dnuy, NPSDirrotor, July 16,1949, Box 
195, NK, RG 79, NA; A£. Demaraiy, NFS Acting Director, to Walter Benjamin, July 
28,1949, Box 195, NPS, RG 79, NAr Farmers'Leader March 8,1940,1; Hal K. 
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After Bennett's death eaily in the twentieth centuiy, other local merchants carried 

on his tradition of the museum store. During the 1920s and 1930s and Mrs. E.H. 

Swenning also collected, displayed, donated, and sold relics and carved cadinite objects, 

though on a smaller scale. Their eagerness to travel and take their collection to anyone 

willing to hear about Pipestone spread word of the town in an age of rapidly-growing 

tourism in North America. One of Swenning's gift pipes worked its way to England, 

intended for the Prince of Wales, while other parts of the collection awed school children 

in Michigan.̂  After the Swennings moved to Nfichigan in the late 1930s, they continued 

to speak as self-professed Indian experts, telling schoolchildren and tourists legends of 

the quarries associated with their carved pipestone pieces. 

The Swennings maintained local continuity in merchandising pipestone crafts and 

filled a temporal gap between Beimett's original museum store and its bigger, bolder 

successor. Opened in 1937 on Main Street and then on Ifiawatha, Roe's Indian Trading 

Post contained an extensive collection of artifacts and crafts acquired from tribes 

throughout North America during the course of four decades. Far from novel to 

Pipestone, Roe's Trading Post resembled other museum stores in the Northeast, 

Southwest, and Northwest, where tourists provided a market for commodified tribal 

crafts. The Roe collection contained baskets, pottery, rugs, beadwork, arrowheads, 

dolls, clothing, and carved figures. With its recognizable name and reputation, and the 

recent addition of the National Monument; Pipestone seemed like a more ideal location 

for their business than their native Iowa. The Roe family—John S. and Ethelyn and their 

son, John Hollister~came from Iowa, as had Qiaries Bennett, and operated the trading 

post as a definitive museum store, offering guided tours of the collectioa to tourists and 

Rothman, Managing the SacredandtheSecukar: An Administrative History of Pipestone 
NationaiMonimient, {Omahxi NationaEI  ̂Service, Mfdwest Region), ̂ -87. 
^PipestoneCountyStarMy 1928,̂  1; E^c^ber7» 1937,1. 
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visiting groups, as well as souvenirs for sale both on site and through mail order. After 

their arrival in Pipestone, the Roes continued to expand the collection, providing more 

local character by adding an array of carved catlinite items—from the expected "peace 

pipe" to paperweights, candlesticks, and ashtrays. Although Pipestone's museum store 

phenomenon never matched the national attraction of other commodified tribal 

landscapes, such as the Southwestern pueblos' popularity in the early twentieth century, 

marlceting artifacts remained a staple element of the town's identity. It also met tourists' 

expectations; within their first season of operation in Pipestone the Roes recorded over 

10,000 visitors from all over North America."  ̂

Although they acquired artifacts because of their interest in tribal crafts, the Roes 

were also good business owners. They recognized that their economic success depended 

in part on the familiarity of Pipestone and the attraction of the town to people throughout 

North America, the same appeal that had drawn them to the long-celebrated site. They 

advertised boldly and widely, much as the Qose Brothers had done fifty years earlier. In 

their brochures the Roes promoted both their trading post and Pipestone inseparably. 

Some of their literature borrowed verbatim from the nineteenth-century pamphlet, 

"Legends of the Pipestone Quarry," published by the Pipestone County Star. It referred 

^Pipestone County Historical Society, A History of Pipestone County (Dallas, TX: 
Taylor Publishing Company, 1984), 122; Winifred Bardett, "Pipestone County," in 
M^esota Editcmal Association, ed, W '̂s Who in Mnne50/a(Minneapolis: 
Minnesota Editorial Association), 790; Pipestone Farmers'Leader September 16,1937, 
1. The sources claim that the Roe collection was the largest of its kind in North America. 
For analyses on regional maricets for tribal goods, see Ruth B. Phillips, Trading 
Identities: Uie Sottvenirin̂ fative North American Artfromthe Northeast, 1700-1900 
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1996), which includes discussion of Ojibwe 
markets along the Great Lakes; and Leah DQwoith, Imagining ImSans in the Southwest: 
Persistent Visions of a Primitive Past (Washington DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 
1996) and C3ms Wilson, The H ĥofSanta Fe: Creating a ModemRegionalTradition 
(Alb^uerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1997). For more recent examples, 
such as the interest in and commodificatiim of tribal cultures of the Pacific Northwest, see 
Deb(xahRoot,CaRm^Cii/lnire; Art,Appropriation̂ andtheCommodificatumof 
Difference (Boulder CO: Westview ̂ ss, bic., 1996). 
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to Pipestone as "legendary home of peace to alt tribes" and "home of the world famous 

red pipe stone, Longfellow's falls of Winnewissa and the sacred Indian quarries." A 

flyer featured a page about the peace pipe, calling it "a symbol of all the mysticism 

embodied in the world.'smost stoic race" and afferioig the same excerpts from 

Longfellow and Catlin quoted by the town's earliest residents. On the reverse side the 

Roes advertised Pipestone as "rich in Indian lore." Short paragraphs summarized 

legends of creation, attractions at the quarries, and an overview of the site's significaiice, 

borrowed in large part from previous promotional literature by the town newspaper and 

railroads. All ofthe ads concluded with an invitation to visit the free Indian museum. As 

tourism to the National Monument increased. Roe's advertisements became more 

elaborate, enticing travelers into town to view the comucopia ci the collection within the 

context of the area's history and. Roes hoped, to purchase souvem'rs.̂  

Pipestone's Civic and Commerce Association followed not only Roe's pattern, 

but that of previous generations of townspeople. Throughout the late 1940s and early 

19S0s the o^nization and its members combined local business advertising with 

widespread Pipestone promotion. It published a brochure almost identical in textand 

design to some of the Roe's pamphlets. Still using reference to the "Indian shrine," the 

early brochure described the site as "a square-cut jewel displayed upon folds of 

shimmering green velvet," an image worthy of Victorian-era railroad publications. 

Slowly the association's literature grew in size and scope, incorporating several 

contemporary and historic photos of the town and features of the quarries. Like most 

other publications about the quarries, brochures the business men and women of 

Pipestone relegated tribal history to a timeless past and considered as the site's "early 

history" the visits of Catlin and McoUet. A reciprocal gesture and good business 

^oe's Indian Trading Pbst brochures, circa. 1940, Pipestone County Museum general 
coUecticML 
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practice, the advertisenients always added a short paragraph about Roe's, Uendhig it 

smoothly into the other attractions of the area associated with tribal imagery.̂  

Through their publications both Roe's Trading Pbst and the Civic and Commerce 

Association strove to increase recognition of Pipestone and to augment business revenue. 

They may not have realized fully that in the process of seeking these goals they were 

marketing the past as they and others in town had come to perceive it, influenced by 

previous promoters of the area. Even if aware of the appropriateness of their language or 

of the layers of meaning in some of their literature, their brochures often invited tourists 

to visit Pipestone "with its mystic, fascinating store of legend and tradition." Other 

businesses that did not benefit directly from the local custom of commodifying the tribal 

past of the quarries indirectly staked much of their success on the town's associations 

with images of the site. 

Like the county business directories of the 1880s and 1930s, the Kpestone 

telephone directory combined its primary function with promotion. On its introductory 

page describing the town only two short paragraphs made specific reference to the town's 

attributes, such as the library, hospital, and public school. The remainder of the essay 

combined excerpts from the promotional publications of Roe's and the Civic and 

Commerce Association. A sentence near the beginning explained that "the history of 

Pipestone is completely centered around the Indian stories of the red pipe stone," a 

statement revealing the centrality of the quarries to the perceived identity of the town. 

With lines borrowed fiom other brochures, the telephone directory also asserted that "the 

history of FHpestone differs entirely from that of all other points in America." Such 

proclamations of uniqueness within a national context complemented the growing post

war, popular sense of American exceptionalism. Kffiany in Pipestone viewed the area's 

^Ibid.; Private Holdings, Box 194, NPS, RG79, NA. 
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mythic pastas unique and inseparable from the town. In the essay's only mention of the 

National Monument, referred to as the "Pipestone National Shrine," its authors credited 

the Pipestone Shrine Association with securing passage of the bill that established the 

Park Service unit As in the brochures by the Civic and Commerce Association, 

Kpestone's concemed citizens purportedly preserved the quarries so that all tribes could 

come to worship there, making townspeople's actions part of the blurry past of the site J 

Regardless of its authoring organization, the promotional literature generated in 

the i940s and early 1950s built on the traditions of previous Pipestone booster material, 

particularly from the nineteenth century. Brochures consistently referred to the town 

rather than the quarries as the home of the "worid famous" stone and stressed pipestone's 

importance to "all Indian tribes." Actual tribal members never received mention fortheir 

historic actions nor did the publications distinguish among tribes, who were always "the 

eariy Red Man," with the exception of "a band of Sioux Indians" who warned Catlin 

away from the "forbidden ground." As actors in the unfolding American drama, Catlin 

and Nicollet appeared as the chief figures whose visits to the site placed Pipestone within 

the context of documented national development and lent authority to images of the 

quarries. No brochure ever quoted a tribal member about the legends or the importance 

of the site, but almost every page featured excerpts from Catlin and Longfellow, the 

acknowledged experts on Indian lore. The same legends~of the flood and creation, and 

of the Three Maidens-reappeared year after year, as they had in publications since the 

town's eariy days. When not quoting either of the two ethnographic authorities, the 

publications borrowed phrases directly from nineteenth-century pamphlets, scientific 

essays, and previous writings by the Shrine Association, without crediting the sources. 

'̂ Pipestone Telephone Directory, November 1949, Alan Wbolworth private collection. 
The PariE: Service received half a line tna shortraragraph, whereas the Indian Trainmg 
Schod merited a leng^y paragnqph to itself. The duectory also featured a map with the 
Shrine National Fi±dullK^nnewissaf«lls labeled. 
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Familiar phrases such as "from time immemorial," "to this spot..evety Indiaa made 

regular pilgrimage," and "the awesome effect upon the savage mind of a visible shrine" 

appeared repeatedly, reinforcing unages used in local promotional literature for over 

seventy years.® 

In addition to publishing literature that associated Pipestone with images of the 

quarries, civic organizations continued another promotional tradition. They presented 

notable public figures with special pipestone carvings, typically supplied by Roe's, as 

symbolic gifts from the town. Most often the carved gift was the characteristic 

"peacepipe." Within the state, people such as Rebekah Assembly president Dorothea 

Schmidt of Minneapolis received a pipe from George Bryan, dressed for the photo-

opportunity in full Plains Indian garb and headdress, despite his Anishinabe heritage. At 

their annual football banquet in 1950 the Pipestone Jaycees made a gift of a carved pipe to 

Bernie Bierman, former football coach of die University of Minnesota. Bsewhere in the 

United States a former Pipestone resident stationed at Walker Air Force Base in Roswell, 

New Mexico, and editor of the Atomic Blast newspaper gave Colonel William Blanchard 

the incongruous present of a peacepipe from Roe's. Even die Commander in Chief, 

President Dwight Hsenhower, followed in the tradition of previous Ptesidents Coolidge 

and Hoover, and received a ppe with a carved buffalo on it while at a national 4-H 

conference. Outside the United States catlinite curiosities continued to promote the 

^Roe's Indian Trading Post brochures, 1930s-1940s, Civic and Commerce Association 
brochures, 1940s, Pipestone County Museum general collections. Sources from which 
descriptive phrases were excerpted include Cl^es A. White, "A Trip to the Great Red 
Pipeslone AmericanNaturalist It CI869): 644-653; Ferdinand V. Hayden, 
"Sketch cf the C^Iogy of Northeastern Dakota, with a notice of a short visit to the 
celebrated PipestoneQuatry," The AmericanJournalofScience and Arts XLIU (January, 
March, May 1867): 15-22; George Catlin, Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs, 
andConditions of North American Indians, Vol. II (New Yoric Dover Publications, 
Inc., 19̂ ) 164-1®; The Pipestone bidian Shfine AssociatifMi, The Pipestone Indian 
Shrine, Pipestone, Mmesota:: IheSanLegendsandTSstoricat Facts Regarding the Red 
Pipestone Qfutny, Wmnewissa Falls and the "TmnMaidens,'' (Pipestcme: HSA, 1932), 
1-2. 
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association of pipestone with America, as the Qose Brothers had in the 1880s when they 

sent tons of samples to Europe. Senator Hans Pedersen selected a pipe firom Roe's to 

present to King Frederick of Denmark for a wedding gift In the late 19SOs the governor 

of Minnesota, Orville Freeman, took pipes with him on an Asian tour and bestowed them 

as a gesture of peace upon heads-of-state along the Facific Rim, further spreading the 

reputation of the distinctive stone.̂  

Other carved gifts came in unusual forms. During the 19  ̂presidential campaign 

the Pipestone Republicans commissioned a catiinite elephant from George Bryan and 

presented it to the Republican candidate, Thomas Dewey, who had long claimed an 

interest in Indian lore. Locally, a stockholder of the Farmers' Creamery received a 

carved pipestone clock. Roe's provided a number of odd trinkets as honorary gifts for 

such occasions, particularly paperweights and ashtrays. Only the Science Museum of 

Minnesota criticized "the production of a great number of bizarre objects," including book 

ends and door stops. With ethnological acuity, it observed of the tradition that, 

"frequently made by Indians, these objects lacked any connection with aboriginal culture 

patterns except through the material itself." Never having attempted to leam much 

accurately about tribal cultures, few in Pipestone noticed anything bizarre about the gifts 

and their recipients made the desired association between the stone and its eponymous 

town. 

Promotional brochures and presents offered a degree of name recognition, but 

Pipestone merchants wanted something that would draw more national attention and 

^5rarDecember23,1948,1; December 18,1950,1; Augusts, 1948,1; June 28, 
1951,1; Pipestone County, Minnesota,. Statehood Centenm'al Committee, A/iesfone 
(Pip^one: Statehood Centennial Conunittee, 19S8), 30. Reportedly WinifiredBartlett 
sent a carved pipe to India upon request in 1933. The pipe no doubt seemed appropriate 
to the Colonel, given the Air Force motto "Peace is ourPtofesston." 
^%/ar October 18,1948,1; February 16,1950,1; The Science Museum of Mnnesota, 
"Hpes and Kpestone," Indian Leaflets 11 & 12 of the Scidice Museum, (St. Paul: The 
Science Museum of Afinnesota, 19 .̂ 
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many mote tourists. Since the town's beginnings its residents had associated the area 

with Longfellow's "Song of Hiawatha" and referred to the poem as an authoritative 

interpretation of the romantic tribal past MemcHized by generations of children in school 

or in Scout troops, Longfellow's verses possessed a degree of recognition in popular 

American culture. The opening stanzas about the creation of tribal people "on the Great 

Red Pipestone Quarries" and the general appeal of the Hiawatha story provided usable 

promotional material.'̂  By the late 1940s Pipestone's residents acted to capitalize upon 

the recognizable poem and its associated quarry imagery. 

During the eariy twentieth century pageants gained popularity in America, often 
•r 

produced in small towns ais a way to express local interpretations of and participation in 

the drama of national history. Groups throughout the country performed versions of the 

"Song of Hiawatha" as a pageant. Periodically, tribal groups took advantage of what 

they perceived as the poem's positiv  ̂portrayal of native people, with its wise, heroic 

main character, and performed Hiawatha plays for largely European-American audiences. 

In 1913 a troupe of Iroquois actors staged a version of the tale in upstate New York. 

During the next summer an Anishmabe group toured as part of a Chautauqua and 

performed the Ifiawatha sagain Fi^stone for a large, pleased audience. In a period of 

renewed policy reform, theU.S. government deemed the poem important for Indian 

school children, who also enacted the faimliar poetic story. In 1928 the tribal pupils at 

 ̂̂ The poem% early stmzas read: 
On the Mountains of the R^e/On the great Red Pipe<8tone Quarry/GitcheMiBnito, Ae 
mighty/He the Mast» ai Life, descending/On the r  ̂ong^of the quarry/Stooderect and 
called the nations/Called the tribes of meatogethefJRtpm hisfoot '̂ntsfloweda 
river/Le^Md into the Hght^ of mnrnrng-.-Frnm thft raH atnnft off he qiianyAVith his haiiH 
he broke a firagment/Molded it into a pipe-head/Shaped andfashioned it with 
figures...Smoked the Calumet, the Peace-Kpe/As a si^uil to the nations.. the 
warriors drawn together/By the signal of the Peace-PiQ^o the Mountains of the 
PrairieAb the Great Red Pipestone Quany." 
The majority a[ the poem concerns the life of Hiawatha, far to the nortli along the (hreat 
Lakes, wherethe Ojibwe tale origmated. 
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the Haskell boarding school in Kansas performed the play in what one reviewer 

considered "an atmosphere of reality." The Pipestone Indian School soon followed the 

example. Since the school's establishment in the 1890s its pupils had presented an 

annual play, open to the general public. For spring commencement in 1932 the school 

produced its first "Song of Hiawatha" play along the creek below Winnewissa Falls, 

using red lighting for the Dakota characters and white lighting for the Ojibwe, regardless 

of the actual tribal affiliation of the students. As always, the school invited local residents 

and people from the larger vicinity attended the open-air production, which the school 

thereafter produced repeatedly in the 1930s, as the weather permitted. The local 

newspaper observed that "the entire surroundings were sufficiently rustic in their natural 

beauty, to aid materially in the successful presentation." Although no one in Pipestone 

acted on the sentiment at the time, the pageant demonstrated the appropriateness of the 

setting and a consistent public interest in such a production. 

As early as 1924 Hpestone residents, including Qiarles Bennett, had considered 

producing some sort of historical pageant A few people in town formed an adhoc 

committee to "proceed with the work of securing definite historical data that could be 

used in a pageant," but nothing came of their interestlike other nascent ideas of ways 

to promote the town, the pageant proposal lay dormant for years before being 

reconsidered and reinvigorated. In the late 1940s members of fraternal organizations and 

^^American Indian Research Project Oral History, Winifred Bartlett interviewed by 
William Corbett April 17,1976, Tape 1026, Universi  ̂of South Dakota, Vermillion; 
Wanita Seal, /Have a Story to Tell Mout Pipestone (Pipestone, MN: Dennis Hansen 
Associates, 1991), 52-54; S/or July 18,1913,2; June 12,1914,3; J.M. Bradley, 
"Visit to Pipestone School," The American In̂ an: The Official ̂ bliccuion of the 
Society of OkUihomalntUans Vol. 2, No. 6, (Match 1928); Star May 17,1932,1; May 
27,1902,1. For an overview of the Instorical pageantry movement see David 
Glassberg, American fSstorical Pageantry: The Uses ofTraditwn in the Early Twentieth 
Century iChapclWl: University of North Carolina Pii ,̂ 1990). Glassberg identifies 
the Northeast and Kfidwest as the loci of pageant activity, 132. 
I^Siror January 18,1924,1. 
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business leaders in town became frustrated with the federal government's increasingly 

active role at the quarries and sought ways to reassert Pipestone's identity. The town had 

longcontroUedmostof the interpretation and presentation of the area's history, apopular 

tradition that did not always coincide congem'ally with the Park Service's view. Mth 

some of that control usurped by the autonomous operation of the National Monument, 

museum stores and promotional literature proved important but insufficient The local 

view of the quarries' significance had always relied heavily on Gitlin and Longfellow and 

their belief in the drama of the site's tribal past. Suddenly, the idea of a pageant offered 

the possibility of publicity and enhanced identification with the area's history. 

1949 marked the centennial of Minnesota's organization as a territory. People in 

Pipestone viewed it as an auspicious time for the production of an historical pageant that 

would attract visitors from throughout the state. With its focus on commemorating key 

points of American heritage, the national Bcchange Gub's newly organized local chapter 

seemed like an appropriate group to oversee creation of a pageant The Qub officially 

sponsored the production, but members of other civic organizations and prominent 

merchants also participated in the pageant's development Despite advice from his 

supervisors in Omaha not to be too involved in local activities, LyIe Linch, the gregarious 

superintendent of Pipestone National Monument and honorary member of the Eichange 

Qub, eagerly volunteered to help with the production, from recruitment of actors to 

promotion of the event Linch used his regular column in the Pipestone County Star and 

his contact witk local residents and tourists to generate interest andenthusiasm in the 

pageant. Having a representative from the National Monument, even one privately 

discouraged by the Park Service, lentcredibilitytothenascentprqfect While the 

officials inOmahadidnotappn>ve,̂ Luich'sexcitaiientabout the pageant unintentionally 
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aided Exchange Qub members in launching Pipestone's first substantial promotional 

effort in the twentieth century not related to the national government. 

Northwest of town, beyond the ̂ waukee Road railroad tracks but south of the 

stated National Monument boundary lay an old quartzite quarry. Formerly owned by 

Leon Moore, nineteenth-century stone merchant and sculptor, it had since fallen into 

disuse and seasonally filled with enough water to make it a favorite swinmiing hole for 

children from town and from the Indian school. Of little interest to recreating youths, but 

of significance to parties concemed with attracting tourists, the granite boulder formation 

called the Three Maidens rested on the land adjacent to the quarry. Although a quarter-

mile removed from the pipestone quarries, the Three Maidens featured prominently in 

many of the legends of the site and were the primary source of the petroglyphs collected 

in the 1880s by Charles Bennett. The boulders sat outside the reservation boundary of 

the 1858 treaty and then across the road from the designated Park Service area, mainly on 

land owned privately but always associated with the larger quarries' area. In the late 

1940s Robert Owens, the county register of deeds and president of the Exchange Gub, 

purchased the Moore property containing the old quarry and the Three Maidens. For 

the locals eager to produce a pageant, the site, with its small lake" and ethnologically 

signiHcant backdrop, seemed a natural stage. 

With little effort the core group of pageant organizers transformed three acres of 

the site into an amphitheater. The Qcchange Qub, Boy Scouts, and City and County 

personnel spent the spring of 1949enlarging the pond and reinforcing its edges, mowing 

^^Bartlett interview; George F. Ingalls  ̂Regional Chief of Land and Recreational 
Planning, and Menill J. M^s, Regional Ifistorian, Memorandum to the Files, 
Septemb^2,1950, Box 19S, NPS, RG79, NA. Linch not only belonged to several 
fhttemal groups in town and partidpated voluntarily in community activities, but he also 
hoped that a successful pageant in npestone would attract additional visitors to the 
National Monument 
l^artlett interview; Beal,fHaveaStory^S^ .̂ Owens purchased the land from RX> 
Pdmer. Moore ceas^Mtracttonafquartzitfr in the late 1800s. 
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grass for the semi-circular seating area on one side of the water, and leveling a space for 

the stage on the other side. The main local newspaper, the Star, advertised the pageant 

heavily and encouraged readers to invite friends and family from other parts of the 

country. Lyle Linch eagedy encouraged visitors to the National Monument to return to 

the area for the pageant When ofiT-duty he assisted in recruitment of volunteers and 

design of the production. Linch's assistant, George Bryan, or Standing Eagle, who 

carved pipes and led interpretive tours of the quarries, offered to play the roles of both 

Gitche Manitou, the Creator who gave the first pipe to the tribes, and the Arrowmaker, 

father of Hiawatha's Dakota bride, Minnehaha. Town churches organized groups of 

children for scenes requiring crowds and adults from the vicinity filled the remaining 

roles, often sewing their own costumes.'̂  The first production included approximately 

sixty actors and was truly a local communal effort. 

Because of the length of the poem, the pageant version of The Song of 

Hiawatha" contained only a selection of scenes from the work. It concentrated heavily on 

the opening stanzas that took place at the pipestone quarries, then featured some of the 

more dramatic episodes of the saga. The Exchange Gub set up tipis near the Three 

Maidens. For scenes that took place by Lake Superior, actors floated across the pond in 

canoes. Instead of having actors memorize and speak parts, they pantomimed, 

accompanied by a taped narration and an "authentic" musical score created by a non-tribal 

composer.''̂  

The pageant ran for six evenings in June and, despite rain, drew a paying 

audience estimated at5,000 visitors. Immediately, the Exchange Qub declared it a 

l^SirorMay 12,1949,1; June9,1949,1; June 16,1949,1; AIRPBartlett interview; 
AIRP tape 1027, interview of "Anonymous Chippewa" by \K^am Corbett, 1976; "Song 
of Hiawatha" program, eariy 1950s, Box 193, RG79, NA. 
As part of the preparation of the grounds, the aty sprayed the area with DDT. 
l^lbid. 
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success and commencedplaiiiiiiigfor a bigger, tettecpageantfor the following summer. 
' . "i' . 

Always prepared to promote Pipestone, the Su^rati an enthusiastic review that declared 

the production "as inspirational as a lovely rainbow, a great dramatic play, and a church 

service combined." With the breathtakingbackgroundofthe Three Miaidens, "the music 

enters one's soul and lifts him on enchanted wings like a magic carpet to the yesteryears 

of the red men." In Ms characteristically hyperbolic language, Linch reported to his 

supervisors that the pageant "introduced a virgin Siamese Twin attraction for the 

monument with unlimited possibilities for future development and refinement." Linch 

had no need to exaggerate the effects of his activities or the success of the pageant In 

1949 Pipestone National Monument led other Park Service units in the annual number of 

visitors gained-over 16,000~and proved the ability of quarries' imagery to continue to 

attract tourists.'̂  

With each summer the Ifiawatha pageant grew, both in the scale of production 

and promotion and in the size of the audiences. Regional newspapers reproduced 

photographs from the first summer that enticed new visitors. For the second year's show 

local musicians organized the Southwest hfinnesota Shrine Qub Band to give pie-

pageant concerts, while the Civic and Q)nmietce Association provided free buffalo 

burgers to the waiting crowds. The 19S0 production included seven evenings, featured 

"mounted Indian warriors" and tribal dances, and drew over8,500 people. The 

following year's pageant benefited from the services of the high school drama teacher, 

Robert Colbum, who volunteered as the director of a cast that had grown to 200. Phillip 

J. Smith fhnn the Universily of Minnesota succeeded Q)lbum. The pageant also added 

more tribal participants, including Bea Bums, who began what became her annual 

185/ar June9,1949,1; August 11,1949,1; LyIelL Linch, Memorandum for the 
Director, June 26,1949, Box 193, MPS, RG 79, MA; "Pipestone Exchange Qub 
presents its second annual pageant" program, 19 ,̂ Box 194, NPS, RC NA. 
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appearance as Eliawatha's grandmother, Nokomis. Over 10,000 visitors from twen^-

seven states recorded their attendance at the pageant. With greater resources for leisure 

travel in the booming 19SQs' economy, including cash and cars, Americans eager to 

escape the monotony of work and to experience the "real" heritage of their perceived 

exceptional country came to Pipestone in droves. Locals seized the opportunities offered 

by this national trend. Linch continued his promotional efforts, increasing the frequency 

of his newspaper column, "Tepee Smoke," in which he referred to the pageant as "the 

finest outdoor grass-roots home-talent production ever presented in our great grain basket 

prairie cornucopia." He also persuaded local merchants to display related icons, such as 

pipes and headdresses, in their windows. The Civic and Commerce Association thanked 

the producers for their efforts to "advertise Pipestone and its people." The dramatized 

"Song of Hiawatha" was rapidly becoming integral to Pipestone's tradition of expressing 

its identity through localized versions of nationally recognizable tribal imagery. 

Although many American poets had chosen tribal subjects for their works, 

Longfellow's saga attained greater popularity and became more familiar. Based on the 

authoritative writings of Schoolcraft, the poem acquired a public reputation as the "most 

realistic account of the Indian." Longfellow's poem received praise, as the American 

equivalent to the national heroic epics of the Iliad, Beowulf, or—more appealing to those 

of VGnnesota's largely Scandinavian heritage-the Finnish Kalevala. Despite scholariy 

^^AIRP Bartlett interview; "Song of Hiawatha"  ̂program, eariy 19S0is, Box 193, MPS, 
RG 79, NA; Lyie K. Linch, Memorandum to the Director, July 1952, Box 193, NPS, 
RG79, NA; StorJuly 17,1950,1; July 24,1950,1; April 26,1951,1; July 23, 
1951,1; August 6, 1951,1; July 13,1953,1; July 20,1953,1; January 15,1954,1. 
A front-page item in the Scar's August 9,19  ̂issuetoldthestory of awomanfrom 
Twentynine P^ms, California who was driving east across the country. While in Ohio 
she read about the quarries in a newspaper and turned back, driving several hundred 
miles out of her way to visit the site. Although plausible, the column did not list the 
woman's name or any detafls about her to bolster the story's veracity, but it illustrates 
local beliefs about the national importance and appeal of the quarries during a time ci 
increased tourist visits. 
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critidsiii, this popular peiception of the woric persisted well into the twentieth century, 

reaffirming the nineteenth-century view of "real" tribal people as existing nobly in a 

static, timeless past, untainted by evolutionary history. Pipestone's residents considered 

Longfellow's poem and their derivative pageant in the same way that they hadalways 

perceived the quarries-as part of the realm of mythical Indian prehistory~and they 

employed the same images in describing the play as they did in representing the legends 

of the quarries. Pageant promotional material proclaimed the familiar "from time 

immemorial to the present," "tradition has it that..," and "the awesome effect on the 

savage mind of a visible shrine endowed with mysterious features can hardly be 

imagined."^  ̂The pageant provided Pipestone with yet another means of expressing its 

association with the quarries and their images. 

Because Pipestone's identity was so inextricably enmeshed with representations 

of the site's past, townspeople concerned themselves with perceptions of the pageant as 

the "most realistic account of the Indian." Civic leader and preservationist, Winifred 

Bartlett worked with the Exchange Qub to make annual improvements to the pageant 

until she found it "quite authentic." In all of their printed promotions, the Bcchange Qub 

and its successor, the Hiawatha Club, emphaazed the "many authentic properties" ci the 

production, from its quarry setting to the costuming and music. They based their concept 

of authenticity on Longfellow's reputation and connections to Schoolcraft and other non-

^"Song of Hiawatha" program, early 1950s, Box 193, MPS, RG 79, NA; ffiawatha 
Qub, "The ifiawatha Qub presents its annual pageant," 1957, Minnesota ffistorical 
Society, St Paul, Serial 242. 
Ethnologists inmietfialely criticized Longfellow's wo  ̂and some accused him of 
bcnrrowing the rhyme scheme and structure from the Kalevala, but the readmg public 
steadfastly ignor  ̂their objections to the poem's representations of tribal life and myth. 
Thepoem remained populvin the state, b public school ia the late 1960s I had to 
memorize stanzas of it While domg my research lencounteredMinnesotans of all ages 
who could also recite parts of the verse. In Nfinneapolis statues of Longfellow and of 
Hiawatha with lifinnehaha grace Minnehaha Fudc, whoelifinnehaha Creek-fed by Lakes 
Hiawatha and Nokomis-fafis dramatically and runs into the Mississippi Riverjiistsouth 
of the Longfellow neighbofhood. 
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tribal expects, rather than on any research or dtscussirais with Indian historians. The 

presence of George Bryan and Bea Bums in the pageant lent further credibility to the 

production, although neither acted as cultural consultants but filled their prescribed roles 

just as theirnon-tribal colleagues did. Because the pageant conformed to popular 

perceptions of an "Indian epic,"-iniages established in decades of American literature and 

art and reinforced by western dramas on television-no one criticized the production or 

acknowledged the obviously contrived atmosphere. In the American Mdwest of the 

1950s a group of non-tribal people dressed as generic Indians and performing a pageant 

based on a poem by a Victorian Yankee could call their activities authentic and draw large 

crowds willing to accept the completely artificial activity as realistic.̂ ' It met their 

expectations and offered unusual summer entertainment Thousands flocked to Hpestone 

annually, primarily from area farms and towns and larger midwestem cities, but 

increasingly from other regions of the country, as automotive vacations became a summer 

standard for middle-class families. 

The Hiawatha Qub used the pageant's popularity as a promotional tool. By 

1957, the production's ninth year, the program's introductory essay claimed that the local 

2^Ibid.; AIRP, Bartlett interview. Generations of scholars have analyzed the issues of 
authenticity and tourism, and the particulariy American tendency to prefer the contrived 
and artificial "authentic" to any unstructured experience. See C êl J. Boorstin, TTie 
Image: A Guide to Pseudo-Events in America (New York: Atheneum, 1967,2  ̂
anniversary edition), 37-40,78-99; John A. J;̂ e, The Tourist: Travel in Twentieth-
Century North America dAncohi'. University of Nebraska Press, 1965), 23-28,46-48, 
286; Curtis M. (finsley, Jr., "Authoring Audientidty," Journal of the Southwest 32/4 
(Winter 1990): 462-4̂ ;̂ Holly Beachley Brear, IrUî t the Alamo: Myth and Ritual at 
anAmericanShrineiAusi6a: University of Texas Press, 1995), 55-66; andKGchaelW. 
Hughey and Nfichael G. Michlovic, "'MJdng' History: The Vildngs in the American 
Heartland^" Politics, Culture, and Society 2J3 (Spring 1969): 338-360. 
For works that focus speciGcidly on issues of the authentic in representations of Native 
Americans,̂ aee S. Elizabeth Bird, "Constructing the Indian, 1830s-1990s," and Peter 
Geller, ""Hudson's Bay Company bdians': images of Native People and the Red River 
Pageant, 1920," in S. Elizab̂  Bird, ed.. Dressing in Feathers: The Construction of the 
rn£aninAmericanPopularCulture(jBonlder, Westview Press, 1996), 1-12,65-77  ̂ and 
Philip J. Deloria, Pla^gbuMan (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 34-37, 
101-103,135-142. 
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attraction garnered "nation-wide attention." Of importance to the purpose of the pageant, 

the Qub also noted that "vacationists plan to visitthe Southwestem Minnesota city during 

one of the three weekends when they will have theopportunity of seeing The Song of 

Hiawatha'."^  ̂Although the amiual production mattered as a financial success, its deeper 

importance was less tangible. Fitom its conception the pageant existed as a means for the 

town to benefit more directly from the quarries than it had been able to do since the 

establishment of the National Monument Townspeople had never ceased to advertise the 

Park Service unit as a significant site, but they sought to return attention to Rpestone and 

its association with the quarries, making the town a primary destination for tourists rather 

than a filling station peripheral to federal land. Pipestone's civic and conunercial leaders 

wanted the town's name to be synonymous with the quarries and their legendary history 

and for visitors to look to Pipestone first for interpretation of the site's significance. 

While financially beneficial, the Hiawatha pageant supported continuity in conununal 

identity and in the town's sense of ownership of local history. The annual event 

developed during an era of dissolving small-town communah'sm, as nuclear families 

isolated themselves in front of televisions each evening and federal programs invested 

more in suburban development than in declining agricultural areas. The production 

brought people from all parts of town out of their homes to work together on a 

conmiunity project that helped Pipestone maintain a strong sense of itself. 

An active participant in the community until his transfer to Louisiana in 19S4, 

Lyle Linch promoted the pageant unofficially. His E^ark Service superiors occasionally 

advised him to limit his local involvement and their response to the pageant remained 

neutral, despite linch's assertions that the production's success resulted in increased 

visitation at the National Monument Although the Park Service had no stated position on 

^Hiawatha Gab, The fCawatha Qub presents its amiual pageant," 1957, Minnesota 
Hstorical Society, St Paul, Serial 242. 
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tbepage^titself^its location caused a degree (^contestation betweenfedeial 

 ̂ representatives and the townspeople. From theeariiest days of research into the site's 

potential asa Service unit, regipnat crfHcials in Omaha viewed the Three Maidens as 

culturally significant and expressed interest in acquiring them. Outside reservation 

boundaries, they rested on private land that could not be transferred as part of the public 

domain under Department of the Interior jurisdiction. With a low budget and no means to 

develop facilities at the quarries or to acquire additional land, the Park Service delayed 

consideration of annexing the Three Maidens until it seemed a viable option.̂  ̂

By 1950 the National Monument had proven itself popular enough for Park 

Service officials in Omaha to pursue formal inclusion of the boulders in the Pipestone 

unit. Tenyears earlier, in hopes of increasing visitation to the newly preserved site, the 

city council had offered to find the means to donate the land to the Park Service, but the 

idea never reached fruition. When approached with a recommended renewal of the offer, 

the council inferred with Owens. After deliberation, both Owens and the city 

strategized and expressed a willingness to donate the land surrounding the Three Maidens 

to the Park Service with one condition. Unwilling to lose town access to the financially 

and conmiunally important location, Owens would transfer fee simple title only if the 

federal agency agreed to allow the Bcchange Qub to perform the Ifiawatha pageant 

annually on the grounds. In only a decade the people of Pipestone had shifted from 

petitioning the national government to assist them in preserving the quarries to a position 

of bargaining over use culturally signfficant land, confirming older beliefs in the 

government as the servant of the people. Their sense of ownerdiip over the area and 

their communal identification with the site remained strong and grew with positive public 

"^Vba^tmm  ̂McmagingtheSacredy 100-103. Visitsto the National Monumentincreased 
from a^roximately5,000 in 1945 to over ̂ ,000 in 1955, a change attributable partly to 
post-war.pn>speriQF^al90.tjiimptovements atthe site, as wdl as to the Qromodonal 
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reception of the pageant After negotiations Owens agreed to donate the land and the 

Park Service granted a special use permit for the pageant, renewable annually for twen  ̂

years. The transfer became official in 19S1, but the site continued to be perceived as 

pageant territory rather than that of the Park Service.̂ '̂  Pipestone had succeeded in 

extending association of the town with a major tribal landmark, an act which reinforced 

local proprietary filings toward the quarries. 

The pageant continued as a work in progress, changing and expanding each year. 

New sound systems and improved lighting provided technical advancements for the 

growing crowds. For the fifth anniversary in 19S3 the producers attracted the attention 

of Sioux Falls radio station, KSOO, which broadcast the show across the region, 

reaching alarger audience. Those attending the live production received programs that 

offered a synopsis of Longfellow's tale, summaries of the legends of the quarries, and 

several photographs of the site to entice them to stay longer, explore more of the area, 

and enjoy other local attractions. In addition to serving buffalo burgers, pageant 

participants organized a parade. It featured floats and displays by dozens of merchants, 

fraternal and church groups, and anyone else who wanted to join in. Getting in the spirit, 

townspeople erected wigwams and hosted another summer event, the Winnewissa Frolic, 

similar to a streetfair.̂  ̂All of the activities revolved around the quarries' mythic past, 

complemented the primary event—the pageant—and reinforced Pipestone's sense of itself. 

^Weldon W. Gratton to George F. Ingalls, AprU 25,1950, Box 194, NPS, RG 79, 
NA; Robert S. Owens to Lyle K. Linch, April 19,1950, Box 194, NPS, RG 79, NA; 
George F. Ingalls and Merrill J. Mattes, Memoran^m to the Files, September 11,19 ,̂ 
Box 194, NK, RG 79, NA; Rothman, Managing the Sacred  ̂ 100. 
25sirar June 19,1951,1; July 6,1950,1; July 17,1950,1; July 23,1953,1. For 
analyses of parades in American culture, see April R. Schultz, EthmcityonParade: 
Inventing the Norwegian American through Celebration {AiDhetSt: University of 
Massachusetts Ptess, 1994), and Maiy Ryan, The American Parade: Representations of 
the Nineteenth-Century S<Kial Onfer,** in Lynn Hunt, ed., "Die New Cultural Historŷ  
(Berkeley: University of California Ptess, 19 ,̂ pp. 131-153. 
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Pipestone came fate to the American pageant movement, but the production suited 

its purposes well and attracted consistent crowds each summer. Like pageants of the 

early twentieth century, "The Song of (Gawatha" served as a public image that reflected a 

communal view of the past. Through pageantry, middle-class European-Americans 

defined their national identity and their local place within the larger societal drama. 

Having a theme or a cast perceived as authentic~in this case a poem accepted as realistic 

and several tribal participants-lent a sense of validity to the experience. Actors and 

dancers provided a commonly accepted spectacle, performing Indian roles conceived by 

non-tribal members. Pipestone's pageant combined celebration of the quarries' 

speciainess with national themes from popular culture.̂  ̂

In the post-war period the Ifiawatha saga also appealed to its annual audience on 

two emotional levels. As the Cold War intensified, the pageant's location at "America's 

Hrst Monument to Peace" and the pipe's symbolic role in resolving hostilities provided 

subconscious solace and an evening respite from the worries of the worid. During the 

same period national Indian policy initiated another in its series of assimilation policies. 

Termination of government responsibility toward tribes, such as the Menominee in 

neighboring Wisconsin, and the relocation of individuals from the reservation into urban 

areas, including the Twin Cities, aimed to dissolve tribal cultures into larger national 

society. Although pageants emphasized the unique qualities of communities while 

simultaneously participating in the unfolding drama of American history and culture, the 

Hiawatha pageant reinforced the ideas of contemporaneous Indian policy. Lx)ngfeUow's 

work reflected the persistent national perception that pre-contact tribal cultures embodied 

much that was noble and heroic, but that they were destined to vam'sh with the perceived 

advance of American society. Thepageantuj^eldtheacceptedinevitabilitycif 

"̂ l̂assbetgfAmericanHistoricalPageantry, 114,140,152-156; Geller, ""Hudson's 
Bay Company Indians'," 67-70. 
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assunilatioa while alleviating guilt through itsemj^iaas oaa goldenpast Audience 

members could celebrate what they believed was the essence of a generic tribal past 

without feeling guilty about ̂ lases of termination within their own national history 

Unlike many communities, particulariy in the Midwest, Pipestone's use of 

pageantry to woifc out its local place within national culture occurred in close proximity to 

two federal presences. In their original petitions for an Indian school and a park 

townspeople, perhaps naively, had considered their nation's government a public servant 

that existed to respond to their needs. They had not anticipated an independent entity that 

followed its own agenda and began to overshadow the community that supported it The 

tensions between Pipestone and the Park Service never escalated to rivalry, but area 

residents maintained that they brought the government in to help them and they never 

yielded their sense of ownership over local history. They expected federal employees to 

preserve and to enhance the quarries, but Pipestone continued to assert local tradition and 

authority in interpreting the site. 

Although townspeople disliked Park Service encroachment in the area of quarries' 

interpretation, Pipestone had always incorporated externally-created narratives of the 

place into its site-specific identity and it continued that communal custom throughout the 

twentieth century. The Hiawatha pageant declared the town's association with local tribal 

legends, but derived from a poem written in New &igland by a nationally-acclaimed poet 

who had never been to A^nnesota. For the state centennial in 1958 Pipestone published a 

town history. Similar to nineteenth-century imagery of the quarries, one section of the 

publication featured theories from outside "scholars" of the site's significance in 

^Lenore A. Stiffarm and Phil Lane, Jr., "The Demography of Native North America; A 
Question of American Indian Survival," in M. Annette Jaimes, ed.. The State of Native 
America: Genocide, Colamzfffym, andResistance (Boston: South Bud Press, 1992), 
23>53; Rrancis Paul Prucha, The Great Father: The United States Government and the 
AmaicminduinCLuicoin: UniversityNebraska Press, 19K), 340-355; Deloria, 
PlayingAidumt 125-127> 
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antiquity. In addition to the popular Ankh idea were suggestions that the petroglyphs 

resembled Tibetan symbols and Norse runes, the latter a cultural reference more familiar 

to I^nnesotans. Another "scholar and poet" speculated that the quarries had been the 

Garden of Eden, expanding its sacred designation while keeping it firmly situated in 

mythic prehistory.Pipestone's interpretation of the quarries remained flexible, ready to 

incorporate any new images that might complement traditional ones and pique public 

interest in the site. 

The centennial publication also included a timeline with synopses of local events 

deemed significant by the commemoration o^anizers. Like the promotional literature of 

previous decades, the historical overview—"From Indian Country to Indian Reservation 

to Indian Shrine Monument"~concentrated heavily on the actions of European-Americans 

and virtually excluded any tribal events. The timeline began with 1650: "White men 

heard about the red pipestone off to the west," an occurrence that relegated tribal activity 

at the quarries to a timeless period before recognized history began with non-Indian 

awareness of the place. Most of the dates highlighted exploration of the area, 

government activities regarding the quarries, and local cultural developments such as 

preservation efforts and the production of the pageant The chosen dates involved almost 

no tribal action and much external influence of local events. Through its selection and 

omission of human activities in the area the timeline revealed the connection of 

Pipestone's identity to a particular historical narrative, one that relied on written records 

as repositories of truth about the past Within the narrative white men with national 

reputations and power, whether explorers or legislators, affirmed the quarries' 

importance through their words and deeds, while local people acted to keep awareness of 

the site's significance known throughout the country and to preserve their version of its 

^Pipestone County Minnesota Statehood Centennial Committee, Pipestone, (Pipestone, 
MN: 1958), 73. 
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past forotlier Americans. The lack oflndian actors ot influences leinfbiced the 

peiceptnal difference between tribal history, blassified as enchanting but unrealistic myth 

or legend, and European-American history, accepted as quantifiable reality or truth.̂  ̂

The centennial history of Pipestone, like other promotional efforts by local 

residents, provided another example of imagery that met the expectations of outsiders. 

Townspeople had always considered the place unique, through its geography and cultural 

references, despite the existence of catlinite dieposits elsewhere and of hundreds of other 

tribal creation narratives associated with other sites. Pipestone drew tourists who sought 

unusual experiences and whochose to believe the area was as exceptional as its 

promoters claimed. The various attractions-the pageant. Roe's trading post, the National 

Monument-all expressed the essence of the place and commodified it for consumption by 

visitors. People from otherparts of the country accepted the locals as experts and their 

interpretations as valid, an authority that Pipestone's residents had always claimed. In 

addition to a mythic past, the place ofTeied interesting performances, such as the pageant 

with its drama and dancing and the spectacle of quarrying and pipe carving, both of 

which functioned as local rituals expected by tourists and open to their obsovation.̂  ̂

Pipestone continued to generateimagery drawn from its tradition of interpretation and to 

attract visitors familiar whoaffirmed the placets identity. 

While Pipestone celebrated its past within thecontextof Minnesota's centennial, 

the state continued its inclusion of tfie quarries as part of its promotion. Tourist guides 

regularly featured Pipestone as one of the state's key attractions. Newspapers from the 

2^id., 76-78. The timeline included Yankton leader Stnick<by-the-Ree's encounter 
with Lewis and Qark, which added a romanticizBd historical element to the tribe's 
reputation for peaceful coexistence, and the tribe's signing of the 18SS treaty. 
Fora tribal analysis of white uses of history, see Donald A. Grinde, Jr., "Historical 
Narratives of Nationhood and the Scmiotic Constructionof Social Iifentity: A Native 
American Perspective," in Itffichael K. Green»ed., Issues in Native American Cultural 
Idaitity^twYoA: ^ter Lang, 19 ,̂201-2  ̂
^Qpor an analysis of tourists' expectations, see Jakle, The Tourist, 4-8,18-34. 
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Twin Cities printed special articles highlighting the area's uniqueness, while public 

schools recommended the site for family's sunmier educational outings. The Miimesota 

Historical Society included the quarries and the town on its historical tours and the state's 

archaeological society continued to publish articles and offer lectures on the site. As a 

cooperative venture, the Science Museum in St Piaul designed a temporary museum 

exhibit for the National Monument to use until the Park Service created its own.̂  ̂  This 

combination of local, state, and federal promotion provided a fairiy consistent 

representation of the quarries and drew tourists by the thousands each year, making the 

site far more popular than any other in the state and comparing roughly with visitation to 

the Black Hills. 

By the mid-1950s Pipestone had become an established attraction on the 

Minnesota prairie. The National Monument maintained its budget and operations, while 

the pageant expanded every sununer and became an expected part of the Pipestone 

experience. The Indian boarding school took a different course. After more than sixty 

years in operation it had long outlived similar institutions, but could not avoid the federal 

trend of terminating services for tribes. The Department of the Interior had deliberated 

closure for almost a decade. Despite pressure from Pipestone to retain the school, in 

19S3 it finally closed. Although the Park Service expected to benefit from the closure, 

the city of Pipestone, which had been instrumental in the establishment of the school, 

negptiated to purchase much of the land and the buildings. Business and dvic leaders 

hoped to create a state industrial school at the facility, but no concrete plans developed 

June26,1950,1; Augu^6,1951,1; Nfinneapolis Public Schools, A Summer 
VacatkmGuide:NatiirecmdScienceifi/BnueaipfMst BoardEducation, 1^7); Bertha 
L. Heilbron, "Some Sioux Legends in Pictures," Mumest  ̂History (Mwii 1958): IS-
23; The Nfirmesota Pipestcme Quarries," KSrmesotaArchaeologist 24(Januaiy 1%2): 
42-44; XBrmeapoUsTribune 1949. 
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immediately.̂  ̂ with the loss of an integral attraction, Pipestone's residents shifted their 

energies to other promotional pursuits, such as the pageant and a renewed involvement at 

the National Monument. 

The success of the pageant and the draw of the quarries brought thousands of 

tourists to Pipestone, eager for souvenirs of their visit George Bryan and other tribal 

members continued to quarry and to carve pipes and other items for sale, but did so with 

little scheduling or consistency in pricing. In 1954 Winifred Bartlett and her associates 

decided to revive the Pipestone Indian Shrine Association with the goal of organizing and 

marketing catlinite products at the quarries. As at other Park Service units the National 

Monument could not buy or sell artifacts, regardless of tourist demand. Bartlett's group 

operated in cooperative association with the P  ̂Service as the only concession at the 

site. Unlike concessions at other units, which sought only to profit from sales of park-

related merchandise, the Shrine Association retained its original goal from its 1930s' 

inception. As it had twenty years eariier, the group considered itself a guardian of tribal 

culture and the main local supporter of tribal crafts. Although it operated cooperatively 

with the Park Service, the Shrine Association maintained its affiliation with the town of 

Pipestone and wherever possible it sought to influence the interpretation of the quarries 

by the National Monument staff. The group quickly published its own trail guide and 

began to draft brochures and other interpretive pamphlets for sale at the site.̂  ̂

Reorganization of the Shrine Association provided local residents the element of authority 

"̂̂ Worthington Daily Globe, May 9, l9S&,l2'r KHS, History, SOSl; Rothman, 
Managing the Sacred, 95-97. 
The school grounds eventually became atechnical/vocational training school and a long> 
term care facility for elderiy residents. 
^^AIRP, Bartlett interview; Koibmm, Managing theSacred, 101-103. Bartlett stated the 
group's intentions as "We wanted to support the Indians" and "to keep it as authentic as 
possible." 
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they had sought to recover for almost twrenty years. 

Although they frequendy lacked any overall organization, tribal people in 

Pipestone also continued to participate in the interpretati<m of the area's past Anyone 

with sidll at digging and carving could not only earn a small income from the practice, but 

also work as a living history exhibitat the National Monument, providing the human 

spectacle that tourists expected while answefihg visitors' questions and retelling legends 

that sometimes varied from the standard local version. Whcte not carving or interpreting 
% 

as "Giief Standing Eagle," George Bryan acted in the Hiawatha pageant with other tribal 

participants such as Bea Bums, who played the part of Nokomis for decades. Native 

Americans such as Bryan and Bums saw the pageant as the embodiment of positive 

values and chose to lend their presence to make the production appear more authentic to 

the audience. 

Bryan, Bums, and other tribal members who took active roles in the pageant or at 

the National Monument differed from the previous generations of tribes who had 

associated themselves with the quarries. Few Yankton made the long drive from 

southeastern South Dakota, leaving mainly Flandreau to work the quarries and continue 

carving traditions. Much oral history became interwoven with local non-tribal 

interpretations, giving the area a different significance than it had when previous 

generations of Yankton had struggled over cultural and legal title to the site. Whereas the 

Yankton had fought peacefully to retain their interpretive hold over the quarries, later 

generations from other tribes participated in marketing Indian spirituality and history. 

The larger American culture continued to extractfrom tribal cultures whatever it found 

useful or valuable and to sanction the appropriation with the excuse of cultural 
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preservatioo.̂ '̂  With Yankton reptesentatives no longer present to resist the activity, 

non-tribal Americans with the assistance of a select few Indians continued their 

commodification of the timeless tribal past of the quarries. 

By the mid-l9S0s Pipestone's residents had devoted almost a century to various 

efforts to enhance the town's identity and to promote it nationally. Hnally they settled 

into a comfortable phase. American post-war prosperity provided a steady influx of 

tourists each year, eager to experience a connection with the past at the quarries. Roe's 

and other merchants continued successfully marketing imagery of the quarries, while the 

pageant served as the annual centerpiece attraction. Cooperation between the Shrine 

Association and the Bark Service allowed townspeople to exercise interpretive influence 

at the National Monument while directly benefiting economically. EHpestone had secured 

the desired ownership of local history and established the association of the town with the 

site on the national cultural map. 

^For scholarly examinations of the appropriation of tribal spirituality by non-tribal 
cultures, see Laurie Anne Whitt, "Indigenous Peoples and the Cultur  ̂̂ Utics of 
Knowledge," in Green, Issues inNative American CultwtdIdentity, 223-271; Rayna 
Green, "l̂ e Tribe Called Wannabe: Playing Indian in America and Eurqpe," FolUore 
99/1(1968): 30-39; Wendy Rose, "The Great Pretenders: Further Reflections on White 
Shamanism," in Jaimes,̂  The State of Native America, 403-421; and Deloria, Pkiying 
Indian. 
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Coaclusion 

From Pipestone's beginning various people of the town took images about the area 

created prior to the conmiunity's founding and used them to develop and define local 

identity within a larger national context. Because the representations of the quarries 

captured the awareness of a broad audience and preceded the town's founding, Pipestone 

began as an idea. People such as Charles and Adelaide Bennett believed in the legends 

and interpretations as authentic and presumed the place held national importance before 

any urban settlement occurred at the site. The images that drew them to the quarries 

might have made the site only a passing curiosity to others, one of countless other 

interesting places across the country. After the Bennetts and their neighbors had invested 

themselves, not just financially but also socially and psychologically, in the idea of 

Pipestone's past, they devoted their energies to ensuring what they considered its 

inevitable future. 

The Bennetts' faith in Pipestone and their subsequent booster activities set 

precedent for a succession of townspeople. Decade after decade local residents—from 

newspaper editors and merchants to voluntary preservationists and church groups-

reinforced and built upon the inherited images of the quarries that had proven successful 

and reassuring. They used the local tradition of a timeless past for a stable reference 

point and source of cohesion amidst a changing society. In newspapers, promotional 

literature, and correspondences various people in Pipestone repeated versions of the 

legends and generated new ones, stressing the universal significance the "sacred site of 

peace" and the uniqueness of the place in myth and geology. Even as the twentieth 

century progressed, civic and conunercial leaders perpetuated the language usage of 

nineteenth-century explorers, scientists, artists, and poets, drawing upon a view of 

history that embodied respected authcnity and knowledge. This linguistic practice 

solidffied accepted images of the quarries, reaCnrmed local traditions, mcluding seemg die 
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site as significant in the context of national heritage, and limited perceptual reception to 

any alternative interpretations of the place. 

Each new group of local people built upon the traditional belief in the site's 

importance, acting on their own ideas about what was needed to ensure Pipestone's 

future and continued national awareness of the quarries. Town founders and merchants 

enticed railroad and land companies to invest in and promote Pipestone. Later they joined 

with local teachers, clergy, and church congregations to petition for an Indian boarding 

school. Women preservationists led efforts for establishment of a national park or 

monument to preserve the quarries physically, after which a wide array of townspeople 

joined them to maintain local interpretations of the site through production of The Song 

of Hiawatha" pageant Regardless of the group or their goals, Pipestone's residents 

always sought to attract tourists, enticing them with samples of the carved stone, whether 

obtained through illegal quarrying and sale, or through museum stores or the Pipestone 

Indian Shrine Association's concessionaire arrangement. The people and their ways of 

expressing their beliefs about the place overlapped as they continued to build on the 

foundation of local identity within a national context. 

Qianges in recent decades have followed familiar patterns and revealed how 

historical narratives shape the political present. Founded amidst the civil rights 

movement of the late 1960s and based in Minneapolis, the American Indian Movement 

(AIM) focused not only on urban problems, but also on historical developments at the 

quarries. The group used continued national interest in The Song of Hiawatha" to draw 

puUic awareness to tribal issues. During the sununer of 1970 AIM staged a televised 

protest at the pageant in Pipestone. Thirty AIM members took control of the production 

area to express their opposition to Longfellow's and local representations rfthe tribal 

past While in town the group also evaluated the exhibits at the Nationat Monument and 

criticized the Paric Service for its emphasis on EuropeanrAmerican exploration to the site 
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and its limited inclusion of tritxd interpretations. ̂ This act marked the beginning of 

increased tribal political and cultural presence at the quarries, a renewed presence based in 

diverse views of the site's traditions. 

In 1966 the National Congress of American Indians passed a resolution calling 

for a ban on sales of pipes to non-tribal people. A year later the Yankton tribal council 

petitioned the Senate Select Conunittee on Indian Affairs to evict the Pipestone Indian 

Shrine Association from the National Monument and to turn the site over to tribal control. 

Drawing on their own traditional identity and referring to themselves as "Keepers of the 

Red Sacred Pipestone," the Yankton considered the establishment of the Park Service 

unit an unlawful actand the sale of pipes "illegal commercial exploitation" of the quarries. 

To demonstrate support for the petition, regional tribes organized a symbolic "run" from 

Greenwood, South Dakota, to the quarries the following summer. From 1967 to 1994 

the run became an annual event, drawing media attention to the increasing controversy. 

Although none of the tribal councils in the area seriously expected the federal government 

to cede the quarries, they hoped to exert sufficient pressure to sever the Park Service's 

working relationship with die Shrine Association and to cease all sales of pipestone. A 

representative of the St. Paul American Indian Center described the historic and 

contemporary vendor situation as "a Plantation economy with White people setting the 

prices and in fact doing the mariceting." The willing participation of several Sisseton, 

Wahpeton, and Anishinabe people in both the pageant and the demonstration carving at 

^Colleen Sundvold Hofelman, It's News to Me: With Help from My Friends and 25 
Years (M-the-JobTrammg (n.p., 1994), 27-31; Hal K. Rothman, Managing tfx Sacred 
and the Secular: AnAebnmistrative History of P ŝtoneNiationalMonumemiOBaia: 
National Paik Service, Midwest Region, 19%), 1^151,210-212; David T. Hughes, 
Perceptions of the Sacred: A Review ofSeUct̂ NattveAmericanGroups and Thkr 
Rela^nshipsmththeCatlmteQimriesQjascAsi'i National ParicService, 1995),4. 
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the National Monument revealed to the Parte Service and the larger public that tribal 

perspectives on the quarries varied greatly and could not be generalized.̂  

G)nflicting cultural opinions also made it more difficult for the Bark Service to 

respond. Despite the historical precedent of the 18S8 treaty and subsequent negotiations, 

it could not concede continued Yankton assertions d exclusive rights to the quarries. 

The federal government representatives at the unit had a long-standing working 

relationship with the local commum'ty. Furthermore, the tribal people employed at the 

National Monument not only did not object to their conditions, but also opposed any 

outside group that tried to advocate on their behalf. Given these circumstances, the Park 

Service saw no reason to sever its ties with the Shrine Association. In other ways, 

however, it did seek to honor the requests of AIM and regional tribal councils, 

particuiariy after passage of the 1978 American bidian Religious Freedom Act National 

Monument personnel allowed the annual dbmonstnitions associated with the summer runs 

from South Dakota. In 1991 AIM began an annual sundance ceremony on the high 

ground near the quarries. The Park Service cooperated by teeping tourists from 

interfering in the event and offered anopen invitation for tribal people who wished to use 

monument land for spiritual practices. With limited fimding for changes, the Park 

Service also initiated plans to change the interpretive displays in its museum.̂  

^Alvin R. Zephier, Yankton Tribal Chair, to Tim Giago, May 19,1967, and Letter to 
Senator Daniel K. bioi^e and Senate Sele^Committee on Indian Affairs, June7,1967, 
and Donald Gumoe, St. Paul American Indian Center, to Roger Head, Minnesota Indian 
Affairs Council, June 27,1967, NGnnesota State Archives, Indian Affairs Council, 
Subject Hies, Box 6  ̂Yankton Sioux Tribe, 1987 Folder, Nfinnesota Ifistorical SodeQr, 
St Paul; Hughes, 3-4,31-47; Roitman  ̂Maru îngtheSdcredi 
^Letter from Members of the Hpestone Imlian CommuniQr to Donald Gumoe, July 23, 
1967, Minnesota State Archives, Indian Affairs Council, SubjectFiles, Box 6, Yankton 
Sioux Tribe, 1967Folder, Nfinnesota Historical Society, St Paul; Letter fh>m Betty 
McSwain, Buk Ranger, Hpestone National Monument, to author, June21,1996; 
Rothnian,il£»iagOTgrAe5acre(f, 155-166. 
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As had always been the case at the quarries, tribal people experienced better 

relations with the federal government than with the residents of Pipestone, After the fint 

AIM protest in 1970, local people did nothing to change their "beautiful pageant," but 

continued its annual summer production with technological improvements and no 

discernible interpretive changes. Promotional literature continued to refer to the town as 

the "home of the renown (sic) peacepipe." In the language of previous booster 

brochures, it touted the importance of "traditional" ceremom'al carving that visit<»s could 

experience first-hand at the quarries, a significance that "goes back beyond recorded 

history, before the first European set foot on this continent To the Indian, it goes back 

to the beginning of time." Participation by tribal members such as George Bryan and Bea 

Bums in the pageant and in carving for the Shrine Association validated local beliefs 

about the authenticity of their interpretation of local history."  ̂

During the period of growing tribal protests Pipestone added more tourist 

attractions and built further on its traditional representation of the area's past In the mid 

1970s, at the intersection of Ifiawatha Avenue and Reservation Avenue—the only two 

roads leading to both the pageant grounds and the National Monument-entrepreneurs 

from town used old telephone poles to construct "Ifistoric Fort Pipestone." Although no 

fort existed within a hundred miles, few visitors to town questioned its authentidty, but 

stopped at the fort to buy souvenirs, such as buffalo jerky and rough-cut catlinite. While 

some people in town created new history, a second historic preservation movement began 

in Pipestone, one focused on restoration and promotion of the quaitzite buildings at the 

town's heart Approximately thirty of the red stone stractures qualified as "architecturally 

important" in historical resources studies. As a result the National Register of Ifistoric 

^Hofelman, It's to Afe, 27; "Welcome to Pipestone Kfinnesota: Home of the 
Peace Pipe," A^nnesota State Archives, bdian Affairs Council, Subject Files, Box 4, 
npestone bdians Foltter, 1979, Minnesota Historical Sodety, St F^ul. 
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Places nominated mostof the buildings for preservation as the "Pipestone Ifistoric 

District" This act added further national legitimacy to the claims of the town's historic 

significance. Later, the town began to host summer Civil War re-enactments, furthering 

the GAR legacy of its founders and their interplay of local and national. In 1979 the 

Pipestone County Ffistorical Museum moved into its current location in the old city hall, 

one of the buildings on the National Register. The move created permanent exhibits of 

Bennett's pipestone collection and other items related to prairie settlement history, 

including the shanty in which Daniel Sweet lived in the early 1870s as the first Pipestone 

County resident When Roe's Trading Post closed in 1961, the museum store era 

officially ended. The Historical Society assumed the mantle of local tradition, marketing 

the town as "Pipestone: Where History is in Store," while the Chamber of Commerce 

summarized the past as "Peacepipes, Pioneers, and Progress."  ̂

Despite tribal activities and repeated attempts to provide an indigenous perspective 

on the area's history, aspects of local tradition, based in the nineteenth century, persist in 

Pipestone. Members of the YanJcton and other tribes still have more substantial relations 

with Park Service personnel than with townspeople and express their beliefs about the 

quarries with cooperation from the federal government Meanwhile, the Hiawatha Qub 

and other Pipestone residents similarly continue promotion of their interpretation of the 

area's past and enjoy a ben^cially symbiotic relationship with the National Monument 

^Letter from Chris Roelfsema-Hummel, Director, Pipestone County iCstorical 
Museum, to author, April 1,1999; Stagey Hshman Associates, Inc., Pipestone 
Preservation: A Study for the Conservation of Historic Resources ofPiĵ tonê  
Mrmesota (St Paul; Stanley Hshman Assodates, Inc., Architects and Hanning 
Consultants, 19 ,̂ 2-8,48^; Minnesota {fistorical Society, Division of Held 
Services, Historic Sites and Archaeology, Historic Preservationinwrmesotorlhe 
Annual Preservation Program, 1972,197S-76, (St Paul: MinnesotaHistoricid 
Society); United States Î partment of the &iterior» Nif̂ onal Î vk Service, National 
Register of Historic Places Dtventory-NdndnatwnFt^iSL Paul: State ffistoric 
Preservation Office, Minnesota Historical Society). 
Hetis d die Roe estate offered the store's inventory for sale; the Glenbow Museum in 
Calgary,. Alberta, presented the highest bid and took possessionof the Roe's collection. 
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The varied views of tribal groups abide in juxtapositioa with Pipestone's tradition  ̂

coexisting cultures that comprise separate, but contiguous worids, affecting each other 

constantly, though not always consciously or intentionally. 

After more than a century in its place, Pipestone's quany-based identity is valid 

and authentic for the people of the town. Reference to a selectively perceived, stable past 

for self-representation characterizes identity formation for localities, ethnic groups, and 

regions. Americans participate in their pluralistic society in part by resisting total 

immersion through use of a particular view of history to reinforce distinctiveness within a 

larger cultural context Pipestone's residents continue to perceive the past and the 

landscape around them from within local tradition, expressing their experience in the 

place melded with expectations shaped by a sense of history. Recently, many in town 

have begun to accept that perpetuation of their identity also carries the responsibility to 

acknowledge and respect other narratives and other realities at the quarries. This 

development marks the begimiing of meaningful cultural dialogue and furthers 

Pipestone's tradition of adapting national cultural trends for local use. 
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Postcards, c> 1950, Indians in quarry (above). Nicollet-Fremont rock (below). 
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4. Postcards^c. 1950> Pipestone Main Street (above), toad to Indian school (below). 
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S> Prairie with bison (above), open quarry, Pipestone National Monument (below)> 
Photographs by author. 



6. Presbyterian Church (above), old Qty Hall / E&torical Museum (beiow), both built 
c. 1^0. Photographs by author. 
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7. Charles Bennett with petroglyphs  ̂c. 1890s. (Phbtor l^njiesota ffistorical Sw^  ̂
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8. Men on Three MjBidens,c. 1890& (Fbotot Sfinnesota Historical SocieQr) 
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9. Tourist maridngs at Winnewissa Falls. From Arthur R Rose, An illustrated History 
of the Counties of Rock and Pipestone  ̂Minnesota. Luveme: Northern History, 1911. 
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Couijr, 

±mue 
ihowih;  ̂accnmely the lands for sole will be fooad 
apoB thelaiUde pagea of ti  ̂paper. 

10. Close Bnxheis & Co., premotional hochuie, c. 1886. (Minoesoia Historical Society) 
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